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Notes on tolerance relations of lattices 
G. GRATZER and | G. H. WENZEL | *) 
0. Introduction 
A tolerance relation 0 on a lattice L is a reflexive and symmetric binary rela-
tion satisfying the substitution property. In 1982, G . C Z E D L I [1] proved that, for a 
lattice L and a tolerance relation 0, the maximal 0-connected subsets of L form 
a lattice. He considered lattices as algebras of type (2, 2) and gave an algebraic 
proof. In Section 1, we investigate tolerances from the point of view of partial 
ordering in detail; in particular, we give an order-theoretical proof of Czedli's result. 
Our proof avoids Zorn's axiom needed by Czedli. Some results on 0-block fixing 
sets and consequences thereof are added. 
Tolerances can be viewed as quotients of congruences in a natural way. Using 
this fact, we extend the Second Isomorphism Theorem from congruences to tolerance 
relations in Section 2. In connection with the extended Second Isomorphism Theo-
rem, a question on the product of lattice varieties arises naturally. In Section 3 
we answer it partially and illustrate the situation with examples. 
1. The lattice L/0 
For concepts and notations not defined in this paper, see G . G R A T Z E R [ 3 ] . 
Let L=(L; s ) be a lattice and 0 a tolerance relation on L. x0y (x,y£L) 
denotes, as usual, that (x, y)£Q holds; also, (H1, H2QL) denotes that 
xOy holds for every x£H1, y£H2. The following two lemmata are useful in 
many situations. 
Lemma 1. Let x^x' and y=y' be elements of L with x'&x, y'Qy, x0y', 
y0x'. Then (x'\Jy')6(xAy). ' 
*) The research of both authors was supported by the NSFRC of Canada. 
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Proof . xQy', xOx' imply that x<9(x'V/). Similarly, yQ{x'\Jy') holds. 
Thus, (xAy)6(x,yy'). 
Lemma 2 .Let x, y, x',y' be elements of L with x6x', y0y' and x, y S 
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Proof , x&x', yQy' imply that ( X V J O 0 ( X ' V / ) . From X V . Y S I X ' , y'^x'Vy', 
we conclude that x'Qy'. The other assertion follows analogously. 
We use the following notations and terminology. A subset H of L is called 
©-connected if xQy holds for all x, y£H. If H is an arbitrary subset of L, then 
we define Cw :={x£L; x0h for all h£H}. CH is either empty or it is a convex 
sublattice of L. C„ is not necessarily ©-connected. We further define 
(H]:= x ^ h for some h£H) and [H):= {x6L; x S h for some h£H). 
Finally, H0:=C,,r}(H] and He:=CHf][H). 
Lemma 3. Let H be a subset of the lattice L. 
(1) HB is a ©-connected, convex, A-closed subset of L. If H is upward directed, 
then H0 is either empty or it is a sublattice of L. 
(2) He is a ©-connected, convex, V -closed subset of L. If H is downward directed, 
then H9 is either empty or it is a sublattice of L. 
Proof . We only prove (1). H0 is clearly convex and A-closed. To show-that 
it is ©-connected, let x,y£H0. There are x',y'£H with x^x', ySy', x&x', 
y©x', x©y', yQy'. By Lemma 1, x©y. If H is upward directed, we can choose 
x'=y' and obtain x V j ^ x ' , hence x\/y£(H]. Since x\/y£C„ is clear, we get 
xVy£He. 
Lemma 4. Let H be a ©-connected subset of L. 
(1) (H°f=H* and (He)e=H0. 
(2) H^HeQ(He)e=((Hg)e)e = ... , and (He)e is a ©-connected, convex sub-
lattice of L, if H7±0. 
Proof . (1) is clear. As to (2): Lemma 3 yields that H<gH e Q(H 0 f Q{(H ef)e• 
Let x£{(He)e)e. Then x^y^uSv for some y£(H0)0, u£H0 and v£H. We 
claim that xAu£He. Indeed, clearly, -xAu^v, hence xA«€(//]. If h£H, then 
x©h. Together with uQh we get (xAu)6h ; hence, xAu£CH and xAu£H0, 
as claimed. Now x€ [He) fl CH&—(He)°, and the first part of (2) has been proved. 
He is ©-connected and A-closed, by Lemma 3. Hence, again by Lemma 3, (HB)0 
is a ©-connected, convex sublattice of L. 
The significance of (He)e comes from the next lemma. 
Lemma 5. Let X be a subset of L. The following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) X is a maximal ©-connected subset of L. 
(2) X=(He)9 for some non-empty ©-connected HQL. 
Proof . (1) implies (2) follows by taking H=X and by Lemma 4. In order to 
prove that (2) implies (1), we choose u£L with u©(H0)e. For every xg(.H0)e , 
l* 
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we get uf\xi{{He)9)0. From u0((Ho)e)e, we get ui(({He)9)e)e={He)9. Hence, 
( H g ) e is a maximal ©-connected subset of L. 
In view of the last lemma, we call subsets of the form ( H e f o r ©-connected 
subsets H of L Q-blocks of L. The ©-blocks are convex sublattices of L. They enjoy 
a useful property with respect to two natural preorderings on L. In order to prove 
it, we use the next trivial lemma. 
Lemma 6. For A,BQL, define 
AVB := {aVb; a£A, b£B} 
and 
AAB := {aNb\ a£A, b£B}. 
If A and B are G-connected, then so are AVB and AAB. 
Def in i t i on 1. For A,BQL we define the following three binary relations: 
(1) Ao^B:o For all b£B there is an a£A with a^b. 
(2) A^oB:o For all a£A there is a b£B with osfc. 
(3) A ^ B : o A o ^ B and A^oB. 
In general, the relations go and og are distinct. On convex subsets of L, 
the relation s is a partial ordering. For ©-blocks, the three relations coincide: 
Lemma 7. If A, B are 0-blocks of L, then AosB, A^oB, and AsB are 
equivalent. 
Proof . Assume that A^oB, i.e., for every a£A, there is a b£B with o s i . 
Hence, a=a/\b£AAB. Thus, AQAAB. Since AAB is ©-connected by Lemma6 
and A is a maximal ©-connected subset of L, we conclude that A—AAB. Hence, 
if b£B is given, then bAa£A for all a£A. Thus, Ao^B. The converse is anal-
ogous. 
Theorem 1 (see G . CZEDLI [ 1 ] ) . If 0 is a tolerance on the lattice L, then L/0, 
the set of 0-blocks, forms a lattice with respect to the ordering =. In addition, we 
have AVB=(AVB)0 and AAB=(AAB)6, for all A,B£L/0. 
Proof . We prove that AVB exists and equals (AVB)0; the second formula 
follows by duality. If C^A,B for a ©-block C, then trivially C^oAVB, hence 
C^o(AVB)0. Assuming that (AVB)0 has been shown to be a ©-block, we are 
finished, since then C^(AVB)0 and, hence, (AVB)e=A\JB. 
Since (AVB)0 is ©-connected, we only have to show that (AVB)0 is a maxi-
mal ©-connected set. Let D^(AVB)0 be a ©-connected subset of L. By Lemma 6, 
DAA and DAB are ©-connected sets. Since AVB QD, we obtain A^DAA 
and BQDAB and, hence, A=DAA, B=DAB. For d£D, a£A, b£B, we get 
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dhaiA, dhb£B and d^(dha)V(dAb)£AVB. Now d&D implies that d&(AVB), 
hence d£(AVB)9. Thus, D=(AVB)9, as claimed. 
The description of AVB and AAB in Theorem 1 can be generalized. 
R e m a r k to T h e o r e m 1. If Alt A2, •••,An are ©-blocks, then 
AVAV...VVA = (A1VA2V...VAn)9 
and 
ALAA2A...AA„ = (A1AAZA...AA„)0. 
P r o o f . By induction on n. For n=1, 2 we know the result. For « ^ 3 we obtain 
A1Y...VAN_1WAN = ((A1V...VAN_1)VAN)9 = 
((A1V...VAn_1)eVA„)e (by the induction hypothesis) £ (A1V...VAn_1VAn)e. 
The maximality of A1V...VA„ implies then that AIV ...VAn=(A1V...VAn)9. The 
second assertion follows by duality. 
We add a few observations. If H*=L is a non-empty, ©-connected subset 
of L, then both (H0)e and (He)e are ©-blocks containing H. As the next lemma 
shows, the first block is the smallest and the second block is the largest ©-block 
containing H. 
L e m m a 8. Let HQL be a non-empty, ©-connected set. 
(1) If D^H is a ©-connectedsubset of L, then H9VDQH9 and HEADQH0. 
(2) If D is a ©-block with D^H, then (HE)ESD^(H9)E. 
Proo f . (1) Let x£H9VD, i.e., x=z\/d for some z£H9 and d£D. Then 
we have x^z^y for some y£H and x©H (since z©H and d@H hold true). 
Thus, x£H9, and so H0VDQHE. The proof of HEADQHG is analogous. 
(2) DQDA(H9VD)QDAH9QDA(H9)E implies that D=DA{HE)E, i.e., 
Dis(H9)0. DQDV(HEAD)QDVHEQDV(HE)9 impl ies D=DV(HE)9, i.e., 
D = (Hef-
D e f i n i t i o n 2. IfZ, is a lattice and ©is a tolerance on L, then we call a ©-con-
nected subset H of L a ©-block fixing set if there exists exactly one ©-block D with 
HQD. 
Examples . 1. If A1,...,A„ are ©-blocks, then A1V...VA„ and A1A...AA„ 
are ©-block fixing sets. 
P r o o f . Let D^A1V...VAa be a ©-block, then D^A^...\/An=(A1V...VAn)9 
holds. If den, then dQ{AxV...VA^ and there are a£A, with Jso1V...Vfl„; 
thus,i/€(^iV...V^„)e . We obtain D<g(Ay...VAn)e and therefore D=AlV...VAn. 
A dual argument shows that Aj^A.-.AA,, is a ©-block fixing set. 
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2. If A, B, C are 0-blocks, then (AVB)AC is not, in general, a ©-block 
fixing set. The following example illustrates the claim: The 8-element-lattice L of 
diagram 3 has a tolerance 0 which is given by the five ©-blocks A, B, C, D, E. 
Obviously, ( A V B ) \ C = { y } , but {7} is not a ©-block fixing set. 
Diagram 3 
3. If HQL is a ©-connected set, then H6 and He are ©-block fixing sets. 
P roo f . If D^H9 is a ©-block, then (H0)0=((He)e)e^D^((Hef)0= 
=(H0)e, by Lemma 8; thus, D=(He)0, and H0 is a ©-block fixing set. Dually, 
H0 is a ©-block fixing set as well. 
Theorem 2. If HQL is a © -connected set, then the following two statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) H is a 0-block fixing set. 
(2) (H0)0=(H0)e. 
Proof . (1) clearly implies (2), and Lemma 8 shows that (2) implies (1). 
For HQL, let [H] denote the sublattice of L generated by H. 
Lemma 9. Let © be a tolerance on the lattice L. (1) X,YQL and X^oYQ[X] imply XeQYe. 
(2) If X, Y are ©-connected subsets of L with XeQY0, then (X0)e — (Y0)e. 
Proof . (1) Choose a£X0. Then a©X holds and there is some xdX with 
a^x. We choose y£Y with xSy, hence a^y. aQX implies a©[X]; thus, 
we have a©Y. We conclude a£Y0. 
(2) X0 and Y0 are ©-block fixing sets (see Example 3 preceeding Theorem 2). 
Because of XeQ(X0)e and XeQ(Y0)0 we conclude (X0)e=(Y0)e. 
Lemma 9 is the crux of the next theorem. 
Theorem 3 . Let L be a lattice and A R = { X 1 , . . . , xn}^L, M € N , a ©-connected 
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finite subset of L. Then (Ze)e=({x1V...Vx„}e)s. (In words: All finitely generated 
0-blocks are principal 0-blocks.) 
P roof . By Lemma 9, I g o foV... V*„}i[X] implies X ^ f a V ...V xn}9\ 
thus, (Are)e=({*iV...V*1I}e)®-
2. Quotients of tolerances and the Second Isomorphism Theorem 
Let L be a lattice, Con L the lattice of congruences on L and Tol L the lattice 
of tolerances on L. If 0 and <P are tolerances on L, then we define the binary rela-
tion 0/0 on L/i> as follows: A0/<PB holds if and only if there are a£A, b£B 
with a&b. If 0 and $ are congruences and then 0/<P is a congruence on 
Lj<P, and the well-known Second Isomorphism Theorem states that Lj& = 
s(£,/$)/(0/<P) holds. In general, 0/4> is only tolerance on L/<P. We will show 
that every tolerance on an arbitrary lattice L' is of the form 0 / $ for congruences 
0 and $ on a suitable lattice L. 
Thus, let L' be a lattice and let 0' be a tolerance relation on L'. We define the 
lattice L as sublattice of the direct product L'x(L'/&') on the carrier set 
L\={(a, A); A£L'/0' and a£A}. If T^: L - Z / and TC2: L - L ' / © ' are the restric-
tions of the two canonical projections from *L'x(L'/0') onto L' and L'/0', resp., 
then Tii and n2 are lattice epimorphisms. We define 0 :=kernel (n2) and 
$:=kernel (%). The homomorphism theorem yields L/<£=L', and the corre-
sponding isomorphism identifies a£L' with tcf Under this identification 
we get that L'=LI<P and 
Def in i t i on 3. Let L' be a lattice and 0' a tolerance on L'. The lattice L and 
the congruences 0 , <P just constructed are called the lattice, resp. the congruences 
associated with (L', 0'). 
We summarize: 
Theorem 4. Let L' be a lattice, 0' a tolerance on L'. Let L be the lattice and 
0, <P the congruences associated with (L\ 0'). The canonical identification makes 
the following two statements true: 
(i) L/<f> = L', (ii) 0\$ = ©'. 
In case of a congruence 0 ' , we get 4>=co, L—L', and 0 = 0' in Theorem 4. 
In case of a tolerance 0 ' we have no natural correspondence between L / 0 and 
(L/<P)/(0/$), but a suitable modification yields a generalized version of the Second 
Isomorphism Theorem. In order to derive the result, we find another way of inter-
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preting a tolerance 0 ' on a lattice L'. This interpretation associates 0 ' on L' with 
<Po0o<P on L. 
Lemma 10. Let L be a lattice and 6, $ tolerances on L. Then the following 
are true: 
$O0O$GTO1L, 0 g ( f o 0 o ( f , and <Po0o$/<P = 0/$£TolL/<P. 
Example . Quite different from situation for congruences, not every tolerance 
0 on a lattice L is of the form $o2o<f for suitable tolerances i>, S. E.g., the 
tolerance 0 on the lattice L of Diagram 3 is not of that kind. 
T h e o r e m 5 (The Second Isomorphism Theorem). Let Lbe a lattice, i>£Con L, 
and 0£Tol L. Then 
L/(Po0o(p s (LI<P)l(0l<P) = (L/<P)/(<Po0o<P/<P). 
Proo f . Define L':—L/4>, 0':=0[<P, and let n: Z,—L' be the natural projec-
tion. If we extend n to the respective powersets in the canonical way, then we obtain 
the mapping n: Pot (£.)—Pot (L') and, by restriction, n: L/<Po0o Pot (£')• 
(i) Claim. A£L/$o0o$ implies that n(A)eL'/0'. 
Some 6-block 
Assume that a $ o 0 o # , i.e., a<Px0y<Pb for suitable ye[b]<P (a, beL). 
By the definition of 0 ' , we get ([a] <£)©'([£>] Thus, it (A) is ©'-connected. To 
show the maximality of S(A) with respect to ©'-connectedness, let [x] <P£L' be an 
element with ([x] <P) ©'([«] <P) for all a£ A. Thus, for every ad A, there are ele-
ments, x,e[x]$, a'6 [a]<P with x'0a'. We conclude that x<Px'0a'<Pa, i.e., 
x$o0o$a, and, hence, x<Po0o <PA. We deduce that x£A and, hence, [x] 71(A). 
Thus, n(A) is a ©'-block. 1 
(ii) Claim. AdL'tQ' implies that n~1(A)eL/<Po0o<P. 
Let A:=7t_1(y4). Clearly, n(A)=A. Choose a, be A arbitrarily. Then 
[a]<P, [b]$eA implies that ([a] 4>) ©'([*>] <P); thus, a$x0y$b holds for suitable 
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[a] i>, y£[b] <t>, i.e., we have a&oQo <Pb. Thus, A is <Po0o (^-connected. We 
embed A in some <£o0o$-block A* and obtain fi(A)=AQn(A*). Since A and, 
by (i), n(A*) are ©'-blocks, we obtain A=n(A*) and, hence, A*gS - 1( /4)=A. 
Thus, A=A*. 
(i), (ii) and the surjectivity of n immediately imply (iii) and (iv) below. 
(iii) 7i_1(rc(A))=A holds for all $o0o<Z>-blocks A of L. 
(iv) n(n^(A^A holds for all ©'-blocks A of L'. 
(v) Statements (i) to (iv) prove that the restriction n: L/<Po0o 4>-~L'/&' is 
a bijection. Finally, we show that n is even a lattice-homomorphism: n~1(A') = 
= {a£L\ [a]$£A} holds for every AeL'/&'. If, therefore, A,B£L'/0' are arbi-
trarily chosen, then we get: 
n-^AWB) = {x£L\ [x]<i>iAVB) i 
=?{aV6; a,b£L and [a\d>iA, [b]$eB} = n^iA^n^iB). 
The last set is a $o0o$-block fixing set. Thus, there is exactly one <f>o 0o <f>-
block of L containing n~1(A)Vfi~1(B), namely ii~1(A)Vn~~1(B). Thus, we proved 
that n-1(A\/B) = n-1(A)Vn-1(B) holds.' Similarly, n-1(A/\B) = n-1(A)An-1(B) 
holds. 
3. Products of lattice varieties 
If V and W are two varieties of lattices, then the product VoW consists of 
all lattices L for which there is some congruence © satisfying the following two 
properties : 
(i) All ©-blocks of L are in V, 
(ii) L/06W. 
We combine these two conditions by saying that 0 establishes that L is in VoW. 
G . G R A T Z E R and D . K E L L Y [6] give an overview of these variety products. 
VoW is not, in general, a variety. However, one knows that the variety generated 
by VoW is H(VoW), the class of all holomorphic images of lattices in VoW. 
R. N. McKenzie conjectured that the variety H(VoW) can be characterized as 
follows: "A lattice L' is contained in H(VoW) if and only if there is a tolerance 
0 ' on L' such that all ©'-blocks of L? are in V and !//©'£W." The next theorem 
answers one direction of the conjecture in the affirmative. 
Theorem 6. Let V and W be varieties of lattices. Let L' be a lattice with a 
tolerance 0' that satisfies the following two properties: 
(i) All ©'-blocks are in V, 
(ii) L7©'€W. 
Then L'eH(VoW). 
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Proof . Let L be the lattice and let 0, <P be the congruences associated with 
(1/, ©'). Of course, 0C\d>=co and L /OsL ' /© ' . Thus, £,/©£W. If L-U 
and 7i2: L-*L'/0' are the projections yielding and 0, then the ©-blocks of L 
are of the form i t f o r fixed Ao£L'/0'. n^1(A0)= {(a, A0); a£A0}siA0 shows 
that n ' ^AoXV holds. Thus, 0 establishes that L€VoW. The projection n1 yields 
L '€H(L) iH(VoW). 
In order to tackle the opposite direction of the above conjecture, we begin 
with some fixed lattice L'CH(VoW). L'£H(Vo\V) means L's=L/<P for some 
L£VoW and a suitable congruence <P on L. Z.6 Vo W is established by some con-
gruence 0 on £ . Then © ' : = © / $ is a tolerance on L', and McKenzie's conjecture 
seems to be based on the hope that (i) all ©'-blocks of Li are in V and (ii) ! / /©'€ W 
is always true. The next and last theorem states that the first assertion is valid. 
An example will show that the second one is, in general, not true. This suggests 
that the answer to McKenzie's conjecture is in the negative. 
T h e o r e m 7. Let V, .W be lattice varieties and assume that L'£H(VoW). 
Then L'=L/<P for some LG Vo W and some congruence $ on L. Let 0 be a con-
gruence on L establishing L£VoW. If 0':=0/4>, then all ©'-blocks of L' are in V. 
P roo f . We will show that for every finite ©'-connected set {[a0]<P, ..., [an] 
of ^-blocks there is a ©-connected subset {«0, ..., u„) of L with «¡6[a,] <P. This 
suffices, since then every ©'-block satisfies every identity which is satisfied by every 
©-block. Since tolerance blocks are sublattices, we may assume that [a0] <£<[«,] <P 
holds for all z'=l, 2, ..., n. By the definition of ©', we find suitable ¿>¡£[<2,]<P and 
flie[a0]<f with aj,<£(- and ( /=1 ,2 , . . . ,« ) . Let a%M...Vcf0e{a0]<P. 
Due to ¿>¡©4 and a'o0a'o, we get ( b ^ a ) 0 a and ¿¡Vaela,]^ for / = 1 , 2 , . . . , n. 
With u0:=a and w,:=6;Va,/= 1, 2, ..., our claim has been proved. 
Example . We modify an example of G. CZEDLI[1] to show that, under the 
hypotheses of Theorem 7, we cannot, in general, conclude that L'/0'£ W. To do 
so, we describe a distributive lattice L and two congruences Q, <P on L (with 
0C\<p=<xi) such that I / $ o 0 o $ (^(L/$)/(0/<i>), by Theorem 5) is not distri-
butive. Let L5 be the 5-element lattice on {1,2,3,4,5} with 1 < 2 < 3 < 4 < 5 . 
Then L:=(L5XL5) \{(4, 1), (5, 1)}£D (variety of distributive lattices). On L5 we 
define the congruences <P2, 0 l 5 0 2 via the corresponding congruence blocks 
listed below: 
{{1,2}, {3,4}, {5}} 
<*>2: {{1}, {2,3}, {4}, {5}} 
©,: {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4,5}} 
©2: {{1, 2}, {3}, {4, 5}}. 
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Then ©^©¡¡(ECon (Z,5XL6), andwedefine i > : = # j X © ^ © j X © ^ . 
Diagram 5 shows the ©-blocks (indicated by bold border lines) and the ^-blocks 
(indicated by normal border lines) on L. 
Diagram 5 
Diagram 6 shows the <f>o ©o ^-blocks on L. We recognize that L/<Po0o&=z 
~iV6<E D. 
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Diagram 6 
Note. The conjecture referred to in this paper has in the meanwhile been an-
swered in the negative by E . F R I E D and G . G R Ä T Z E R [ 2 ] . 
Note added in proof (September 19, 1990) by G. Grätzer. The second author, 
my former student, friend, and colleague, tragically died last year. I shall miss him. 
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A characterization of ^-distributive semilattices 
J. R A C H O N E K 
The notion of a distributive ordered set which generalizes the notion of a dis-
tributive lattice is introduced in [3], where there are shown some properties of such 
ordered sets. In [2] there are described ordered sets having a similar importance 
for distributive ordered sets as the pentagon and the diamond have for distributive 
lattices, i.e. on certain conditions they are not included in a distributive ordered set 
(e.g. as its strong subset) and each non-distributive ordered set contains at least 
one of those sets as an L[/-subset. (For the definitions of an LCI-subset and a strong 
subset see below.) 
The aim of this paper is to describe the semilattices which are distributive 
ordered sets. 
Let A=(A, be an ordered set. If BQA, then we denote 
LA(B) = {x£A\ x^b, for all b£B), 
UA(B) = {y£A; y^b, for all b£B}. 
If it is not a danger of misunderstanding, we write also L(B) and U(B) instead of 
LA(B) and UA(B). For B={a1, ...,«„} we use also the forms L(B)=L(a1, ...,a„) 
and U(B) = U(ai, ...,an). 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. An ordered set A is called distributive if t 
L(U(L(a, c), L(b, c))) = L(U{a, b), c) for all a, b, c£A. 
R e m a r k 1. It is clear that in any ordered set A it holds L(U(L(a, c), L(b, c)))g 
QL(U(a,b),c) for all a,b,c£A. Hence for the distributivity of an ordered set 
it suffices to verify only the identity with the opposite inclusion. 
R e m a r k 2. A lattice A is distributive if and only if it is a distributive ordered 
set. (See [3].) 
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Recall that a semilattice A=(A, V) is called distributive (see [1, p. 135]) 
if for any a, b, x£A it holds the following condition: 
If x^aVb, then there exist a l 3 b^A, ^ S a , b^b such that x=a1Vb1. 
To distinguish two notions of distributivity, a semilattice which is simulta-
neously a distributive ordered set will be called an ¿»-distributive semilattice. 
We will show a connection between these notions. 
P ropos i t i on 1. Every distributive semilattice is o-distributive. 
Proo f . If A=(A, V) is a semilattice, a, b, c£A, then L(U(a, b), c)—L(aMb, c). 
Let A be a distributive semilattice, a, b, c, x£A, xSc, x=a\Jb. Then there exist 
a1,b1£A, a^a, b^b such that x=ax\Jb1. Let y£ U(L{a, c), L(b, c)). Then 
a^y, b1^y, hence x=a1Vb1Sy, and therefore L(aVb, c)QL(U(L(a, c), L(b,c))). 
R e m a r k 3. The converse implication is not true. For example, the semi-
lattice A={a, b, c}, where a<c , b<c (see Fig. 1), is o-distributive but it is not 
distributive. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2. a) A subset M of an ordered set A is said to be an LU-subset 
of A, if for each a, b£M: 
(i) LM(a, b)-0 if and only if LA (a, b)=0; 
(ii) U„(a, b)=0 if and only if UA(a, b)=0. 
b) A subsemilattice M of a semilattice A=(A, V) which is an LU-subset 
of A (i.e. M satisfies the condition (i)) is called an JL£/-subsemilattice of A. 
Theorem 2. Let a semilattice A—(A, V) do not be o-distributive. Then it 
contains an LU-subsemilattice isomorphic to one of the ordered sets M2, A/4, N3, N4. 
c 
Fig. 1 
(See Fig. 2.) 
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Proof . If a semilattice A is not ¿»-distributive, then there exist a,b,c£A 
such that 
L(U(L(a, c), L(b, c))) c L(aVb, c). 
I. Let a<c . Then L(U(L(a,c), L(b, c)))=L(U(a, L(b, c))), and thus 
L(U(a, L(b, c)))cL(aVb, c). Clearly a\\b, b\\c. 
(a) Firstly let us suppose L(b,c)=0. Then there exists x£L(aVb,c) such 
that x ^ a . 
(a) Let x>a. Then aVb=bVx, a\!b>b, b\\x. From that we also have aMb^-x. 
Therefore the set Tx = {a, b, x, aNb} is a subsemilattice of A. Furthermore L(a, b)Q 
^L(b, x)QL(b, c)= 0 , hence Tx is an LEZ-subsemilattice of A isomorphic to M2 . 
(P) Let x\\a. Let us denote T2={a,b, a\!x, aSJb). We have aVx^aVb 
and flcaVx. Furthermore aMb^c. In the case c~za\lb, we obtain a\!bs 
^flVx, in the case c||aV6, we have aVx<c, a\!x<a\ib. Therefore it always 
holds a\lx<a\lb. In addition, we have b<a\lb. Let us show that bj|aVx. In 
fact, if aVxSb, then a contradiction, and if b-^aVx, then aNb-^aVx, 
a contradiction, too. 
Therefore T2 is a subsemilattice of A, and because L(a,b)QL(b, aVx)Q 
£L(b , c)= 0 , T2 is an Z,£/-subsemilattice of A isomorphic to M2. 
(b) Let now L(b, c)^ 0 and let v£L(b, c). Since L(U(a, L(b, c)))cL(aV6, c), 
there exist x£L(aVb, c), y£U(a, L(b, c)) such that x^y. 
(a) Let x>y. Let us denote T3={b,x,y,v, aVb). Then from a < x we 
obtain aVb^xVb, and since evidently xMb^aSIb, we have yVb=a\Jb. Further 
it is clear that v<b and v<y. Since c\\b, we have x<aVb. If ¿ S x , then b^-a, 
and if b^x, then x=a\/b, hence it must hold Z>[|x. Analogously we can prove 
b\\y. But this means that T3 is an Li/-subsemilattice of A isomorphic to Mi. 
(P) Let x|| j . Let us denote Tt = {b, a\Jv, xVaVv, v, aVb}. Since v<b, 
x-^aNb and a^b, we have xVaNvSaNb. Let us suppose x\!a\!v=cNb. 
Then xMaNv^b, hence cVxVaVv^bVc. But cVxVaVv=c, therefore csfe, 
a contradiction. Thus it must be xVa\tv-<.a\fb. 
Since x\\y, we obtain xl£a\/v, hence xVaMv^aMv, and so a\lv<x\la\/v. 
Further it is evident that v<aVv, v<b, b<aVb. At the same time, if bsaVv, 
then b^a, and if b^aMv, then f>Sc, a contradiction. Thus b\\a\/v. Similarly 
x\]a\jv\\b. 
Therefore T4 is an LU-subsemilattice of A isomorphic to M4. 
II. Now, we shall observe the case a\\c. It is evident that then a\\b and c^b. 
We can suppose Z?||c, otherwise we would obtain the same results as for the case I. 
(a) First let us suppose aV6<aV6Vc, aVc<aV2>Vc, b\tc-^aMb\Jc. 
(a) Let L(a,b)=L(a,c)=L(b,c)=0. Then L(U(L(a, c), L(b, c)))= 0, but 
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L(a\Jb,c)?z0. Let x£L(a\/b,c). Then JR1={X, aVb, aVc, bVc, aVfeVc} is an 
ZCAsubsemilattice of A isomorphic to N^. 
(P) If e.g. L(a,b)^0, d£L(a,b), then R2= {d, a\Jb, aVc, bVc, aVbVc} is 
an L(7-subsemilattice of A isomorphic to Nt. 
(b) Let a\!b=aVb\lc, aVc^aVb, bVc^aVb. 
(a) Let L(a, b)—L(a, c)=L(b, c)= 0 . If L(aVc,b)=0, then Rs={a,b, 
aVc, aV£>} is an LC/-subsemilattice of A isomorphic to M2. 
If L(aVc,b)?£0, d£L(aVc,b), then Ri= {d, b, aVc, byc, aVb} is an LU-
subsemilattice of A isomorphic to M4 . 
(P) If L(a,b)?±0, e£L(a,b), then R& = {e,b,aMc,b\lc,a\lb} is an LU-sub-
semilattice of A isomorphic to Mt. 
(y) If e.g. L(a, c ) # 0 , f£L(a, c), then Rs= {/, a, aVc, by c, a\lb] is an LU-
subsemilattice of A isomorphic to M^. 
(c) Let us suppose aSJb=a\]c=a\lb\lc, bVc^aVb. 
(a) Let L(a,b)=L(a,c)=L(b,c)=0. If L(a,bMc)=0, then R7={a,b, 
bye, aVb} is an Lt/-subsemilattice of A isomorphic to M2. 
Let L(a, bVc)?£0, g£L(a,bVc). Then L(b,g)=L(c,g)=0. If by g= 
=c\/g=b\lc, then Rs={b, g, c, fcVc} is an Lt/-subsemilattice of A isomorphic 
to Ns. If bVg<bVc, then R9={g,byg,byc,ayb,a} is an Lt/-subsem¡lattice 
of A isomorphic to M4 . 
0?) Let L(a, b)^0, h£L(a,b). Then R10= {h, b, byc, ayb, a} is an LU-
subsemilattice of A isomorphic to M4 . (Similarly for L(a,c)^0.) 
(y) Let L(a,b)=L(a,c)=0, L(b,c)^0. If L(a,bVc)=0, then R7 is an 
Z.i/-sub.semilattice of A. Suppose L(a, b\/c)^ 0 , g£L(b, c), h£L(a, b\Jc). We 
have hVg^b, hVgl£c, hVg^bVc. Let b^hNg. If hVg^bVc, then J ? u = 
= {h, hVg, b\/c, aVb, a} is an LU subsemilattice of A isomorphic to M 4 . If hSlg= 
=bVc, then R12= {g, h, b, bVc} is an ¿[/-subsemilattice of A isomorphic to Af2. 
(For c</iVf, we can prove similarly.) 
Let b\\h\lg, c\hMg. If b\/hVg=bVc and cV/iVg=bVc, then R13= 
= {h, b, hWg, c, b\Jc) is an Li7-subsemilattice of A isomorphic to Nt. If &V/iVg< 
<fcVc or cV/iVg<&Vc, respectively, then Rlt= {h, c, b, bVhVg, byc} or Ru— 
= {h, b, c, cVhVg, bVc}, respectively, is an L£/-subsemilattice of ,4 isomorphic 
to M4 . 
(d) The case aVc=6Vc=aVfcVc, aV6<aVc can be proved analogously as 
the case (c). 
(e) Let us suppose aVfr=aVc=ftVc=aVfeVc. 
(a) If L(a,b)=L(a,c)—L(b,c)=0, then R1IS= {a, b, c, aVbVc} is an LU-
subsemilattice of A isomorphic to N3. 
(/3) Let e.g. L(a, b)?±0, d£L(a,b). If £?Vc<aVbVc, then R17= {d, a, b, dVc, 
ay bye} is an LtZ-subsemilattice of A isomorphic to Nt. 
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Let ¿Vc=aVftVc and let L(b,c)=0 or L(a,c)=0, respectively. Then 
R18={d, b, c, aVbVc) or R'1B = {d, a, c, aMbVc}, respectively, is an L£/-subsemi-
lattice of A isomorphic to M2. 
Finally, let us observe the case L(a, b)^0, L(a, L(b, c ) ? s 0 . Let 
d£L(a,b),e£L(a,c), fdL(b,c). If e.g. L(e,f)^0, g£L(e,f), then R19={g,a, 
b,c,aVb\/c} is an LCZ-subsemilattice of A isomorphic to Nt. Hence, let L(d,e)— 
L(d,f)=L(e,f)=0. Since L(aVb, c)—L{c), it exists (by the assumption) an 
element U(L(a, c), L(b, c)) such that c^x. For x we have x^e, x = / , thus 
it must be c>eVf. If now aV/>c, then R20 = {e, a, eVf, c, aVf} is an LU-sub-
semilattice of A isomorphic to M4 . 
Let aV/||c. If aV/>a , then R21={e, a, aV/, c, a\/b\/c} is an ¿CZ-subsemi-
lattice of A isomorphic to M4. If aVf=a, then R22= {/, a, b, c, a\Jb\f c} is an 
L(7-subsemilattice of A isomorphic to Nt. 
All remaining possibilities of the connections among a, b, c would lead to 
some variants of the preceding cases only. 
Remark 4. In [2] it is proved for any ordered set A that if A is non-distributive, 
then it contains an L£/-subset isomorphic to some of ordered sets M1, M2, M3, 
Mt, M5, M6, JVls N2, N3, Ni} N5. (See Fig. 2 and 3.) 
But for the case of semilattices, the constructions of respective L[/-subsets 
from [2] do not lead to subsemilattices. 
b< 
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D e f i n i t i o n 3. A subset M of an ordered set A is called strong if for any 
a,b£M it holds: 
(i) LA(U„(fl,b)) = LA{UA(a,b)y, 
(ii) UA(LM(a, b)) = UA(LA(a, b)). 
In [2] it is shown that if M is a strong subset of A such that UA(a, b)?±{ 1} 
and La(a, b) JT {0} (where 1 or 0 denotes the greatest or the least element of A, 
respectively — if they exist), then M is an ¿(/-subset of A. Furthermore, any strong 
subset of an ordered set A which is a semilattice with respect to the induced order, 
is a subsemilattice of A. 
Therefore, the following theorem is similar to the converse of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 3. If a semilattice A—(A,V) contains an LU-subsemilattice iso-
morphic to M2 or to N3, respectively, or if it contains a strong subsemilattice iso-
morphic to Af4 or to Na, respectively, then A is non-o-distributive (and so non-dis-
tributive, too). 
Proof . The assertion follows from [2, Theorems 4 and 7]. It is clear that the 
non-distributivity of A for the cases of the strong subsemilattices M2 and M3 also 
directly follows from the fact that A is not (in those cases) lower directed. 
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Non type-preserving automorphism groups of buildings 
and normalizing Tits systems 
BENEDICT G. SEIFERT 
0. Introduction 
It is known that a very important class of groups, including real and complex 
reductive Lie groups and algebraic groups [1], [4], [7], [11], [12], [13], finite simple 
groups other than the alternating or sporadic groups [12], and also some infinite 
dimensional groups associated to Kac—Moody Lie algebras [15], [16] and some 
infinite dimensional transformation groups [9], give rise to a Tits system (or BN 
pair) [2], [12] and hence act on some simplicial complex which satisfies very striking 
geometric and combinatorial properties, axiomatized in the theory of buildings 
. [2], [12]. 
A basic property of a building (for definitions, see Sec. 1) is that it admits 
"type mappings", the set of which is parametrized by the group of permutations 
of the vertices of a given chamber [12]. Furthermore, a group with Tits system 
acts on its building in a type preserving way [12]. By a Theorem of J. TITS ([12], 
3.11, p. 44), there is a certain converse to this situation: any group of type preserving 
automorphisms of the building which acts transitively on the set of pairs (C, A), 
where C is a chamber of given type and A an apartment containing it, is a group 
with Tits system, with respect to B and N the stabilizers of C and A, respectively. 
In this paper we consider groups of non-type preserving automorphisms of a 
building which satisfy the analogous condition for chambers and apartments whose 
type is not fixed. Non type-preserving elements of such groups (the "polarities") 
and their centralizers play an important role in the theory of simple groups (see 
for instance [14]). We show that such a group together with B and N as above, 
gives rise to a "normalizing Tits system", a notion which we have introduced in [9]. 
This means that G satisfies all the hypotheses of a Tits system except for the prop-
erty of groups with Tits system that all elements of any generating set S of the Weyl 
Received March 13, 1987 and in revised form May 17, 1989. 
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group fail to normalize B. Under our hypotheses, the subgroup of G preserving 
the type still acts transitively on the set of pairs of oriented chambers and apart-
ments, as above and hence, by Tits' Theorem, gives rise to a Tits system. We use 
this fact in the proof that G has a normalizing Tits system. The subgroup of type 
preserving automorphisms is a normal subgroup of G. When the building is of 
finite rank, then it is of finite index in G. In [9] we had given these results in the 
special case where the building is a homogeneous tree. 
1. Basic definitions 
In this paragraph we establish some basic notation and briefly recall a few 
definitions and results concerning buildings, taken from [12]. 
Given any set X, we denote the group of all bijective maps of X by S(X). By 
a simplicial complex 7 we shall here mean a set M(I) together with a family of sub-
sets Sim (/), the simplices of 7, which is closed under taking subsets. Given a sim-
plex S, we denote the set of points of I(S) by M(S). I is completely determined 
by the set of maximal elements of Sim (/), which we shall denote by Ch (7). We 
shall write the action of the automorphism group of 7 on M(7) or Sim (7) on the 
right, m-*m-g, except when we wish to name the homomorphism a: Aut(7) — 
-*S(M(I)) or S(Sim (/)), in which case we shall write ct(g)(m), etc. 
De f in i t i on 1.1. A simplicial complex A—{M(A), Sim (A)) is said to be 
"thin" iff the following conditions are verified: 
(i) For any maximal simplices, C, C" there exists a chain of maximal simplices, 
y: C—C(0), ...,C(n)=C' such that the successive intersections C( / )nC( i '+ l ) are 
of codimension 1 in both C(i) and C(i+1). A maximal simplex is called a chamber. 
Two chambers whose intersection is of codimension 1 are called adjacent, an their 
intersection is called their wall, y is called a gallery between C and C'. 
(ii) If (C, C") and (D, D') are two pairs of adjacent chambers, such that 
CC\C'=DC\iy then the sets {C,C'} and (D, D'} coincide. 
One of the basic results about thin complexes is the following result on the set 
of chambers: Given a set X, a bijection from some ordinal o onto A'is called a tuple 
in X. By fixing a given tuple, we can identify the set of all tuples in X with S(X). 
Def in i t i on 1.2. Given a simplicial complex 7, and a simplex X of 7, we shall 
denote the set of ordered tuples in M(X) by (X); we can identify ( X ) with S(M(Xj). 
We denote by <Ch(7)> the set Ch(7)xTyp(7) (see Definitions 1.3. and 1.4.). 
De f in i t i on 1.3. A simplicial complex 7=(M(7), Sim (7)) together with a 
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family of subcomplexes Ap, called apartments, is called a building iff the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
i) Any subcomplex A in Ap is thin. 
ii) For any two chambers C, C' of I, there exists an apartment A which con-
tains both C and C". 
iii) If the intersection of . two apartments A, A' contains two chambers C and 
D, then there exists an isomorphism q: A —-A' which fixes C and D, as well as all 
their faces. 
For a chamber C in a building I, we shall let Sim (C) and M(C) denote the 
simplices and points of I contained in C, respectively. 
De f in i t i on 1.4. A type mapping (relative to a fixed chamber C) for a building 
is a mapping t: M(I)—M(C) which restricts to a bijection on M(C') for each 
chamber C". We shall denote the set of type mappings by Typ (I). 
The basic property of type mappings of a building is the following result ([12]' 
Ch. 3): 
Theorem 1.1. Any type mapping t is uniquely determined by the permutation 
a: M(C)—M(C) which t induces by restriction to M(C). 
One has an obvious action of S(M(C)) on the set of type mappings of I, given 
by the formula 
(1) <j(t)(m) = o(t(m)). 
By Theorem 1.1, this action is regular (i.e. free and transitive), and hence we 
can identify a type mapping with a permutation of M(C). Indeed, we shall identify 
the permutation a with the unique type mapping inducing a on M(C). Given a 
point m of / and a type map t, t(m) is called the type of m, and given a wall S be-
tween two chambers, the cotype of S is the unique element of M(C) which is not 
in the image t(S). 
The notion of a Tits system (or BN pair) was first defined in [11]. For some 
of its implications see also [1], [2], [3], [7], [12], [13], as well as the papers referred 
to in [12]. 
De f in i t i on 1.5. Let G be a group, N and B two subgroups, S a set. We say 
that a quadruple (G, B,N,S) is a Tits system if and only if 
(T. 1) the subgroups B and N generate G. 
(T. 2) BON is normal in N. 
Furthermore the group W=N/BC\N has a set S of generators of order 2 such that 
(T. 3) for each w in W, s in S, the inclusion B w-B sQB-w-s-BUB-w-B 
holds 
(T. 4) for each J in S, s-B• s^B. 
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Clearly, in (T.3) one can *also write Bw-Bs-B instead of Bw-Bs. The 
principal result of this paper is a generalization of the following result of J. T I T S 
[12, 3.11, p. 46]. 
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a group of type-preserving automorphisms of a building 
acting transitively on the set of pairs (C, A), where C is a chamber (of fixed type) 
and A an apartment containing it. Let B and N be the stabilizers in G of C and of A, 
respectively. Then BON is normal in N, and there exists a set of generators S in 
IV=N/NC\B such that the quadruple (G,B, N, S) forms a Tits system. 
2. Non-type preserving automorphisms 
We shall fix a building /. We consider the action of G=Aut(7) and certain sub-
groups of it (which we shall define later) on (CH (/)) (Definition 1.2). G will always 
denote a subgroup of Aut (I). We consider throughout this paper a fixed chamber 
C, and t the unique type map t, defined with respect to C which induces the identity 
on M(C). By means of it, we can identify <CH(/)> with Ch (OXS^A/XC)). By 
this identification a typed chamber (D) for which t ((D))=id is identified with 
the pair (D, id). The reader is warned that this contrasts with the usual terminology 
of buildings ([12] for instance), where the letters C, D, etc. refer to chambers with 
fixed type under a given type mapping, whereas here we use C, D to denote the 
"abstract" chambers.. Similar remarks apply to apartments and simplices of a 
building. When we wish to emphasize this point, we shall speak of abstract chambers, 
apartments, etc. 
G acts on Ch (/) in the obvious way. We shall denote this action by 
p: G-*S(Ch (/)) and shall sometimes abbreviate p(g)(D) by D g. G acts also 
onTyp(7): 
(2) q(g)(a)(m) = a(m-g), 
for any type map a and any m in M(I). 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1, one has 
Lemma 2.1. The stabilizer G(a) in G of any type mapping a is normal in G. 
G/G(a) acts freely on Typ (/). We denote the G-orbit of t by Typ (G). It forms a 
subgroup of S(M(Cj). 
Def in i t ion 2.1. An automorphisms g is called type preserving if and only if 
it lies in G(a), for some (and hence by the Lemma for all) type mappings. We denote 
by G(0) the subgroup of type preserving automorphisms in G. 
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Finally, there is an action of G on <Ch (7)>=Ch (/)XS(M(C)), which is 
simply the product action of G on Ch (7) and on Typ (7). 
<7)>• g = (D, a)-g = {p(g№, g(g)(a)). 
The action of G on Typ (/) defines a homomorphism of G into the set of 
bijections of Typ (7): 
(3) 1 — G(0) — G—* 77-»-1, 
with 77 contained in (Typ (7)). 
Furthermore, we had seen in Ch. 1 that one can identify the set Typ (7) with 
S(M(C)) by virtue of the regular action of that latter group, which we can hence 
identify with the left regular action of S(M(C)) on itself. Moreover one sees im-
mediately that the actions of G and of 5(M(C)) on Typ (7) commute. It is well 
known that the commutant of right regular action of a group on itself is left reg-
ular action of the same group. Hence we can regard the exact sequence (3) as follows-
(3') . 1 - G(0) - G-S-* Typ (G) - 1 
and we can identify Typ (G) with a subgroup of S(M(C)). 
We consider the G-equivariant projections 
7>:<Ch>-Ch, Q: (Ch) — Typ (7) 
defined by the decomposition of (Ch)=ChxTyp (7) on the two factors. In fact, 
they are "fibred extensions" in the sense of [8], in (3'), G acts on the fibres for the 
projection Q, and G(0) is the set of elements in G for which, for all chambers 7)' 
Q(g-((D)))=D=Q((D)), and similarly for the pair (P, p). 
Propos i t i on 2.1. G acts faithfully on Ch(7). 
We leave proof to the reader. 
Def in i t i on 2.2. Let A be an apartment of 7, and 77 a subgroup of S(M(Cj) 
(thought of as a set of type mappings of the building). Then let (Ch(A; 77)}= 
= {<C)|C is in A and /(<C>) is in 77}. The pair (M(A), <Ch (A;H))), will be 
called the typed apartment (A; 77), 77 its group of types, and A its underlying 
abstract apartment. Set-theoretically, (CH(A; 77)) is the product Ch (A)XH. 
We shall now fix a subgroup 77 of Typ (7). From now on we shall make the 
following assumption about our group G, which is the direct analogue of the hypoth-
eses of Theorem 1.2 for typed apartments and non type-preserving groups. 
(S) S t a n d a r d hypothes is . G acts transitively on the set of pairs 
((C), (A; Typ(G))), such that (C) is a typed chamber of type h contained in a 
typed apartment (A; Typ (G)) with h in Typ (G). ' 
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We shall fix (C ) contained in (Ch (A)), and denote by B and N the stabilizers 
of (C) and ( A ; H ) , respectively. We shall always denote Typ (G) by H. Given 
a pair of subgroups B, N, with B(~)N<iN, W=N/Nf)B, we shall write right, left 
and double cosets n • B, B n, B-n B unambiguously as w-B, B • if, etc. where 
w is the image of n in W under the natural projection. 
The formula (B) of the following Proposition 2.2 is an obvious generalization 
of the Bruhat decomposition (see [3.0] for the Bruhat decomposition in its original 
setting, and also the references on Tits systems). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.2. 
(i) BC\N<iN. 
(ii) G is the disjoint union of all double cosets B-w-B, w in W: 
(B) G=B-W-B. 
Proof . We first prove that BC\N<iN. As above, we let t be.the unique type 
mapping defined with respect to C which is the identity on M(C). Let T be the 
stabilizer of (C) in N. Then, by Lemma 2.1, T is contained in ker (q). We shall 
denote by o the homomorphism defining the action of N on Ch (A), i.e. the restric-
tion of the homomorphism p to N, restricted to the invariant subset Ch (A). T is 
in the kernel of that homomorphism. On the other hand, iVflker (^)flker (o) 
is obviously contained in T. Hence T is the intersection of two normal subgroups 
of N, hence is normal. 
We let W=N/NC\B. To show (B), it suffices to show that for any (D) in 
(Ch (/)), there exists b in B and n in N such that (D)—(C) •n-b. By Lemma 2.1, 
there exists a typed apartment (A') containing (C ) and (D). By hypothesis there 
exists an element b' in G which maps the pair ((C), (A')) into the pair ((C), (A)). 
By definition of B, b' is in B. Applying the hypothesis again, we see that there exists 
an element n in G which maps the pair ((C), (A)) to ((D)-b', (A)). By definition 
of N, n is in N. Putting b=(b')-\ (D)=(C)-n-b. 
Using the G-equivariant projections P and Q onto Ch (A) and Typ (G) re-
spectively, the disjointness of the decomposition (B) follows immediately from Bruhat 
decomposition of G(0), which follows from Tits' Theorem 1.2, and the fact that 
G/G(0) acts freely on Typ(G). This proves Bruhat decomposition. 
For any subgroup P of G, P(0) will denote the intersection of P with G(0). 
We note that T and B are both confined in G(0) by Lemma 2.1. Hence the ex-
tension 
1 - N ^ W - 1 
restricts to a subextension 
1 - N(0) - JV(0) - 1 
with W(0) contained in W. • 
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Lemma 2.4. W acts regularly on (CH (A, H)). 
The proof is routine and is left to the reader. 
Lemma 2.5. Assuming (S), the homomorphism q restricted to N and to 
(Ch (A, H)) defines an extension 
(4) 1 - W(0) 1. 
W= W(0) X\H. There exists a splitting from H into W which maps H onto the sta-
bilizer in W of C. 
Proof . By the Standard hypothesis (S), q restricts to a surjection from N 
onto H. Since we have seen that T is contained in the kernel of q, q defines a surjec-
tion, still denoted by q, from W onto H, with kernel W(0). We now restrict q to 
the stabilizer in W of C. Since, by the previous Lemma, W acts regularly on (Ch (A)), 
this restriction is still surjective. It is clearly injective. Inverting that restriction from 
H onto the stabilizer, we obtain the splitting. 
We note that the Standard hypothesis implies immediately that the 
hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 of [12] are satisfied, and hence that the quadruple of 
(G(0),B(0),fV(0),S), for some suitable S, constitute a Tits system, and hence 
that the following corollary is true. However, it also follows immediately from 
Proposition 2.2: 
P ropos i t i on 2.3. G(0)=B-W(0)-B. 
Proof . Writing an element in G(0), as g=b-n-b\ and keeping in mind the 
fact that B=B(0) is contained in G(0) = ker (q), we see that n also lies in ker (q), 
hence in N(0). The result follows. 
The following notion was introduced (in slightly different form) in [9]. 
De f in i t i on 2.3. Let G be a group, N and B two subgroups. We say that a 
triple (G, B, N) gives rise to a normalizing Tits system if and only if there exists a 
set S for which the axioms (T. 1), (T. 2), and (T. 3) of Definition 1.5 are verified 
but no such S for which (T. 4) is also verified. If S is such a set, one calls the quad-
ruple (G, B, N, S) a normalizing Tits system. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G satisfy the hypothesis (S), and let B, N, W, (C), (A; H> 
be as above. Let W=W(0)~x\H be the splitting of Lemma 2.5. Then there exists a 
set of generators S offV(0), such that, for any set of generators R of H, (G, B, N, R U S) 
form a normalizing Tits system. More precisely, all elements of R normalize B. There 
exists no set U of generators of W for which (T. 4) is also verified. 
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Proo f . As we have remarked, by [12], Theorem 1.2, there exists a set of gen-
erators of order 2 in fV(0), S for which (G(0), B(0), N(0), 5) forms a Tits system. 
We have seen that B(0)=B. 
We choose this set S of generators of W(0) and any set R of generators of H. 
We already know Bruhat decomposition. Hence we conclude immediately that the 
axioms (T. 1) and (T. 2) are satisfied. We need to verify (T. 3), i.e. we must show 
for each element in the generating set of W, R U S, that the condition B -w • B • t • B= 
=B•w • t • BUB • w • B is satisfied. In fact we shall prove that for all w in W, 
(T.3.H) B w-B-h-B = B-w h-B for any h in H 
(T.3.S) B-w-B s B c B-w-s-BUB w-B for any j in 5". 
We consider the splitting of the extension 
1 - W( 0) - W - H - 1 
t 
defined in Lemma 2.5: H acts regularly on the set of typed chambers (C is our 
fixed chamber) {(C)=(C, h)\h in H). It follows from Lemma 2.1 that B is the 
intersection of the stabilizers in G of each of these typed chambers. Hence H nor-
malizes B. Hence Bh=h-B, and B-W-B-h=B-W-h-B, which proves (T. 3. H). 
Let w=hw\ then 
B w-B s-B = B-h-w' -B s-B = h-B w' -B-s B=h-B w' s-BUh -B-w' B= 
= B-w - s • B(JB- w • B. 
This proves (T. 3. S). 
It remains to show that there exists no set U of generators of W for which 
(G, B, N, U) is a Tits system. This follows from the fact that B is not self-normalizing, 
violating a well-known property of groups with Tits system. 
Example 1. Let I be projective flag variety over any field of dimension n. 
It is immediate to verify that the conditions of our result hold, with Typ (Aut ( / ) )= 
=Z /2 -Z . Elements of the non-trivial coset of (7(0) in Aut( / ) are classically 
known as "polarities". They lie at the basis of the duality theorem of projective 
geometry. (Their analogues for buildings of type D(4), where Typ (Aut (/)) is the 
the symmetric group on 3 letters, have been extensively studied in [14].) 
A splitting of the extension of Aut (/)—Z/2 • Z, is given by the map associating 
to every subspace its orthogonal complement, with respect to some inner product 
in the underlying space. Typed apartments are defined by unordered orthogonal 
bases, and consist of all ascending or descending flags formed from this basis. Given a 
chamber (C) in such an apartment, for instance the increasing flag defined by an 
ordering of that orthonormal basis in the underlying linear space, e(l), ..:, e(n+1), 
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the splitting of the Weyl group of Lemma 2.5, would be given by the composition 
tos, where t is the orthogonal complement map and s the permutation i—n+1—/. 
It has the property that all terms of the flag are incident to their images under tos. 
In particular, the "polarity" tos has the points corresponding to the linear sub-
variety generated by {e(i)},i=l, ...,[(«+1)/2], for self-adjoint points. (For an 
extensive discussion of self-adjoint points for groups of type D(4), see [14].) The 
Theorem of this paper then says that the group Aut (I)=B- W • B, with B the 
stabilizer of the flag (e(0)>, ..., (e(0),..., e(i)), ...), and W the semi-direct product 
of the symmetric group on the basis e(i) and tos. 
Example 2. / is a homogeneous tree. Then the automorphism group of / 
satisfies our conditions, and we find the result of [9]. 
Acknowledgement. The author gratefully acknowledges several very useful com-
ments on an earlier version of this paper on the part of the referee. In particular, 
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Equivalence systems and generalized wreath products 
GERHARD BEHRENDT 
1. Introduction 
Wreath products of two groups have been constructed in various ways, and 
the different types of construction lead to different properties of the product (see, 
for example, [7]). Important types of construction are the complete and the restricted 
wreath product. If A is a group and B is a permutation group on a set X then the 
complete wreath product A Wr B is the semidirect product of Ax and B, where 
B acts on Ax by permuting the components. The restricted wreath product A wr B 
is the semidirect product of D= {a=(ax)x£X£Ax\ax= 1 for all but finitely many x} 
with the action as above. 
A generalization of the restricted wreath product to a set of permutation groups 
indexed by a totally ordered set was given by P. HALL [5], the same construction 
also works for a partially ordered index set (see, for example, [4], [8]). In the case 
of the complete wreath product there is more than one natural way to generalize it. 
One construction was given by W . CH. HOLLAND [ 6 ] , a different one by CH. WELLS [ 9 ] . 
An equivalence system (X, E) is a pair consisting of a set X and a set E of 
equivalence relations on X. The automorphism group Aut (X, E) is the group 
of all permutations of X which leave each relation in E invariant, that is, Aut (X, E)= 
= { g € S y m (X)\xey if and only if (xg)e(yg) for all x,y£X and e£E}. In [3], 
the author has shown that if (X, E) is an equivalence system with E totally ordered 
then Aut (X, E) is isomorphic to a generalized wreath product of full symmetric 
groups. In [2], the author considered equivalence systems where X is countable, 
E is totally ordered and Aut (X, E) is transitive on X. It should be possible to 
describe the automorphism groups which occur there as generalized wreath products 
(in a suitable sense) of full symmetric groups, however they can not be described 
as such products either in the sense of Holland or of Wells. This provides the motiva-
Received February 2, 1988. 
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tion to give a construction of a generalization of the complete wreath product which 
includes all the constructions above, and to investigate the properties of such wreath 
products. 
2. Systematic subsets 
If A is a partially ordered set (short: poset) and G, is a permutation group 
on a set X) for X£A then the generalized wreath product will be a permutation 
group on a subset of X= [J Xx. The constructions of Holland and Wells use 
different subsets of X, and in this paper we shall see that there is a still greater choice 
of suitable subsets. It is, however, sensible to demand that all constructions should 
give the same group if the index set A is finite, and also that an associative law 
like Theorem 3.8 in [6] holds. This gives a certain restriction on the kind of subset 
of X which we shall consider. 
A subset 2 of a poset A is called an ideal if whenever a£2 and l£A such 
that A=o~ then The dual concept is called a filter. Note that the complement 
of any ideal is a filter and vice versa. In the rest of this section, let A be a poset, let 
X) be a non-empty set for A, and let X= [J Xx. A non-empty subset S of 
X is called systematic if the following two conditions hold. (1) For every ideal 2 
of A and for all x, y£S if z£X is defined by zx=xx if and zx=yx if A^Z1 
then z£iS\ (2) For all A and all r£Xx there exists x£S such that xx=r. 
A systematic subset S of X is called strongly systematic if (1) holds for any subset 
2 of A. 
A subset # of A is called convex if whenever q>t, and ÁdA such that 
then /.d <P. A non-empty subset $ of A is called an order block if for 
all A£ A\0 we have either Axp for all q>£4> or A<<p for all 4> or A and 
<p are incomparable for all <£. It is easy to see that ideals, filters and order blocks 
are convex. We now show that in the definition of a systematic set we could replace 
(1) by a stronger condition. 
Lemma 2.1. Let SQX be systematic, <PQA convex, and let x,y£S. If 
z£X is defined by zx=xx for A£ <P and zx=yx for A^ <P then z£S. 
Proof . Let r1={A€/l|there exists <p£<P such that and let r2=¿Y\<P. 
We claim that 2X, I2 are ideals. This is trivial for 2X. So let <T£I2, A such that 
A S c . Clearly and there exists cp£<P such that <rs<p. Suppose that Ac <P. 
Then we have A s a ^ i p , and as is convex it follows that <r£<i>, giving a con-
tradiction. Hence Á£21\<I>=22, which proves the claim. Now let z'dX be defined 
by zx=xx if A and zx=yx if A(f2\. Then z'£S. Now note that zx=yx if 
k£22 and zx=z'x if A(£I2. Therefore zdS. 
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L e m m a 2.2. Let SQX be systematic, and let x£S. Then if x'^X is such 
that x'x=xx for all but finitely many At A then x'£S. 
This follows easily from Lemma 2.1 and condition (2) in the definition. As a 
consequence of Lemma 2.2 we immediately get 
L e m m a 2.3. Let xdX. Then S(x):= {x'^X\x'x =xx for all but finitely many 
1 ( 1 / 1 } • is strongly systematic, and it is the unique minimal systematic subset of X 
containing x. 
L e m m a 2.4. An intersection of systematic subsets is either empty or systematic. 
The proof of this shall be. left to the reader. Note that we can define the join 
of any collection of systematic subsets as the intersection of all systematic subsets 
which contain all members of the collection (this is well defined as obviously X 
itself is systematic). Then the set of all systematic subsets together with the empty set 
forms a complete lattice under set-theoretic intersection and the join as defined. 
If <P is any subset of the poset A and Xx are non-empty sets for A then 
there exists a canonic projection p0 from X—]J Xx onto ]J X, where p®{x) = 
—(xx)xt<i>- Note that if P is a partition of A then we get a natural bijection 
X J ] ]J Xk by xi~-(p0(x))0iP. With this notation we can see that a subset 
S of X is systematic if and only if the set 5 is mapped onto p0(S)XpA\0(S) for 
every convex subset <PQA under the natural bijection X-~p0 (X) XpA\® (X) and 
P{A)(S)~X>. f ° r all Ad A. -Also S is strongly systematic if and only if the above 
holds for every subset <&QA and p^(S)=Xx for all l£A. 
3. Definition and elementary properties of the wreath product 
Let A be a poset, let Gx be a permutation group on a non-empty set X, for 
<l£ A, and let S be a systematic subset of X= JJ Xx. For all A we define XZA 
equivalence relations e(l) and eL(X) on S in the following way. Whenever x,y£S 
we have xe(X)y if and only if for all and x eL(A)y if and only if 
xn=y ti f ° r aH We let E= {e(A), eL(l)\A£A}. Then we define the wreath 
product S — W R A € / 1 G ; by S 1 — W R A 6 A GX= Aut ( S , is) | For all x£S and l£A 
there exists gx,x£Gx such that (x'g)x=x'gx x for all x'£S with x'e(A)x}. 
Note that it is easy to see that S - W R K / 1 is, in fact, a group, and that 
( g ' ^ x ^ i z . x B - O ' 1 , and (gh)x_x=gx<xhxixg. Also note that Aut (S, £ ) = . 
I S — W R A G Y L S y m ( A - ; ) . 
We say that a subset <P of a poset A satisfies the maximal condition if every 
non-empty subset of i> has a maximal element. If Xx is a non-empty set for /.£ A 
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and x&X= ]J Xx then let H(x)={y^X\{X^A\y)7ix)\ satisfies the maximal con-
dition}. It is not hard to see that H(x) is strongly systematic. Then Holland's wreath 
products [6] are just the products H ( x ) — G X . Wells's wreath products [9] 
are the products GX, and the groups studied by the author in [2] are 
of the form S(x)—'WRx€a Sym (XX). Therefore the construction we have given 
generalizes all those wreath products. Note that if A is finite then by Lemma 2.3 
we get S(x)=X for all x£X, thus there is only one systematic subset, and hence 
only one wreath product. In particular, if A = {1, 2} with the natural order, we get 
the ordinary complete wreath product. 
4. The associative law 
We shall now investigate in which way wreath products over large index sets 
A can be put together from products over certain subsets of A. In order to do this 
we need more properties of systematic subsets. 
L e m m a 4.1. Let S be a systematic subset of X, and let $ be a subset of A. 
Then p®(S) is a systematic subset of p0(X) = JJ Xx. 
P r o o f . Let I be an ideal of <P, and let x, ydp^{S), let z£p0(X) be defined 
by zx=xx if A f l and zx=yx if Now let 5c,y£S such that x=p0(x), 
y=p 0 (y ) , and let 1 = {A£/l|there exists a ^ I such that A^o) . Clearly I is an 
ideal of A. Now let z£X be defined by zx=xx if A^X and zx=yx if Then 
z£S. It remains to prove that p0(z)=z. Let Ag <P. First suppose that X^I. Then 
also and we have zx=yx=yx=zx. Now suppose that X^I. Then there 
exists such that A S c . But Ad <P and I is an ideal of hence AgX. But 
then zx=xx=xx—zx. Therefore we have z=p0(z), and p0(S) is systematic, as 
condition (2) is trivially fulfilled. 
L e m m a 4.2. Let P be a partition of a poset A into order blocks. Let i»l5 <£2£P. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) There exist such that 
(ii) Either or for all (p2Z we have (pi<(p2. 
The proof of this is easy. As a consequence, we can define a partial order on 
P in the following way. If <J>2^P then <P2 if and only if there exist (p} £ <PX, 
2 such that cpx^tpz. 
L e m m a 4.3. Let P be a partition of A into order blocks, and let S be a sys-
tematic subset of X. Then S:={(/><p(x))ai€p|x€5'} is a systematic subset of 
X:= IlPoiS). 
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Proof . Let I be an ideal of P, let x, y£S, and let z£X be defined by 
for and z0=yc for Now let x / , S such that x0=p0{x') and 
y*=P®(y') for all <E>^P. Note that £:={A|there exists <P£l such that is 
an ideal of A, and if zf^X is defined by z'x=x'x if A(iZ and z'x =yx if then 
z'dS. But then clearly z9=p^(z/) for all <t>£P, and hence z£S, thus we have 
condition (1). Condition (2) is satisfied by definition. 
Theorem 4.4. Let P be a partition of a poset A into order blocks. For A{A 
let Gx be a permutation group on a non-empty set Xx, and let S be a systematic sub-
set of X= Jl Xx. Let S={(/>0(x))3l(;p[x£1S}. Then S-WRxiAGx is permuta-A € /1 
tionally isomorphic to S—WR^p —WRjet 
P roo f . We have a partial order on P by Lemma4.2. The set p$(S) is a sys-
tematic subset of 77 by Lemma 4.1, and S is a systematic subset of X= [J p0(S) 
xi<ti _ _ «>ep 
by Lemma 4.3. Therefore the group G=S-WRll,ep(pti(S)-WRxei,Gx) is well-
defined. Let /?: X-+ JJ ]] Xx be the natural bijection, note that P(S)=S, and X£{P _ 
denote G—S—WRAg/1 Gx. We define a mapping <p: G—Sym(S) by y(gq>)= 
=yP~1gP. Clearly q> is a monomorphism and G is permutationally isomorphic to 
its image under (p. Thus it remains to prove that cp(G)=G. 
It is easy to see that gcp leaves the relations e(<P) and eL(4>) invariant for <P£P 
and g£G. Note that if x£S, g£G then (x/3)(gcp)=xgp. 
Let p(x)£S, and let <P<=P. We claim that there exists ^ ^ ^ ( S j - W R ^ , , , Gx 
such that p0(x'g) = p0(x')x for all x'ZS with p9(xf)e($)p9(x). We define 
g9tX in the following way. Let ydp®(S), and let y£S be such that y=p<t>(y)-
Then from Lemma 2.1 it follows that if zx(y)£X is defined by zx(y)x=yx for 
and zx(y)x=xx for then zx(y)£S and p^{zx(y))—y. Also note that 
zx(y) is uniquely defined with respect to this property and independent of the choice 
of y. Then let yg<j>,x=Po(zx(y)g). Now let /L£4> and y'€p<t>(S) such that y'e(A)y 
(where the relation e(X) is taken in Pc(S)). Then let §x,y:=8x,zxw We then note 
that we get ( /g0, x)=y '£x,y Hence we have & , ^ ( i , ( S ) - W R J i 4 ) G;., and we 
have Poixfg)=pt>(xf)gi, x, which establishes the claim. 
Therefore <p maps G into G, and it remains to prove that q> is surjective. Let 
g£G. If x£X then we define g by xg:=x/?g/?-1. Then clearly g£Sym (X). Now 
let A£A and x, x'eS'. Let be such that A^<t>. Then {p£A\n>A} = 
= {/i€/l|there exists <P'£P, and By definition of 
G, it follows that xM=x^ is equivalent to (xg)/t=(x'g)/i for all fid A such that 
there exists 4>'£P, with But then by definition of ^ ( S j - W R ; ^ 
Gx we get that is equivalent to (xg)tl=(x'g)fl for all with 
Therefore g leaves e(A) invariant. Similarly, it also leaves eL(X) invariant. Now 
let x£S, A£A. We finally have to show that there exists gkiX£Gx such that 
3 
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(x,g)x=x,gxx for all x'ts with x' <?(A) x. We know that if <P£P such that 
then there exists g0>x£p0(S)—WRxioGx such that (x'gP)0=p0(xr)g0>x for 
all x/P e($) xfi (note that x' e(l) x implies x/ ft e($) xfi). But then we know that 
there exists gx,x£Gx such that (y'g0,x)x=y'xgx,x for all y'€p<t(S) with 
y' e(X)p®(x) (where e(A) is the relation in p0(S)). But note that if xfe(k)x (with 
e(X) in S) then also p<j>(x!) e(X)p0(x) (with e(X) in p0(S)). Together we get 
that if x'e(X)x then (x/g)x=p<p(x')xgxtx=xxgx>x, which proves the theorem. 
5. Embeddings and transitivity 
We now want to see which wreath products are transitive. We first consider 
products of full symmetric groups. 
T h e o r e m 5.1. Let Л be a partially ordered set, let Xx be a non-empty set for 
I f A, and let S be a strongly systematic subset of X= ]J Xx. Then Aut (S, E) is 
transitive on S. 
Proo f . Let x,y£S. Define g: S-*X in the following way. If z£S then 
Ух. if = Хд 
(Zg)x= Xx if zx = yx 
zx otherwise. 
First note that g maps S into S, as S is strongly systematic. Next, clearly g2 is the 
identity on S, and hence g^Sym ( s ) . Finally, it is obvious that g leaves the equiv-
alence relations e(X) and eL(X) invariant, hence Aut (S, E). As xg—y, we get 
the transitivity of Aut (S, E) . 
Clearly for the transitivity of the wreath product of groups Gx it is necessary 
that all Gx are transitive. This, however, is not a sufficient condition. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5.2. There exist a poset A and transitive permutation groups Gx 
on sets X, (A£ A), and a strongly systematic subset S of X= JJ Xx such that 
G:=S—WRxiAGx is not transitive on S. 
Proo f . Let A=Z with the trivial order (i.e. any two distinct elements are 
incomparable), let Xx = {0,1, 2} and let Gx be generated by the cyclic permutation 
(012) for Я6 A. Let S={x£ П Xx\xx?±2 for all but finitely many A}. Let u, v£S дел 
be defined by ux—0 and vx = l for all AC A. Suppose that G is transitive on S. 
Then there exists g£G such that ug—v. Now note that (xg)x-xxgxu for all 
x£S with хе(А)и. In particular, we have l=vx=(ug)x=uxgxu=0gx „. But then 
we must have ^ ,„=(012) for all A£ A. Now we also have ve(X) и for all Аб A. 
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Hence it follows that (vg)x=vxgxi„= 1(012)=2 for all AÇA. But then vg$S, 
which is a contradiction. Therefore G is not transitive. 
In contrast to this result, for some systematic subsets S the wreath product 
is always transitive whenever all groups Gx are transitive. This is trivial for S=X, 
it holds for S=H(x) (Thm. 3.9 in [6]), and also for S=S(x) (as then the restricted 
wreath product is a subgroup which is already transitive). If S and T are systematic 
subsets with SQT then it is natural to ask if the wreath product constructed on 
S can be embedded in a natural way into the wreath product constructed on T. 
However, this does not need to be the case in general. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5.3. There exists a poset A, non-empty sets Xx for AÇA and 
systematic subsets S, TQX= JJ Xx with SQT such that there does not exist XÇA 
a monomorphism (p: Aut (S, E) Aut (T, E) such that x(gcp)=xg for all x£S, 
g€Aut (S,E) . 
P r o o f : Let A=Z with its natural order, let Xz={0, 1, 2} for zÇZ. Let 
X=]JXZ, and let S= {*€ Adhere exist zv, z^ÇZ such that xz=xz for. z=zv 
Z€Z U 
and xz=xzfor z S z J , and r={xÇZ|there exist zv,zLÇZ such that xz=xZa 
for zSzj, and xz=2 for zSz L or x2d {0,1} for zSzj,}, Clearly, the sets S 
and T are both systematic. Let G=Aut (5 ' ,£ ) and # = A u t (T, E). Let g£G 
be defined by (xg)z=xz(012) for all xÇS, zÇZ. First note that, in fact, we 
have g£G. 
Suppose there exists a monomorphism (p: G—H such that x(g<p)=xg for 
all XÇ.S, g€G. Now let x£X be defined in the following way. Let xz=l if z < 0 
and z = l (mod 2) and let x,=0 otherwise. Note that x£T. For mÇZ define 
y(m)£X in the following way. Let y{m)z=xz if z ë m and y(m)z=0 if z<m. 
Then clearly y(m)ZS for all mÇZ. Now y(m)e(m—l)x. Next note that with 
g defined as above we have (y(m)g)m—y (rn)m(0l2). Hence we must have (x(g(p))m= 
=(y(m)(g(p))m=(y(m)g)m =y(rn)m(012) for all m£Z. But then (x(g<p))m=2 if 
0 and fflsl (mod 2) and (x(gq>))m=1 otherwise. But then x(gq>)^T, which 
is a contradiction. 
6. Some wreath products of full symmetric groups 
In this section we shall show how some wreath products of full symmetric 
groups can be decomposed into simpler products. 
Lemma 6.1. Let A be a poset, let Xx be a non-empty set for A ÇA, and let 
xÇX= IJXx. Let M(x) = {yÇX\{or all AÇA there exists p.ÇA with fi^A. such 
that yY=xy for all y > . Then M(x) is a systematic subset of X. 
3» 
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The proof of this is similar to some proofs already given and shall therefore 
be omitted. Clearly, if y^M(x) then M(y)=M(x), hence these sets M(x) form a 
partition of X. We recall that a poset A is called upper directed if for k, A there 
exists ii£A such that / i ^k and /xSA'. 
Theorem 6.2. Let A be an upper directed poset and Xx a non-empty set for k£A. 
Let S be a strongly systematic subset of X= JJ Xx, let C={M(y)\y£S) and x£S. A 6/1 
Then Aut (S, E) is permutationally isomorphic to Aut (Sf]M(x), E) Wr Sym (C). 
P roof . For y£S we define M s O ) = M O O n S . Choose a subset R of S with 
x£R and such that C={M{r)\r£R) and | i ? r W ( » | = l for all y£S. For each 
r£R we define a mapping aM ( r ): Ms(x)-~Ms(r) in the following way. Let 
z(iMs{x). Then 
r;l if ZX = XX 
(zaM(r))A = xx if zx = rx 
zx otherwise. 
We first have to show that aM(r) maps Ms(x) indeed into Ms(r). It is clear that 
zaM(r)£S as S is strongly systematic. So let k£A. As z£M(x) there exists ¡i£A 
with fi^k such that zy=zy for all But then we have (zaM(r))y=ry for all 
and hence zaM(r)£M(r), and also zaM(r)^Ms(r). We now claim that a M W 
is a bijection. It is easy to see that it is injective. Let s(iMs(r). Define s£X by 
rx if sA = 
if sx = rx 
sx otherwise. 
Then, as above, it follows that s£Ms(x), and it is clear that saU(ry=s, which 
establishes the claim. 
Let S=Ms(x)xC. We define a mapping a: S-~S by (z, M(y))a=zaM(y) 
for zÇMs(x),M(y)ÇC. Wenotethataisbijective. Let XZ:=C and let A=AU{z} 
where r for all k ÇA. Then S is a strongly systematic subset of X:= JJ Xxt 
Let E be the set of relations induced by E on Ms(x) together with e(t) and eL(t). 
Then by Theorem 4.4 it follows that Aut (S, E) is permutationally isomorphic to 
Aut (Ms(x)) Wr Sym (C). So it remains to prove that Aut (S, E) and Aut (S , E) 
are permutationally isomorphic. 
We define a mapping a: Aut (S, £)—Sym (S) in the following way. If 
<7£Aut(S,£), (z, then {z,M(y))(pa)={z,M(y))ocaa"1. Note that it is 
clear that a is a monomorphism and that Aut (S, E) is permutationally isomorphic 
to its image under a. Thus all we have to prove now is that Aut (S, E) is equal to 
the image of Aut (S, E) under a. 
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First we want to show that <ra£Aut (S,E) for all (T^Aut (S, E). Let AeA 
and let (z, M(y)) e(X) (z', M(y'j). It follows that M(y)=M(y') and also z e ( l ) / . 
Therefore we get (zaMW) e(X) (z'aM(y)) and (zaM(y)(r) e(X) (z'aM(y)a). As A is 
upper directed, it follows that M(zaM(y)a)=M(z'aM(y)a), and hence we also get 
(zcc^aoc^^) e(X) ( z ' a ^ r a ^ , ^ ^ ) , and hence 
((z, M(y))(aa)) e(X) ((z', M(y')){aa)). 
The converse, and the result for eL(X) follow similarly. Note that e(t) is the uni-
versal relation. Let (z, M(y)) eL(z) (z', M(/)). This means that M(y)=M(y'), 
and as above we get M(zaM(j0 a)=M(z'a.M(y) a), and hence 
((z, M{y))(adj) eL(t) ((z', M(y'))(aa)). 
Again, the converse follows similarly, and hence aa£Aut(S, E). 
Finally we have to show that a is surjective. Let g£Aut (S, £). Then we have 
to prove that a^pagAut(5" ,E) . Let z,z'dS, X£A with ze(A)z /. As A is 
upper directed, we have M(z)=M(z/), and as za _ 1 =(za^ z ) , M(z)), we have 
za _ 1 e(X) z ' a - 1 , and therefore zx~1q e(X) z'o.~xq. Then again it follows that 
za~1Qtx e(X) z'a~1Qot. The converse follows similarly, and so does the result for 
eL(X). Therefore a is surjective, which concludes the proof of the theorem. 
7. The normal structure of wreath products 
We recall that the set of all ideals of a poset A is a complete distributive lattice 
with respect to set-theoretic intersection and union. If S is a systematic subset of 
X= ]J Xx and Z is an ideal of A then we can define an equivalence relation e(Z) xeA 
o n S b y xe(Z)x/ i fandonlyif xx=x'x for all X$Z. Note that e(Z) is the infimum 
over all the relations eL (A) with X$Z. 
Propos i t i on 7.1. Let Abe a poset and Gx a permutation group on a non-empty 
set Xxfor X£A. Let S be a systematic subset of X= ]J Xx, and let G—S—WRA €/1 Gx. 
For every ideal Z of A let D(Z)={g£G\x e(Z) xg for all x£S}. Then D(Z) is a 
normal subgroup of G and the mapping Z>-—D (Z) is a monomorphism from the lattice 
of ideals of A into the normal subgroup lattice of G preserving arbitrary meets and 
finite joins. 
Proof . Trivially, D(Z) is a subgroup of G. Let hZG, g£D(Z). Note that 
h leaves all relations eL(X) invariant, and hence also the relation e(Z). So if x(iS 
then (xh'1) e(Z) (xh'^g, and hence also (xh'^h e(Z) ((xh-^gjh, therefore 
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x e(Z) xih^gh), and h'^gh^DiZ). Note that it is also trivial that if ZQZ' then 
D(Z)^D(Z'). 
Let Zi (/€/) be a set of ideals. Then we have D(C\Z,)^D(Zj) for all 
iZI 
and hence £>(f| f l £>(£.)• Conversely, let g^P\D(Z^. Then for all /67, 
• €/ «6/ '£/ 
x€-S" and all we have = ( x g ) x . Hence, for all x£S and all A$Zi we 
have x,=(xg),, therefore xe(f]Z^xg for all x£S, and g£D(C\ I,). 
¡(.I ¡€1 
Let Zx, I 2 be ideals and g^DiZ^Z^. We define h,h': S-X in the fol-
lowing way. If x£S, then (xh)x=xxgx>x if X^.Z1\Z2 and (xh)x=xx other-
wise. Also (xh')x—xxgx x l i f A£Z2 and (xh')x=xx otherwise. First we claim 
that hdSym (S). Note that (xh)x=(xg)x if Agiyxlg and (xh)x=xx otherwise, 
hence xh£S, as S is systematic. Also h is clearly injective. Let y£S, and let y'£X 
be defined by y'^iyg-1)^ if A^Z^Zz and yx=yx otherwise. Then y'£S, and 
y'h=y. Thus /igSym (S). Furthermore, it is not hard to see that h^D(Zj). Note 
that hx x = 1 if 2 i \ r 2 and hxx=gx>x if A e ^ X ^ -
Next we show that h'^Sym(S). For this, we observe that (xh')x—(xh~1g)x 
if A£Z2 and (xh')x=xx otherwise, hence we have xh'ZS. As above, it follows 
that and note that h'X x=1 if HZ2 and h'Xx=g'Xxh^ if A£Z2. 
Finally, we show that g=hh'. Let x£S, A£A. If A ^ ' U l ^ then (xhh%= 
=(xh)x=xx=(xg)x. If A£Z,\Z2 then (xhh')x=(xh)x=xxgKx = {xg)x, and if A£Z2 
then (xhh')x=(xhxgx ixm.1=xxgxtx=(xg)x. Therefore g=hh', which proves the 
proposition. 
We shall finally show that the normal subgroups constructed in Proposition 7.1 
are themselves generalized wreath products. We remark that a similar result holds 
for generalized restricted wreath products (Thm. 4.2 in [1]). Let A be a poset, Gx 
a permutation group on the non-empty set XxTor A£A, let S be a systematic subset 
of X= ]] Xx, and let Z be an ideal of A and D(Z) defined as in Proposition 7.1. 
XZA _ 
For o-el define F(<J)={A^A\A>(T and 1$!}. Let Z={(<J,Y)\O£Z, YEPFM(S)}. 
We partially order Z by (ff1? j>i)<(ff2> y2) if and only if a1<a2 and (yi)x=(y^)x 
for all Let G(a>y)=Ga and X((,iy)=X„ for all y£pF(ai(S) and o£Z. 
Note that if and T{w)={{o,y)£Z\yx=wx for all A£F(A)} then the 
mapping (cr,y)>—(T is an order-isomorphism T(w)^Z. Also note that this order-
isomorphism induces a canonical bijection JJ X(a w)— 77 X„. Let 
x = n and S= {x€X| for all w £ p A ^ ( S ) it follows that Pw{pnw)(x))€pAS)}. 
(a.y)€S 
Theorem 7.2. Given the notations and assumptions of the preceding paragraph, 
the set 3 is a systematic subset of X, and D(Z) is isomorphic to S—WR(lT>)0eJ G(rT>y). 
Proof . We first show that S is systematic. Note that if x£S we can define 
x£X by x(a>yy=xa for all o£Z, y€pFM(S). Then clearly x£S. So we easily get 
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condition (2). We now show (1). Let A be an ideal of I , let x,y£S and define z£X 
by 
z(">»)~x(o,») ^ ( f , v)£A and z(aiV)—yiatV) otherwise. Now let wdp^iS), 
and_ consider Pw(pT(w)(z)). We have Pw(pTiw)(x)), Pw{pTM(y))iPi(S). Note that 
if A = {a£S\(o, v)£A where vx=wx for all AgF(er)} then clearly A is an ideal of I , 
and hence also of A. Also note that we have (Pw(pT(w)(z)))a—(Pw(Рт(к)(х)У}а if 
ciA and (pw(pnw)(z)))a={pw(pnw)(y)))a if o£Z\3. Now let x,y£S such that 
РЛрт(К)(хУ)=рЛх) and Pw(pT(w)(y))=px(y)- Define z by zx=xx if АеЛ and 
2х=Ух otherwise. Then clearly z£S, and we have (pT(w)(z)) = p£(z)f Л : ( S ) , 
hence 5 is systematic. 
Let W = S - W R M £ j G ( t J , J , ) I and define q>: D(I)-*H as follows. If g£D(Z), 
x£S, (a,y)e£ then (x(g<p))(<T>y)=x(irry)gaiZ where z£S is such that pF(a)(z)=y 
and pz(z)=(PT(Pa\^Z)) (x))- We are going to prove that cp is the desired 
isomorphism. 
First of all, we remark that (g(p): S-+X is a well-defined mapping. For this, 
note that such an element z£S exists, and that the definition is independent of 
the choice of z. Namely, if z' is another element with the same properties then zx=z'x 
for all and hence ga>z=ga<z<. 
Next, we want to show that (gcp)(S)QS. Let x£S, and let w£pASsl(S). 
We have to prove that Pw{pnw)(x(g<p)))€pAS)- Define u£S by 
and рАи)=Р*{Рт(»)(х))- We claim that Pw (pT(w) (x(gq>))) =pz (ug). Let (a, y)£T(w). 
Then note that и has the property that pFM(u)=y and as pA\I(u)=w, we also 
have P E (u)=P P / I X s W (p n P A ^ i ( u ) ) (x)) , hence we get (x(g(p)\ a y )=x l a i y )g a i U . On 
the other hand, we have (ug)a=uagau=x(„ty)xgt,iu, which establishes the claim. 
We are now going to show that g(p is bijective. For this, it is enough to prove 
that (g<p)(g~V) is the identity on S. We recall that if z£S, then (g_ 1)A l X= 
—(Sx.xg-i)-1- Now let x£S, and let x=x(gcp). Then if (<r,y)£Z and z£S is 
such that pF(a)(z)=y and pi(z)=PPaSj(Z){PT(PaKiW)(x)) then we have X(A_Y)= 
==x(.a,n8a,z- Now consider z—zgdS. Note that zx=zx if HZ, and hence 
Pf(a)(z)=y. Also note that p1 (z)=PP/l^z)(Pt<.Pa^s))(*))• Hence we get 
(x(g-1fl>))((r> ,>=*(». y)(g~%z- Therefore 
=*(<r,»)(f~1)<,,i=*{f.»)(f(,,ze-i)~1=(*(<,.j.)^>z)(fa,zOT-0_1=*(<,,»). Hence (g<p)(g_V) 
is the identity on S. 
In the same way, we can show that (gh)(p=(gcp)(h(p), hence cp is a homo-
morphism cp: D(Z)-»Sym(S). We then have to prove that g<p£H. Let x , x ' £S 
with x e ( o , y ) x'. Then we have x(ai,yl)=xl<,„y,) whenever (ox,j>i)>(c,y). Let 
z£S be such that pFM(z)=y and рх(г)=РРл^(г)(рПРл^(г))(х)). We then also 
have p1 (z)=РРл^м(рПРлХ^))OO). hence we get {x'{g(p)\a,y)=x[ay)gaiZ. From 
this it follows easily that g(p£H. 
It now remains to prove that <p is bijective. We first want to show that it is 
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injective, that is, if 1 ?*g€D(Z) then g<p?z 1. Let 1 ¿¿g£D(Z). Then there exists 
x£S such that xg^x, hence there exists g£Z such that (xg^^x,,, that is, xaga ¡¡^ 
9^xa. Define x£S by x^g^—x9 for all (<x, y)£Z. As S is systematic we have 
xeS. Let y=pF(a)(x). We then have (x(g<p))(ff,y)=x(rT-y)ga: .^xa=x^y), as we 
have pF(a)(x)=y and also pI(x)=(PT^^X»00)• Therefore gqtjtl, 
and hence <p is injective. 
Finally, we show that q> is surjective. Let h£H. Then for (a, x£S, we 
have/J((J J,) s such that (x"h)(aty)=x^ y}h(a_ y X i for all x"£S such that x" e (a, y)x. 
We define g£D(Z) in the following way. If x£S then (xg)x=x)i whenever 
and (xg)l=xihlx,y),q where y=pF(x)(x) and q£S is defined by q(aty)=xa for all 
(a,y)£l if AgZ. Using the same techniques as above, it follows that g£D(Z), 
and that gq>=h. This proves the theorem. 
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Ein neuer elementarer Beweis der Kreisaxiome 
der hyperbolischen Geometrie 
J. STROMMER 
Unter Kreisaxiomen verstehen wir die folgenden beiden Axiome der elementa-
ren ebenen Geometrie: 
K 1. Wenn A, B, C nicht in einer Geraden gelegene Punkte sind und D ein Punkt 
der Geraden AB ist, der zwischen A und B liegt, so gibt es einen Punkt B' der Geraden 
CD, so daß AB=AB' ist.1) 
K 2. Es seien A, B, C Punkte auf der Geraden a und A, B', C' Punkte auf dersel-
ben oder einer anderen Geraden a', so daß C zwischen A und B liegt und B' zwischen 
A und C und AB=AB' ist; wenn dann D ein Punkt ist, so daß CD=DC' wird, 
so gibt es stets einen Punkt E, so daß AB — AE und CD=DE ist.2) 
Es ist bekannt, daß sich das erste der obigen beiden Axiome auf Grund der 
ebenen Axiome der Verknüpfung, der Anordnung und der Kongruenz aus dem 
zweiten ableiten läßt. (S. z. B. [1], S. 135.) Daß es auch umgekehrt, das zweite auf 
Grund derselben Axiome aus dem ersten folgt, habe ich in einer früheren Arbeit [7] 
bewiesen. 
Schon F. SCHUR hat mit projektiven Methoden bewiesen [5], daß das Axiom K 1 
eine Folge der Axiome I—IV ist, die HILBERT zur Begründung der Bolyai—Loba-
tschefskyschen Geometrie angenommen hat [3]; außerdem haben J. C. H. GER-
RETSEN[2] und P. SzÁsz[8] mittels der auf die „Endrechnung" von HILBERT ge-
gründeten Trigonometrie bzw. analytischen Geometrie bewiesen, daß auch das 
Axiom K 2 eine Folge der erwähnten Axiome ist. Später habe auch ich auf Grund 
der Axiome I—IV einen rein elementaren unmittelbaren Beweis beider Axiome 
*) Wenn ein Punkt einer Geraden im Inneren eines Kreises liegt, so hat die Gerade mit dem 
Kreis einen Punkt gemein. 
s) Wenn ein Kreis einen Punkt im Inneren und einen Punkt im Äußeren eines anderen Kreises 
hat, so haben die beiden Kreise einen Punkt gemein. 
Eingegangen am 16 März 1988. 
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gegeben [6], der auf einer gewissen Zuordnung zwischen den rechtwinkligen Drei-
ecken und den Vierecken mit drei rechten Winkeln beruht, die schon Lobatschefsky 
gefunden hat. 
In dem nachfolgenden Beweis stützen wir uns nur auf die Theorie der Hjelmslev-
schen Halbdrehungen, welche auf Grund der Axiome I—III allein abgeleitet werden 
kann. (S. z. B. [4].) 
Zum Beweise sei a eine beliebige Gerade, die den Radius OT des Kreises k 
um O in einem inneren Punkt N rechtwinklig schneidet (s. nebenstehende Figur), 
und ferner t in dem Punkt T an den Kreis k gelegte Tangente. Die von O aus nach 
einer Richtung hin parallel zu t gezogene Halbgerade schneide a in N'. Wir bezeich-
nen die Gerade, welche in N' auf ON' senkrecht steht, mit a' und ziehen dann von 
0 aus der T in bezug auf ON' gegenüberliegenden Seite die zu a' parallele Halb-
gerade h'. Endlich sei h diejenige Halbgerade von O aus, welche auf derselben 
Seite von OT wie der Punkt N' liegt und überdies mit h' einen Winkel einschließt, 
der gleich dem von den Halbgeraden ON und ON' gebildeten Winkel wird. 
Es ist mm leicht zu sehen, daß bei einer beliebigen Halbdrehung um O dem 
gemeinsamen uneigentlichen Punkt zweier beliebigen, zueinander parallelen Gera-
den ein Punkt des Kreises um O entspricht, dessen Radius gleich dem zum Winkel 
der Halbdrehung als Parallelwinkel gehörigen Lot ist.3) 
Da aber die zum Winkel (h', OM)=(N'ON) als Parallelwinkel gehörende 
Lotstrecke gleich OT ist, ist OM—OT, und daher schneidet die Gerade a den 
Kreis k in M. Damit ist der Beweis für das Axiom K 1 vollständig erbracht. 
Aber auf Grund der Axiome I—III ist das Axiom K 2, wie bereits erwähnt, 
eine Folge des Axioms K 1. 
71 3) Die Existenz der zu dem Parallelwinkel IT(p)*z— gehörigen Lotstrecke p hat schon HIL-
BERT ohne Stetigkeitsbetrachtungen bewiesen. (Vgl. [3], S. 142—144.) 
\ 
ti 
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A characterization of the Radon transform 
and its dual on Euclidean space 
Ä. KURUSA 
A . HERTLE [3] gave a characterization of the Radon transform by investigating 
its behaviour under rotations, dilations and translations and making some restric-
tions on its range. In this paper we present an alternative characterization of the 
Radon transform R, for which we do not need any restriction on its range. We 
also consider the boomerang transform B [5], which is essentially the dual of the 
Radon transform. 
By definition 
where <u€-S"_1, dx and dm is the surface measure, h a n d / are good enough 
functions on R" (for example continuous functions with compact support) and 
One can easily verify (see [4]), that the boomerang transform has the following 
properties: 
(5) If / f c - / locally uniformly on R" then B(fk\x)^B(f\x) for any xgR", 
where a l 5 a2^R,f,f1,f2,fk are functions on R", U is an orthogonal transformation, 
0«5£R and x,j>ÇR". 
^(/)(«,,p) = / /(*) dx, B(h\x)= f h((co,x)co)dco, 
S»-1 = {cotS"-1: (o), x) = 0}. 
(1) BfaA + aJJ = aMù + aMJ 
(2) B(foU) = B(f)oU 
(3) B{f(,5x))w = B(J\iy) 
Received June 14, 1988. 
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T h e o r e m I. If a nonzero function-transformation fi has properties (1)—(5) then 
P=W)B C(RnX{0})-
P r o o f . Let / • ( * ) = T h e following simple equations prove, that /?(/•)= 
~fi' ci> where the constants c[ depends only on N. 
/KA*o = P W y ) ) w = W J o o 
P(fi\ux) = P{fi(Uy)\x) = HJdw 
This implies that if / is even 
cKf + M)' = P(fd(x+(.,/|«D) = P(fi(y + tey(ey, ex))\x) = 
7=0 V ' 
x 
where ex=— and f€ R. Since this is an equality of two polynomials, we have 
\x\ 
obtained for even i that 
( * ) c'jfj(x) = p(\y\J(ex:eyy-%y 
Now this equation and the condition (4) imply 
P((e, ey)%0) = 0((e, ey)%+ec) = c'lt 
where e, e0 are unit vectors. Let c ;=2? (/•)//•. The integration of our last equation 
over SJ"1 gives 
c'tB(l) - f P((e, ey)%eo) de = fi( f (e, ej'de^ = P(c,)M = c,P( 1). 
This way, we have derived the following equation for any even i: 
Furthermore if i is even 
P(fi(x+y)) = P((x+y, x+yy+*) 
= Zm (k)l{2 J 2m W^-PQyl^iex, «,)"), 
where k+l+m=i/2 and k,l,m£N. Taking into account ( * ) this gives rise to 
(by calculating B(f(x+y))) 
P(Mx+y)) = -^B(fi(x+y)). 
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Since the translates of radial polynomials are locally uniformly dense in C(R") this 
completes the proof. 
Theorem 2. If a nonzero function-transformation Q has the following properties 
then Q=CR on Cc(R"), the compactly supported continuous functions, for 
some c£R. 
(5') If fk—f locally uniformly on R" then e(fk)~"Q(f) (with common support). 
The notations are the same as in Theorem 1. 
Proof . Let f=B(g(f)). Then we have 
(a) (fli fi + a2f,y = axft + a2 ?2 
(b) (foU)" =foU 
(c) (f(8x)Y{y) = d'-f(8y) 
(d) ( f ( x + y ) y ( z ) = K z + y ) ' 
(e) If fk—f locally uniformly on R" then ?k-*f (with common support). 
It is well known [1], that if a transform satisfies (a), (d) and (e) then there is a func-
tion g on R" such that 
where d is a suitable constant. This implies by [2, p. 104] that f(x)=cB(R(f)) for 
some constant c. Thus we have for any function / that 
From Theorem 1.3 of [4] we know the invertibility of the boomerang transform on 
the set of radial continuous functions. So if we prove that the continuity of / im-
plies the continuity of Q(f) then we shall obtain that Q is equal to cR on the con-
tinuous radial functions. Since the translates of radial continuous functions are 
locally uniformly dense in Cc(R") this will imply the theorem. 
(!') ^(^1/1 + 02/2) = a1Q(f1) + a2g ( f 2 ) 
(2') e(foU) = Q(f)oU 
(30 = 
(40 e(/(*+7))(ffl,r) = Qif\o>,rH<o,y)) 
/(*)= ff(y)g(x-y)dy. 
R" 
A short calculation with (b) and (c) gives that 
B(e(f)-cR(f)) = 0. 
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Thus to finish the proof we only have to prove the continuity of e ( f ) for any 
continuous radial function f . For any E >0 we have 
eCAr+o-eCArt = e ( [ ^ " / ( ^ t 1 *))w_i?(/)(r) = 
If e tends to zero then 
uniformly on supp ( / ) . This just means that e ( f ) is a continuous function. 
Theorem 1 (resp. Theorem 2) is valid for any other function space in which 
C(R"\{0}) (resp. Ce(R")) is dense. 
The author would like to thank L. Feher for making valuable suggestions on 
the form of this article. 
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Представление абсолютно непрерывных функций 
многих переменных 
А. А. ТАЛАЛЯН и Г. Г. ГЕВОРКЯН 
Для абсолютно непрерывных функций одной переменной /(.х) хорошо из-
вестна формула 
(1) / ( * ) - / ( 0 ) = ¡Г№и 
о 
г д е / ' ( 0 существует почти всюду, а х любая точка из отрезка [0,1], на кото-
ром определена /(х). Цель настоящей статьи-получить аналог представления 
(1) для абсолютно непрерывных функций п действительных переменных. 
Условимся в некоторых обозначениях. Через х=(л:1, ..., хп) обозначаются 
точки пространства К", а через |Л|-Лебеговая мера множества А сИ". Если 
п 




(3) = g(*l, ...,а\*>, ...,xn)-g{x1, ...,ар>, ...,*„). 
Методом математической индукции по количеству переменных п, легко 
можно убедиться, что 
(4) АР = 2 ...,а(я'">). 
¡.=1,2 
]=1Л П 
Определение 1. Скажем, что функция Р(х), определенная на [0, 1]" аб-
солютно непрерывна, если для любого а > 0 существует ¿ > 0 такое, что для 
п 
любого набора прямоугольников Ат,А(-г),...\А*-к)= Ц А[к\ с[0,1]", удов-
"=1 
летворяющих условиям 
(5) А^ПА^ = 0, когда к ^ к', 
Поступило 15 апреля 1988 г. 
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И 
(6) 2 MWI -= s, 
к 
вьшолняется 
(7) 2 М ( Ч Л < £ . 
к 
Определение 2. Функцию F(/c), определенную на [0,1]", назовем функ-
. цией ограниченной вариации, если сучествует зависящая от F(x) постоянная М, 





Верхнюю грань сумм (8) обозначим V (F) и назовем вариацией функции 
[0,1)" 
F(x) на [0,1)". 
Как и для функций одной переменной (см. [1]), легко выдеть, что абсол-
ютно непрерывная функция п переменных F(x) имеет ограниченную вариа-
цию. Хорошо известно, что абсолютно непрерывные функции одной пере-
менной являются так же непрерывными, а функции ограниченной вариации 
непрерывны всюду, кроме, быть может, некоторого счетного множества точек. 
В случае многих переменных это уже не так. Абсолютно непрерывная 
функция многих переменных может не быть даже измеримой. Действи-
тельно, если g(t) некоторая неизмеримая функция одной переменной, то функ-
ция F(xx, ..., x„)=g(xi) будет неизмеримой, и для любого выполнится AF=0. 
Как и для функций одной переменной, для функций многих переменных, 
имеющих ограниченную вариацию, можно доказать возможность представ-
ления 
(9) F(x) = Ф(х)-Ч>(х), 
где Ф(х) и У(х) при любом А удовлетворяют условию 
(10) АФ^О, AYszO. 
В представлении (9) в качестве Ф(х) можно взять 
(11) Ф(х15 . . . ,*„)= n V (F) • 
п [0,*,) 
( = 1 
причем, если ^(х)-абсолютно непрерывная функция, то функции Ф(х) и Т(х) 
тоже абсолютно непрерывны (в условиях Определения 1). Доказательства этих 
утверждений полностью совпадают с доказательствами аналогичных фактов 
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для функций одной переменной (см. [1]). Поэтому мы их приводить не 
будем. 
Несмотря на то, что абсолютно непрерывная функция многих перемен-
ных может не быть измеримой, имеет место следующая 
Теорема . Для того, чтобы F(x) была абсолютно непрерывной функцией, 
необходимо и достаточно, чтобы она имела представление 
(12) Fixy, ...,x„) = 2Fj(x„ . . . ,хл)+ /".../<¡¡>(<1, .... Qdtl5 ...,dt„, 
J 0 0 
где Fjfa,..., xn) — некоторые функции, зависящие от меньшего числа пере-
менных, а ..., t„) — интегрируемая по Лебегу функция. 
Отметим, что в случае п=2 и при дополнительных условиях, что функ-
ции F(0, х2) и F(x1,0) абсолютно неприрывны (как функции от одной пе-
ременной), теорема доказана в [2] методами, отличающимися от ниже изло-
женных. 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о теоремы. Достаточность. Нетрудно проверить, что 
для функций Fj(x) имеет место (см. (4)) 
(13) AFj = 0 для любого А. 
Поетому 
(14) AF=A{jn...f\(tl,...,tn)dtl, ...,dtn) = f cp(t)dt. 
0 0 л 
Из абсолютной непрерывности интеграла Лебега и из (14) получаем, что F(x) 
абсолютно непрерывна в смысле Определения 1. 
Необходимость. Учитывая разложение (9), (10), без ограничения общ-
ности, можно считать, что функция F(x) удовлетворяет условию 
(15) i d F s O для любого А. 
Обозначим 
(16) F{x) = AxF, где АХ=Ц[0, *,). ¡=1 
Очевидно, что F(x) есть F(x) плюс некоторые функции (см. (4)) меньшего 
числа переменных. Поэтому 
(17) A P = A F ^ 0. 
4« 
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Л е м м а 1. Если Ат= JJAf^, к—\,2,...,т, удовлетворяют условиям 
¡=1 т п 





Действительно, когда т=2, то при некотором /0, Aio=Af^iJ AfJ, А^П 
ГМ^2)=0, A i =A { p=Af \ при íV/q, и тогда легко выдеть, что в сумме 2 4 ( ( t )F 0 к = 1 
(см. (4)) остаются только те слагаемые, которые нужны для представления 
AF/по формуле (4)). 
Ш, 
Случай, когда <d,= U А^>, А ^ Г \ А Р = 0 , j ^ j ' и 
7=1 
(19) = {¿Г: /I' = ¿ 4 4 1 s j , s m,} 
í=i 
т. е. когда каждая компонента прямоугольника J разбыта на непересека-
ющиеся интервалы A[J\ а прямоугольники Aw являются всевозможными де-
картовыми произведениями этих Алегко приводится к случаю т=2. 
Общий случай приводится к случаю (19) путем размельчанйя прямоуголь-
ников Ат. Лемма доказана. 
Из (17), (18) следует, что если для каждого прямоугольника определить 
(20) v(A) = AF, 
то v(A) будет мерой, определенной на полукольце прямоугольников {А} (см. 
[3], гл. V, § 2). Эта мера единственным образом продолжается на минималь-
ное кольцо, содержащее полукольцо {А}. 
Из того, что v(zl) является мерой, легко выводится непрерывность функ-
ции F(x). Действительно, 
(21) \F(x<»)—F(x(2))| = \Аха> F-Axiо F\ = 
= |v(/l,(i))-v(zíx<»))| S V ( ( ¿ ^ с п и ( J х<г>\.d xa>)). 
Учитывая, что ¿ ^ ы Х ^ ы и ^ j i s iX^d) являются объединением конечнего 
числа прямоугольников, сумма Лебеговских мер которых стремится к нулю, 
когда ||х(1)—х(2)||—0, из (21) и Определения 1 получаем непрерывность функ-
ции F(x). 
Л е м м а 2. Мера v с-аддитивная мера на {А}. 
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Для доказательства леммы достаточно убедиться, что если A = \ J A w 
то (см. [3], гл. V, §2) 
(22) ¿v(J<*>). 
к=1 
Из непрерывности функции F(x) и (4) следует, что для произвольного 
е > 0 найдутся А', Ат', к= 1,2,... , такие что (см. также (17), (20)) 
(23) A'czA, V(,A')?=V(A)-E, 
(24) • J « с int (Aw), v(Aw')^v(.A(k))+sj2k, fc = 1,2,: . . ' . 
Очевидно, что замкнутое множество А' покрывается открытыми прямоуголь-
никами in t (J ( k ) ) . Следовательно существует конечный набор {int (^№i))}, 
который тоже покрывает А'. Тогда A' cz\J А(к'у, и из (23), (24) получаем 
i 
(25) v(A)^ v(A')+e^ Í » ( J " » ' ) + £ S j > ( d w ) + 2 e . 
i k = 1 ft=l 
Из (25) следует (22), а из (22), как уже было отмечено, следует утверждение 
леммы. 
Из Леммы 2 следует (см. [3]), что меру v можно продолжить на о--алгебру 
множеств, измеримых по Лебегу, и эта мера будет сг-аддитивной. Из Опреде-
ления 1 следует, что мера v абсолютно непрерывна относительно меры Ле-
бега, т. е. если ]А\=0, то v(A) =0. В силу теоремы Радона—Никодима (см. 
[3], гл. VI, §5) существует интегрируемая (по Лебегу) функция (p(tx,..., /„), 
такая что для любого измеримого по Лебегу множества А имеет место 
(26) v(A)= J<p(t)dt. 
А 
п 
В частном случае, когда A— JJ [0, x j , из (20), (26), (17) получается 
г=1 
(27) F(x)= f"...fl(p(t1,...,t„)dt1...dtn. 
и о 
Учитывая, что F(x) является суммой F(x) и некоторых функций меньшего 
числа переменных (см. (16) и (4)), из (27) получаем (12). Теорема доказана. 
Полученное соотношение (27) эквивалентно следующему (см. (16)) 
(28) AXF= J ...J q>(f1,...,Qdt1...dtn 
о о 
которое является аналогом равенства (1) для функций многих переменных. 
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Существенной разницей между формулами (1) и (28) является то, что 
в (1) известны способы нахождения подинтегральной функции, а в (28) лишь 
утверждается существование функции (p(t). С целю устронения этой разницы 
рассмотрим следующие функции. Через G ( t ) обозначим л-мерные кубы вида 
[ill2\{i1+\)l2K)X...X\ij2k,{in+\)l2K), где 0=Е/П<2*. Для к=0,1,2,... поло-
жим 
(29) = £<p(t)dt, когда x<EGw. 
Из (26), (20) получаем 
GmF 
(30) Фк(х) = - ¡ ^ щ р когда *€G,(t> к = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . 
С другой стороны, из известной теоремы Йессена, Марцинкевича и Зиг-
мунда (см. [4], теорема 6) следует, что 
(31) lim Фк(х) = ср(рс) п.в. на [0, 1]". к-* со 
Итак, функция ср(х) есть предел последовательности функций Фк(х) которые 
определяются функцией F(x) формулами (30). 
Замечание . Теорему можно доказать также, исходя из функций Фк(х) 
определяемих формулами (30). Укажем шаги такого способа доказательства. 
Во-первых, можно убедится, что {Фк(х)}^10 является равностепенно абсолютно 
непрерывно интегрируемой мартингальной последовательностью, и поэтому 
последовательность {Ф*(х)}£10 почти всюду и в метрике сходится к некото-
рой функции ср(х). Далее, легко проверяется, что для любого х=(х 1 5 ..., х„)= 
=(iJ2kl,..., iJ2k"), начиная с некоторого к0 вьшолняется 
ХП XJ 
(32) AxF=f...f «^.....Odii-di«. 
о о 
Следовательно 
г" г1 (33) AXF = J ... J (p{tx, ..., t„)dti ••• dtn при любом Xj = ij/2kj, j — 1, ..., п. 
о о 
Наконец, так как обе стороны равенства (33) являются непрерывными 
функциями и точки (i'j/2*1,..., iJ2k") всюду плотны, то (33) вьшолняется при 
любом (хх, ..., х„). 
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Further sharpening of inequalities of Hardy and Littlewood 
L. LEINDLER 
In a previous paper [2] we generalized some classical and very useful inequalities 
of HARDY and LITTLEWOOD [1]. One special case of our results states the following 
inequalities: 






fc=l n=l k=n 
2 K ( 2" aky S p" 2 *S ( 2" 4)" k=n /i=l k=1 
n=l k=n n—1 t=l 
n = l fc=l 71 = 1 k = n 
/or 
/or 0 < p â 1. 
These inequalities reduce to those of Hardy and Littlewood if X„=n~c 
with c > 1 in (1) and (3); and with c ^ l in (2) and (4). 
The factor p" is best possible one, but 8 and 9 are not. In the present note we 
improve, among others, inequalities (3) and (4) proving that the constants 8 and 
9 can be replaced by p~p and this is the best possible one. It is easy to see that p~p^ 
Se 1 / e<l ,45 holds for any Having these improved inequalities (3) and 
(4), we can state that inequalities (1) and (2) hold for 1 and their reversed ones 
hold for 0 < p s l . 
In [2] it was assumed only that /l„=0 and in this more general form we proved 
the following theorem. 
Received June 10, 1988. 
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Theorem A. Let a„sO and A„sO (n= 1, 2, . . . ) be given. Let v 1 <. . .<v„<. . . 
denote the indices for which A.v >0. Le/ JV denote the number of the positive terms 
of the sequence A„, provided this number is finite; in the contrary case set 
Set v0=0, and if °° then vN+1=°°. Using the notations 
¿m,n : = 2 a, and Am,„ := 2 (1 ^ m S w S»), j=m i=m 
we have the following inequalities: 
(10 
n = 1 n=l 
N 
n=l n=l 
(the constant pp being the best possible one) and 
for p S 1 
(3') 
(4') 
2 ^ 8 2 KAin 
n=1 n=l 
for 0 < p ^ 1. 
2 ¿ i n - p A p , v „ < , v „ + 1 - 3 ^ 9 2 K A U 11 = 1 fl — 1 
The aim of this note is to prove 
Theorem. Under the assumptions of Theorem A the opposite inequalities of 
(1') and (2') holdfor 0</>= 1, and the constant pp is best possible one, in this case, too. 
Theorem A and Theorem imply immediately 
Coro l l a ry 1. If A„>0 and anm 0 then (1) and (2) hold for p^l, and their 
opposite inequalities for 0</>Sl. 
If 0</>^ l then we can reduce the restriction A„>0 of Corollary 1 to A„§0, 
i.e. we can prove 




2 2 4) pa£ s p - ' 2 4 ( 2 «*)" 
n=l k=n n=l fe=l 
2 4 - " ( 2 4)"a> ^ p-> 2 4 ( 2 aky. 
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This is an immediate consequence of the facts that ' 
(5) 2 2 ti-'Af.-af 
and 
(6) AJ; ' A l V n ( " 2 1 = X"2 1 i = VM ' = V„ 
obviously hold — since A ~ 0 if — so by the opposite inequalities of (1') 
and (2') to be proved in Theorem, regarding inequalities (5) and (6), we get (3") 
and (4"). 
Proofs 
1. First we prove the opposite of (1') for i.e. 
( 1 . 1 ) Zt : = 2 KAU 2 %:pA!w-A>n_1+Uyit =:It. 
n=1 11=1 
We may assume that Zx has a positive finite value. For p= 1 (1.1) is obvious, 
we have only to interchange the order of the summations. If 0< j ?<1 then we set 
the following notations: 
n -
a„'.= AVn_1+ltV , PO = 0, P„'= 2 QN'-= 
k = 1 
and 
R„:=AVn^ 
for every l ^ n ^ N . If then let 
•RN+I : = GN+I : : = 0. 
Then, for any positive integer m ( ^ N ) , we have 
v
m m m m 
2 Mi,* = 2 QnPpn = 2(A-K+i)K = 2K(Ppn-Ppn-i)-Rm+1Ppm, 
fc=i «=1 n=i «=1 
whence m vm co 
(1.2) 2Rn(Ppn-№-1)S Rm+1ppm+ 2hAU s> 2 = ^ 
11=1 k=1 fc = 1 
follows for any m ^ N . 
Let fi be the smallest positive integer having the property /?„>0. 
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An easy calculation gives that 
(1-3) 2 RnW-PS-i) ^ 2 Rnp*nf%-1 = flssjj n=s/l 
- P 2(QnUp)~1RnVn)(eln~il,p}PZ'1) -PI3-
n=H 
p 
Now using the classical inequality of Holder with p and we get 
p- 1 
( 1 . 4 ) I 3 S { 2 E L - P R № ) L L P { 2 E J S Y ~ L L P -
n = fx n = fl 
By (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) we have 
2 h au s P ( 2 Ql-pRpn<yp{2 QnPS)1-1'" = k=1 n=1 n=l 
= P(2 ¿ L - A ^ J V ( f ;.v„ ( 2 ak)py-vp, n = 1 n=l fc =1 
whence (1.1) obviously follows. 
2. Secondly we prove the opposite of (2') for i.e. 
(1.5) Z4.:= 2 S / 2 =•• 
n=1 n=l 
As before thé case p= 1 is trivial and we may assume that I4 has a positive 
N 
finite value. Using the previous notations and let a*:=Av v yn:= 2 «Î and n + I k = n n 
B„:= A, v = 2 Qkl furthermore let a> denote the greatest natural number, if there 
' B ii=i 
exists, for which Av „ > 0 , otherwise let co:—°°. If i2:=min (N, a>), then for 
any l^n^k^Q yn = Av 0 and we have the estimation 
fc+i it+i 
n=l n = l 
= 2Bn(ypn-yUÙ+Bk^yk+1 ^ 2Bn(;fn--fn+1). n=1 n=l 
By (1.6) it is clear that for any k^Q 
(1.7) 2 BM-yUI) ^ 2 BnPiïyr1 = 
n=l n= l 
= p 2(Qllp-1Bn<)(e1n-Vpyp-1) B = 1 
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k k 
¿4 ^ p ( 2 e i - ' B s W ( 2 e-tf)1-1" = n=1 n=l 
whence (1.5) follows immediately. 
3. To verify that the constant pp in the opposite inequalities of (1') and (2') 
for 1 is best possible it is enough to consider e.g. the following special case: 
a„ := (log(w+ l))_ 2 / p and A„ = n'1-" for 
and everything is zero for n < N . 
The proof of Theorem is completed. 
[1] G. H. HARDY—J. E. LITTLEWOOD, Elementary theorems concerning power series with positive 
coefficients and moment constants of positive functions, J. reine angew. Math., 157 (1927), 
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Fourier series with positive coefficients 
and generalized Lipschitz classes 
J. NÉMETH*) 
1 . L . LEINDLER ( [ 3 ] — [ 6 ] ) investigated the relations between function classes 
defined by the rate of strong approximation of functions by Fourier series and the 
classes determined by the modulus of continuity of the functions. 
Following G . G . LORENTZ [ 7 ] and R . P . BOAS [ 2 ] we shall prove theorems 
giving coefficient-conditions assuring that a function belong to function classes 
defined in terms of modulus of continuity by L. Leindler. 
Combining these results and those of L. Leindler mentioned above we can get 
coefficient-conditions for a function to belong to a function class defined by the 
rate of strong approximation by Fourier series. 
2. Before formulating our results we give a couple of definitions, notations 
and theorems. 
Let f(x) be a continuous and 2^-periodic function and let 
be its Fourier series. Denote by sn=s„(x)=s„(f;x) the n-th partial sum of (1). 
For any positive /? and p L . LEINDLER [ 3 ] defined the following strong means and 
function classes 
*) This research was made partly while the author visited to the Ohio State University, Colum-
bus, U.S.A. in academic years 1985—86 and 1986—87. 
Received June 27, 1988. 
(1) /(*) — 2 (akCoskx+bksin kx) 
£o 
2 k=1 
H(ß,p, CO) = {/: A„</; ß\P) = O(co(lln))}, 
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where [| • || denotes the usual maximum norm and a>(S) is a modulus of continuity 
having the following properties 
co(0) = 0, « ( ^ + ¿ 2 ) ^ ( » ( ¿ j ) + c o ( 5 2 ) for any 0 S ^ S ^ s ^ 2 it. 
Furthermore we consider the following function classes 
H<° = {/: || f(x+h) -/(*)! - 0(co(h))} 
(H<°)*={f: \\f(x+h)+f(x-h)-2f(x)\\=0(œ(h))}. 
If co(ô)=ô" ( O c a ë l ) then H3" are the known Lipschitz classes. 
In [3] L . LEINDLER (see also in [6], p. 153) proved, among others, the following 
result. 
(2) H(P, p, èx) = H" for 0 < j < 1 I 
(3) H(fi,p,ô)^(Hsr for a = 1 J l f 
G . G . LORENTZ [7] proved in 1948 that if A N | 0 and A„ are the Fourier sine or 
cosine coefficients of f then f£Hs" ( 0 < a < 1) if and only if A„=0(«_ 1 _ a) . This 
result and some others were generalized by R. P. BOAS[2] in 1967 as follows: Let 
and let Xn be the Fourier sine or cosine coefficients of f . Then f£Hs" (0<a< 1) 
if and only if 
(4) 2 k = 0 ( n - % 
or equivalently 
(5) J kXk = 0(rt~*). 
k=l 
Combining this result and the result of L. Leindler mentioned above we have 
that if and X„ are sine or cosine coefficients of / then the following three 
relations are equivalent: 
(6) f£H(fi, p,5y, 2 h = 0(n-°); È kXk = Oin1-«), 
k=n *=1 
if 0 < a < l and p: 
L. Leindler has extended results (2) and (3) from Hs" to Ha at least for certain 
special but more general class of moduli of continuity than a>{S)=8a. 
Next we give the definition of this class of moduli of continuity (see [4], [5] 
and in [6], p. 154). Let œa(ô) denote the modulus of continuity having the following 
properties for O s a s 1 : 
i) for any a ' > a there exists a natural number fi=/x(a') such that 
(7) 2" a 'o a(2_ n - ' ' ) > 2(oa(2~") holds for all 1); 
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( 8 ) 
ii) for every natural number v there exists a natural number N(v) such that 
2vsttt>a(2-n-v) ^ 2(ox(2—) if n > N(v). 
L . LEINDLER in [4] , [5] (see also [6], p. 1 5 4 ) proved the following relation gen-
eralizing results (2) and (3). 
It is clear thât in order to get coefficient conditions of type (6) for f£H(ß,p, a>J 
instead of Hiß, p, <5a) it is sufficient to generalize the mentioned Boas results to 
class Hm". These results are formulated in the next paragraph. 
Throughout the rest of this paper g(x), fix), <p(x) will denote continuous 2% 
periodic functions; furthermore g(x) and fix) always denote the sum of sine series 
and cosine series, respectively. And (p(x) denotes the sum of either sine or cosine 
series while /„ will denote the Fourier coefficients of g(x),f(x) or cp(x). 
' T h e o r e m 1. Let A„ëO. Then cpÇ.Hœ" (0«x<l) if and only if 
(9) Hiß, p, œx) = for 
(10) Hiß, p, mj = (№»•)* for 
<0, 
3. Theorems 
2 = 0(ncoa(i/n)). 
k=l ' 
Theorem 2. Let A„s0. Then 
(13a) 
if and only if 
g€J5r»i 
(13b) 2 kXk = 0(^(1/70). 
Theorem 3. Let A„sO. Then 
(14a) 
if and only if 
(14b) 
<p<iiH°»y i* 
2K = 0(a>1{\ln)), 
5 
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Theorem 4. Let A„sO. Then 
(15a) f i H ^ 
if and only if 
(15b) 2K = 0(^(1 /«) ) and ¿fcA4sinfoe - 0 ( ^ ( 1 / « ) ) . 
*=n ft = l 
Theorem 5. Let A„sO. Then 
(16a) f t H 0 * 
if and only if 
(16b) ¿ f j * = 0 M l / n ) ) . 
k=n 
Furthermore 
( 1 7 ) g£H<°<> 
implies 
(18) 2 kXk = O(nco0(l/n)), 
and from 
k=1 
(19) 2 ^ = 0(0*0/»)) 
k=n 
(20) g tH"» 
follows. 
Remark 1. Combining relation (9) of L. Leindler and Theorem 1 we get 
generalizations of the relations under (6). Namely that if then for 0 < a - = l 
with P>ctp 
if and only if 
i 
or equivalently 
2 h = 0{(oa(Un)), 
2 kXk = 0(no)a(l/ri)). 
k=l 
Remark 2. Using Theorem 1 we can prove the following result. 
If hZH°" ( 0 « x < l ) and 
a 00 
+ 2 ak 0 0 5 kx+bk sin kx *=1 
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is the Fourier series of h(x) and ak^0,bk^0 then 
(21) Us„(*)-A(*)i = o K ( i / 4 
It should be noted that for arbitrary ak, bk according to the well-known Lebesgue 
result only 
QS .(*)-A(x)l=0(ffla(l/»i)).logii 
can be obtained. 
The proof of this remark is very simple. Really, consider 
||sn(x)-A(x)|| =5 ||sB(x)-an(x)|| + ||<Tn(x)-/i(x)|| = I+II. 
Using (12) and the fact that 
1 " s„ (x) - o„ (x) = ——— 2 (kak cos kx+kbk sin kx) w+l *=1 
I can be estimated as follows 
I s —J-r- J k(ak + bk) = 0(<b.(1/b)). 
Here we used that if hZH10", then both its sine-part and cosine-part also belong 
to Ha". And finally from (9) 
lI = 0{coXm)-
Thus we have (21). 
4. Lemmas 
Lemma 1. (Lemma 2.6 of [6], p. 39.) For any nonnegative sequence {a„} the 
inequality 
(22) Z a n s K a m (m = 1, 2, ...; K > 0) n—i 
holds if and only if there exist a positive number c and a natural number fi such that 
for any n 
(23) a„+1 a ca„ 
and 
(24) an+ll ^ 2a„ 
are valid. 
r* 
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L e m m a 2. If fik=0 and <5>/?>0 then 
(25a) 2 = 0{ita,-f(Mn)) 
is equivalent to 
(25b) ¿ A = O(®a-,0/»))-
k=n 
P r o o f . First we suppose that (25b) is true. By using Abel-rearrangement 
([1], p. 71) we have 
(26) i f t k ' s i (k°-(k-1)0 ¿ ^ + 2 = / + / / . 
*=1 fc = l V=fc V = 1 
It is obvious by (25b) and the definition of <as-f{t) that II does not exceed 
K.n0<ot^{\ln)*\ 
And / can be estimated as follows 
n [logn] 
(27) / S Ai 2 k'^co^l/k) ^K, 2 (2m)i_1 • 2mco i_ i( l /2m) = 
*=1 m=l 
[logn] = 2 2 © i_p(l/2m) K3n cos^p(l/n), m = l 
where the last estimation can be obtained by using property (7) of cox(ő) and Lemma 1. 
So taking into account (26) and (27), (25a) really follows from (25b). Now we sup-
pose (25a). 
Again Abel-rearrangement gives that 
(28) i ft = 1 ftok-' = 2 (k->-(k + i)-°) 21'ni + rr* 2 
k=m k—m k=m ft=l 
Making n tend to infinity from (25a) and (28) we get 
(29) 2 fk = 2 ( k " i - ( f e + i ) - a ) 2 Isto = h. 
k=m k=m 1=1 
can be estimated by (25a) as follows 
(30) AsAi 2 ^^-.„(l/A:)^ 2 co^il/l") ^ Kzco^pil/m). 
k=m n=[Iogm] 
The last step can be derived from property (8) of coa(ö). From (29) and (30) we have 
(25b). Thus Lemma 2 is completely proved. 
*' K,KltKa,... will denote positive absolute constants. 
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w 
Lemma 3. If fik^0, 2 anà 0< /Ts l , then 
(31a) 2 Hktt - c o s kx) = 0(cop(xj) 
k=1 
is equivalent to 
(3ib) | f t = o W V 4 
k=n 
Proof . Supposing first (31a), we have that 
(32) l f k ^ k l k 2 - J O S k X = 0 ( x ~ ^ p ( x ) ) 
holds for any positive x. 
Since A : ^ / - 2 ( l - c o s on (0, 1), from (32) it follows that 
[i/*] „ ; , 
(33) Z = 0(x-2<o„(*)). 
k=l 
Putting x = 1 \n we get 
(34) 2 k2(ik = 0(n2a)p(l/n)) 
k—1 
which, by using Lemma 2, is equivalent to 
(35) j ? f t = O M l / i » ) ) 
fc=n 
which proves (31a)=>(31b). 
Now we suppose that (31b) is valid. But (31b), by using Lemma 2, is equiv-
alent to 
(36) ¿ f c » f t = 0(n«ffl,(l/n)). *=i 
Using (31b) and (36) we have that 
CO [1/*] 00 
2 tik(l-cos kx) ^ 2 fail—cos kx)+2 2 Vk = k—l k=l fc=[V*l 
= *2 1 1 * * i ¿ m * ) ) 
k=1 K'X* *=[1/*] 
which gives that (31b) really implies (31a). Thus Lemma 3 is completed. 
* 
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5. Proofs of the theorems 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. We detail the proof just for cosine, the line of the 
proof for sine is very similar. 
Suppose that ( 0 < a < 1). Then since by the Paley's theorem from the 
oo 
continuity of f(x) it follows that 2 ^ * < 0 0 > we have 
k = 1 
(37) | / (*)- / (0)1 = 2 - c o s kx) = 0(cox(x)). k=l 
By Lemma 3 the right-hand side equality of (37) is equivalent to (11). In virtue of 
Lemma 2 (11) is equivalent to (12). Thus the necessary part of Theorem 1 is proved. 
Now we suppose that (11) holds and put 
(38) ¡f(x+2h)—f(x)l - I 2K [cos k(x+2h)-cos kx]I = 
k=l 
, Wh] 
= 2 \ 2 lkSmk(x+h)-smkh Us 2 2 2 2 ^ s i n k / z + 2 2 K-
*=1 t=l k=l k=lllh] 
The second term in the last row of (38) is 0(coa(h)) (see (11)). The first one can be 
handled as follows: 
[i/M wo cjn uu [i/i>] 
2 ¿k-sinkh = h 2 k?.k-nr^K.h(2 kkk) = 0{(Da{h))-fc=l k=1 Krt Jt=l 
In the last step we used again (12) and Lemma 2. So from (38) we have /€//""«. 
The proof of Theorem 1 for cosine series is completed. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2. Let Using 
\g(x)\ == KMx), 
term by term integration gives 
(39) | / g(t)dt\ = 2 1 —cos kx) = ¿»(XCOJOC)). 
o *= 1 
From (39) it follows that 
[iM 
(40) 2 k-1Ak(l-coskx) = 0(x<o1(x)). 
k=1 
(40) can be written as follows 
(41) x ^ f kXk l ~ ™ k X = Oixco^x)). 
% 
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By using the same argument as before from (41) we get 
W>] (1 1 
(42) Z ^ = 0 - 0 ) 1 « • 
k=i \x / 
Putting x=l/tt we have from (42) 
2 kkk = 0 ( ^ ( 1 / « ) ) 
4 = 1 
which proves that from (13a) follows (13b). Now we suppose that (13b) is ful-
filled. Put 
(43) \g(x+2h) - g(x)| = 1 2 4 [sin fc(*+2A)-sin kx]I = 
*=1 
~ [1/h] » 
= 2\2 Ak cos k(x+h) sin kh\ S 2 2 4sinfcA+ 2 kk = I+II. 
jt=i »=1 *=[i/fc] 
By using (13b) we have that 
IV*] sin kh ( 1 \ 
(44) I = 2A 2 ^ = h 0 { T = 
For II to be estimated by Kco^h) we can use the same argument as in the second 
part of the proof Lemma 2. Namely taking ¿ = 1 and 5—p=l we get that (13b) 
implies 
2 ^ = 0(0x0/»)) 
k=n 
which gives that 
(45) / / = C > M / 0 ) . 
Thus (43), (44) and (45) give that geHm>. Theorem 2 is completed. 
P roof of Theorem 3. 
First we prove the theorem for cosine series. Suppose that (14a) holds, that is, 
\f(x+h)+f(x-h)-2f(x)\ ^ Kcoxih) from which we get 
(46) \f(h) - m \ s KcoAh) 
in other words 
(47) 2 4 ( 1 - c o s kh) = O K (/i)) 
*=i 
holds. 
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From (47) by using Lemma 3; (14b) follows, that was to be proved. Now we 
assume (14b) and estimate the following difference by using Lemma 3 at the last 
step: 
(48) \f(x+2h) +fix—2h) — 2f(x)\ = 41 £ Xk sin2 kh cos kxI 
fc=i 
sin8 kh = 2 2 V 1 - c o s 2kh) = OfaQi)). 
k=1 fc=l 
Thus the proof of Theorem 3 is completed for cosine series. The proof for sine 
series in direction from (14b) to (14a) can be done in the same way as for cosine 
series, since 
(49) |g(je+2/j)+g(*-2/z)-2g(;c)| = 4 1 J sin kx sin2 kh\. 
*=i 
So we detail only the other direction. Suppose that 
(50) g e i H ^ r , 
that is, 
(51) \gix+h)+gix-h)-2gix)\ = 0(o}1ih)). 
Write (51) in the following form 
(52) 2 1 2 K sin kx(l - c o s kh)| = Ofaih)). 
k—1 
By integrating term by term in (52) we get 
(53) 2 K l~°°skXil - c o s kh) = Oixco.ih)). 
From (53) we have 
. » i . 1 cos lex 
(54) 2^kXk (1 - c o s kh) = Oixco^h)). 
Using (54) it follows that 
Vlx] 
(55) 2 xkXk(l - c o s kh) = 0(co^h)). 
k=1 
Putting h=x in (55) 
[i/*]' (56) 2 hkXk(l-coskh) = 0(aj1(h)) 
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can be obtained which gives 
(57) = 0(ajL(h)). 
From (57) taking h — l/n 
(58) 2 fc34 = 0(^(0,01»)) 
k =1 
follows. 
By using Lemma 2 (58) implies (14b), which was to be proved. Thus Theorem 3 
is completely proved. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 4. First we prove the necessity of the conditions, namely 
we suppose that (15a) holds. 
From Theorem 3 using the relation #<0ic(/y<Bl)* it follows that 
(59) ¿ J * = 0(ffli(l/»)). 
k~n 
So it remains just to prove 




\f(x+h)-f(x)\ = 2 2 Aksin k(x+h) sin kh+0( 2 4)-
k=l fc=[l//i] 
From (15a) and (59) we get 
[i/fc] 
(61) || 2 4 sin k(x+h) sin kh\\ = .OUa^h)). 
«=1 
Since sin kh=kh+0(k3hs) we have from (61) that 
Ei/fc] [i/fc] 
(62) ||A 2 4 ^ s i n k ( x + h ) + h 3 2 4^3sin/C(X+/J)|| = Oiw^h)) 
k = l k = 1 
and having in view Lemma 2 we get 
[l/h] 
(63) \\h3 2 4fc3sin k(x+h)\\ = O^Qi)). 
*=i 
Using (63) we have from (62) 
[i Ml 
(64) ||A 2 k h sin fc(*+A)|| = O f a i h ) ) . 
k=1 
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Since sin k(x+h)=sin kx-OiWh*) sin kx+0(kh) cos kx, (64) has the following 
form 
,, [l/A] [1//.J 
(65) \\h 2 kK sin kx-h 2 kXkO(k2h2) sin kx+ 
k=l ft=l" 
I1'*' 
+h 2 kXkO(kh)cos kx\\ = OfaQi)). 
fc^i 
Taking into account that from (59) by using Lemma 2 
(66) 2 = 0(^0^(1/«)) 
k=1 
follows, the norm of the second term in the left-hand side of (65) can be estimated 
as follows 
„ [llhl I. [1"'1 / , V (67) \\h 2 klkO(k2h2) sin kx\\ s Kh3 2 k3Xk = OfaQij). 
k=1 *=1 
Similarly by using 
2 = 0(^(1/«)) 
k=l 
instead of (66) we can get that the magnitude of the third term of (65) in norm is 
0(a)1(/0). Using this last estimation and (65), (67) we have (60). 
The sufficiency of conditions (15b) can be proved in very similar way as the 
necessity, so we omit it. Thus Theorem 4 is completed. 
oo 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let f(x)— 2 h cos kx and suppose that f^H<°<>. 
k=l 
Then we have 
| / ( / i )- /(0) | ^ Kco0(h), 
that is, 
2 At(l—cos kh)sK(o0(h). 
k=1 
Integrating both sides on (0, x) we have 
°° A 
(68) 2 -r-ikx- sin kx) Kx(o0 (x). 
k = l k 
Since kx-sin kx^O so we have from (68) 
(69) 2 ~T~ (kx~sin kjc) - Kxco0(x). 
k=2n k 
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Putting 1/w For x and taking into account that 
k . k 1 k , . , s in—S —— for k S 2n n n 2 n 
we get 
(70) Z h ^ K ^ i U n ) 
k = 2n 
which gives (16b). 
Now we suppose that (16b) holds and we prove f£H<0<>. First we note that 
we can notice that the first part of the proof of Lemma 2 remains valid if we take 
S - p=0 and <5 = 1. So from (16b) we have 
(71) ¿ W , = O(no)0(l/«)). 
And now estimate the following difference using (16b) and (71) . 
\f(x+2h)-f(x)\ = 12 4[cos k(x+2h)-cos kx]\ = 
k =1 
oo oo 
= 2\2 h sin k(x + h) sin kh\^ 2\2 h sin kh\ = 
k=1 *=i 
ti/fc] 
S 2 2 4 sin/eft + 2 4 = O(co0(h)) 
k=l k=[llh] 
which proves that (16b) implies (16a). 
Now we prove (18) from (17). 
Suppose that H™0. Using the estimation 
(72) |g(x)| Kco0(x), 
term by term integration gives from (72) that 




follows as at the proof of (33) which taking x=l/n gives (18). The proof of (20) 
from (19) can be done in the very same way as (16a) from (16b), so we omit it. Theo-
rem 5 is completed. 
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Starke Approximation von Orthogonalreihen mit Cesäroverfahren 
W. HENRICH 
Es sei {<p„(x)} ein auf dem Intervall (a, b) definiertes Orthonormalsystem. 
Wir untersuchen die Orthonormalreihe 
(1) 2 cn(pn(x) c„€R mit ¿c„ 2 <co . 
n = 0 n = 0 
Mit dem wohlbekannten Satz von Riesz—Fischer folgt, daß Reihe (1) in L2 gegen 
eine quadratisch integrierbare Funktion / konvergiert. Wir nennen die Partial-
summen von Reihe (1) J„(X) und die (C, A)-Mittel o*(x). 
Eine Verallgemeinerung der Cesäro-Verfahren führt zu den Hausdorffverfahren. 
Ein Hausdorffverfahren ist ein lineares Limitierungsverfahren, das mit Hilfe einer 
beliebigen Diagonalmatrix fJ-—fiv und der Differenzenmatrix A wie folgt defi-
niert ist. 
H(A,itvy=A-n-A mit A = ((- iy . 
Die Matrixelemente h„v der Hausdorffmatrix H(A, /iv) haben folgende Darstellung 
Änv [(vJJfc-̂ V)̂ * für = " (» = 0,1,...) 
0 sonst. 
Über die Regularität von Hausdorffverfahren gilt folgender 
Satz. Das Hausdorffverfahren H ist genau dann regulär, wenn {//„} eine regu-
I 
läre Momentenfolge ist, d.h. f t" dfi(t) mit /i(/)€BV [0, 1] und fi(+0)= 
L. LEINDLER zeigte in [2] 
Eingegangen am 8 Februar 1988. 
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Satz I. Es sei 0<<5<1 und 
(2) 
0 = 1 
dann gilt f(x)-crl(x)=ox(n-s) f . ü. auf (a, b). 
G. SUNOUCHI [5] verallgemeinerte Satz I zur starken Approximation wie folgt: 
Sa tz II. Es sei 0<<5< 1 und es gelte (2). Dann gilt 
i 1 • \llk 
4 r 2 I /O) -s,(*)|* = ox(n~>) y A n v=0 > 
f.ü. auf (a,b) für a > 0 und wobei + aJ. 
LEINDLER [ 3 ] wiederum verallgemeinerte das Ergebnis von Sunouchi wie folgt: 
Sa tz III. Es sei 0 « 5 < 1 , a>0 , OcfeccJ-1 und ß > - m i n (1/2,1/jfc, a/fc). Dann 
folgt aus (2) 
f 1 » l1'* 
4- 2 A'n-M(x)-f(x)\k\ =ox(n-s) fü. auf (a,b). v=0 •» 
Für schwache äußere Verfahren (d. h. a sehr klein) kann sich ß offensichtlich 
nur in einem sehr engen negativen Bereich bewegen. Bezogen auf diese Problematik 
zeigte LEINDLER [4 ] 
Satz IV. Es sei 0<ot<l , 0 > - l / 2 , 0 « 5 < a / 2 und 
( 3 ) 
n=l 
dann gilt 
f 1 » 11/2 
2 A'n-JM(x)-f{xr\ = ox(n~») f.ü. auf (a,b). 
l s l n v=0 1 
Der Satz von Leindler gibt Kriterien für die starke Approximation an, speziell 
für schwache äußere (C, a)-Verfahren mit dem Exponent 2. Es stellt sich die Frage: 
Welche Aussagen kann man für größeren Exponenten (/c>2) treffen? Eine Antwort 
liefert der folgende Satz. 
Satz 1. Es sei 0 < a < l , 2, 0 « 5 « x / 2 , 0 > - l / 2 + a ( l / 2 - l / f c ) , und es 
gelte (3). Dann gilt 
( i » V* 
4 " 2 k?(*)-/(*)l* = ox(n-°) V ^ n v=0 ' 
f . ü. auf (a, b). 
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Zur Vorbereitung des Beweises von Satz 1 beweisen wir einen allgemeinen 
limitierungstheoretischen Satz über Hausdorffverfahren, der besagt: Schaltet man 
bei der starken Approximation einer beliebigen Reihe vor das innere Verfahren ein 
reguläres Hausdorffverfahren, so kann man auch auf größere fc-Parameterwerte 
(Exponent) schließen. Der Schluß auf kleinere fc-Parameterwerte kann immer in 
einfacher Weise mit der Hölderschen Ungleichung vollzogen werden. 
Satz 2. Es sei k ^ k ^ 1; p>-\, 
I 
g„= f t"g(t)dt mit g(i)£Lp[0, 1] und g „ = l 
o 
x 
h„ = f t"h(t)dt mit h(t)dL[Q, 1], h(t) > 0 für t£[0, 1]. 
o 
Zusätzliche gelte für die Funktionen g(t) und h(t) 
rlg(0l*l(1_p+(p/*2))H0(''2~*l)/*1! für g(t)^0 
Z ® : = l0 sonst, 
z(t)£L[0,1] und z(t)=o(t~r) für /€[0,8] mit e > 0 und 0 < r < l . Q sei eine 
beliebige Limitierungsmatrix, G bzw. H seien Hausdorffmatrizen, die durch die Mo-
mentenfolgen {g„} bzw. {h„} gegeben sind. Wir bezeichnen die Matrixelemente von 
H mit hnv. Dann folgt für eine beliebige Folge {j„} und für alle ¿ > 0 mit fcj<5< 
< 1 —r aus 
(Zhnv\Q(s,)-s\k>yik> = o(n-'), 
V = 0 
daß 
{ZKAGQ{sJ-s\kyki = o(n->). 
v = 0 
Zum Beweis von Satz 2 benötigen wir das folgende Lemma. 
Lemma 1. Es sei 1; p> 1. Die Hausdorffverfahren G und H seien 
definiert wie in Satz 2 
i 
z„:= J t" z(t) dt mit z(t) aus Satz 2. 
o 
Das Hausdoiffverfahren Z sei definiert durch die Momentenfolge {zn}. Dann gilt für 
jede beliebige Folge {¿v}: 
| ( G ( s v ) ) „ | * i ^ ^ ( - f f ( K l * 8 ) ) « * 1 ' * 2 * _ 1 ' {Z(lsvl*2))« ( n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . : . ) , 
wobei K eine Konstante ist. 
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Lemma 2. Es sei {.yn} eine Folge mit sn—0 für n—<*>. Das Limitierungs-
veifahren A sei gegeben durch die Matrix (a„v). Dann gilt: Das Verfahren A limitiert 
die Folge zum Wert Null, d. h. /¿(.yJ—O, falls folgende Bedingungen erfüllt sind: 
(I) 2 wobei K unabhängig von n ist, n=0,1,2,... 
v = 0 
(II) anv—0 für jedes feste v und für n— 
Beweis. Siehe ([1] Seite 43—46). 
H i l f s s a t z 1. 
$ f m - t ) - t - ' d t = 0(lHV+l)-'/(n+l?-' für 0 < v = s « , 
n = 0, 1, ... und 0 < r < 1. 
Beweis. Ergibt sich leicht unter Berücksichtigung der Integraldarstellung der 
Matrixelemente der Cesäro-Verfahren. 
Beweis von L e m m a 1. Wir setzen 
m = 2 ( " ) <vo -ty-ysv (n = o, i, 2, . . . ) . v = 0 v v / 
Zunächst führen wir eine Abschätzung durch, die wir im letzten Beweisschritt be-
nutzen werden. 
l/n(')l*2 S 2o (") iv( i - 0 n - v Kl'2 ( 1 (") iv( i -0—v) f c" 1 = 
= i h i v ( i - 0 n - v | s v | ^ . V=0 \VS 
Also erhalten wir 
(*) /HO l/„(0lfc2 dt ^ 2 f f r ) ' v 0 - t ) - v h ( t ) d t |sv|^ = (H(\sv\k%. 
In analoger Weise ergibt sich 
(**) f z(t)\fMk*dtS (Z(|s/»))„. 
o 
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Es sei M die Menge aller Punkte t, für die gilt 1] und g(t)^0. 
\G{sv)n\k^{f\g(t)\pdt}k'-1{ f |g(OI(1"p(1_1/'tä))'C2 |/„(0lfc2 dt] = 
o M 
= K^-1 f |g(f)|«-*Ci-V*.»*. \fn(t)\k* dt. 
M 
|<j(sv)„|*2 ^ f h(t)^-k^\fMk2(k2/kl)\g(0\k2a~p+(p/k2))x 
M 
X A ( t f ^ - W " 1 \fMk2(kl~k')/kl dt 




Mit z(t)=\g(t)\k^1-p +^ l k ' ) )h(tYk ' -k^k ' und mit den Abschätzungen (* ) und ( * * ) 
folgt 
Indem man diese Ungleichung mit kjk2 potenziert erhält man die Behauptung. 
Beweis von Satz 2. Zum Beweis 
von Satz 2 reicht es aus, den Fall Q — 1 
zu betrachten. Es sei {s„} eine beliebige Folge, und es gelte 
v = 0 
Mit znv bezeichnen wir die Matrixelemente des Limitierungsverfahrens Z, das durch 
die Momentenfolge {z„} aus Lemma 1 gegeben ist. 
Da das Hausdorffverfahren G regulär ist, gilt insbesondere 
(G(sj))v-s = (G(sj—s))v. 
Unter Verwendung von Lemma 1 erhalten wir 
rh* 2 hm\(G(Sj))v-s\kl = nk>* 2 hKV\(G(ßj-s))^ -
v = 0 v = 0 
= 0(1)»M i / ^ W I s y - s l ^ ' / W - M Z O s ^ s l * » ) } , = 
v = 0 
- = 0(1) nkl* 2 h„v{Z(\sj-s\k*)l • (v +1)4»«-*!). 
v = 0 
Denn nach Voraussetzung gilt j | * t » ) ) v = ° ( v ~ f c ' Ä ) -
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Die Hausdorffverfahren H und Z sind vertauschbar. Somit gilt 
nkiS 2 M z ( l s j - * l 4 , ) ) , ( v + i ) - t i , + l * ' = 
v=0 
= 0(1)«M 2 2„ 2 hvj\sj-s\k^V+\)-kMS = 
v = 0 j=0 
= 0(1) 2nkl>(y+V-klSz„vtv 
v = 0 
mit 
tv = ( v + l ) t a i 2 hv j \sj-s\k*. 
j=0 
Nach Voraussetzung gilt tv=o( 1). Somit haben wir unter Beachtung von Lemma 2 
zu zeigen: 
(I) 2\"klSb> + l)~kl'zm\^K für n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . v=0 
(II) K ^ ( v + l ) - * i a z n v } - 0 ( n - ° ° ) für v = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . 
Zu (I). Mit der Integraldarstellung der Hausdorffschen Matrixelemente z„v 
ergibt sich somit: 
2^i(y+l)~kiözm= 2 " ' ^ ( v + l ) - * 1 * ! " ) f f(l-i)n-vz(t)dt = 
v = 0 v = 0 V v / * 
= "*lä 2 i") [ ?(l-t)n-vz(t)dt(y + \)-k** + 
v = 0 V V / ^ 
+ " k l S 2 ( " ) f r ( l - t f -Vz(t)dt(v + 1 ) ä = Z\ + r 2 . 
Nach Voraussetzung gilt z(t)=o(t~r) für ?£[0, e]. Somit erhalten wir mit Hilfs-
satz 1 
= 0(1) 2 i") f ty(l-t)n-vrrdtnk^(v + iy 
v = 0 y v J J 
<=1 i 
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Nun betrachten wir I 9 
z» = ¿ " S r i " ) } t\\-tr^z(i) dt = 
v = 0 v-t-l yV'Ü 
= Od) / i +}) r+\i-0n+1-v_1 dt = 0(1) 
da z(t)£L[0, 1]. Damit ist (I) bewiesen. 
Zu (II). Zum Beweis von (II) benutzen wir dieselbe Aufspaltung des Integrals 
mit den damit verbundenen Abschätzungen wie im Beweis zu (I). 
nk*s(v+l)-kl*znv = BM(v+l)-*»'^jy t\l-ty-vz(t)dt + 
+ B M ( v + l ) - M ( " ) / t v ( l - t ) t t - v z ( t ) d t = 
= o(i) [ ^ J p (n + W(v+l)-** + 
+ («+l) t»Ä-1 -1. 
= 0(l)((v+ l)- r~ i :"5(«+ l ) ' - i + M + ( v + i)i-*i«(„+ l )M-i ) = 0(1). 
für jedes feste v und ^ ¿ < 1 —r. Damit ist Satz 2 bewiesen. 
Beweis zu Satz 1. Mit Satz IV von L. Leindler folgt aus obiger Beding-
ungfür 0 < a < l , 0<<5<a/2 und —1/2 
1 / 2 ( 1 • V/a 
4 2 Al-\kf (*)-/(*)I2 = ox(n-°). V - ^ n v = 0 ' 
Wir schalten vor das innere Verfahren ein reguläres Cesäro-Verfahren der Ordnung 
y und können unter Verwendung von Satz 2 eine Aussage für größere fc-Parameter-
werte machen. Nach Definition der Matrixelemente für Cesäroverfahren gilt für die 
Funktionen g(t) und h(t) aus Satz 2: 
g(0 = y ( l - 0 " - 1 ; g(0€Lp[0, 1] mit p = T ± 8', 0 < e ' 1 - 7 
h(t) = a ( l - i ) 0 1 - 1 
und somit 
Z ( t ) = 0(1)(1 _i)k()'-l)(l-(l/2(l-i))+(£'/2))+(a-l)(l-Ot/2))_ 
6* 
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Es ist zu zeigen: z(/)€L[0,1]. Dazu muß gelten 
k(y-1)(1 -(1/2(1 —y))+(e'/2))+(a — l)(l -(fc/2)) > - 1 . 
Dies ist erfüllt, falls gilt 
Weiterhin muß gelten z(t)=0(i~s) für f€[0,e]. Dies ist für ¿>0 erfüllt, da 
z(t) in der Umgebung von Null beschränkt ist. Mit dem Satz von L. Leindler und 
Satz ? folgt die Behauptung. 
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On imbedding theorems for weighted polynomial approximation 
and modulus of continuity of functions 
NGUYEN XUAN KY 
0. Introduction 
Let (p and i/r be two measurable functions on (a, b), Denote 




exists. In the case ^ = 1 and qj(x)=|x|p'(ls/?-<«>) we usually write LP instead of 
cp(L)HL). 
The norm of f£Lp(a, b) is defined by 
l l / l l P = ( / l / ( * ) l p d * ) 1 / p . 
a 
The space LP of all the functions of periodic 2n will be denoted by LP[2n]. The 
modulus of continuity of a function f£Lp(a,b) is defined as follows 
co(f,8)p= sup [ f \f(x+h)-f(x)\pdx)1,p (0 sS^b-a). oshss 
If f£Lp[2n] then let 
SIR 
coif, S)p = sup ( / \f(x+h)-f(x)\"dx)llp (5^0). Os/l^i Q 
A nondecreasing continuous function Q on [0,1] is called a modulus of con-
tinuity if 
i2(0) = 0, flfo + cy S i2(&)+i2(c52) (0 S ¿1 s <52 ^ 51+52 == 1). 
Received April 14, 1988. 
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For a modulus of continuity Q and 1 let 
H° = Hj},(°:= {KL": co(f, 5) S c(/)i2(<5), 5 > 0} 
here and later c(x, ...) denotes a constant depending only on x, ... , furthermore 
c will denote an absolute constant (not necessarily the same in different formulae). 
Let F= {/„}~0 be an orthonormal system on (a, b). Define for « = 0 , 1 , . . . 
n 
7T„(JF) {pn = 2 ¿kfk: 4 a r e r e a l numbers, fc = 0, 1, ...}. k=o 
If for some 1 F c Z / , then let 
£ „ ( F / ) P := inf 1/-/?„!!„ ( /6L p , " = 0,1, ...). p„6i7„(f) 
For a given decreasing sequence of real numbers tending to zero a=(a„)=(a„ |0) , let 
E(F, a,/>):= {f^L": En(F,f)p c ( / )a„ , n = 0, 1, ...}. 
Many authors have studied the so-called imbedding problems: What are suffi-
cient conditions and what are necessary conditions (regarding Q) for 
(1) H?-°>cA, 
where A is a given set of functions. A similar problem is to find sufficient conditions 
and necessary conditions (regarding a) for 
(2) E(F,<x,p)^B, 
where B denotes some given set of functions. For example UL'JANOV [10] considered 
these problems in the case A=B=Lq[2n] (1 and if F is the trigonometric 
system. TiMAN [9] answering one of Ul'janov's questions proved that a certain 
sufficient condition due to Ul'janov is also necessary for imbedding (2) with 
B=Lq[2n]. L. Leindler generalized these results for A=B=(p(L)i]/(L) (see e.g. 
[4 ] , [5 ] ) . Some analogous results on the infinite interval due to J. NEMETH [8] . 
Let ¿ > 0 . The orthonormal system F is called (by the present author) a {N, A}-
system if the inequality 
(3) \\p„\\q s cn1((1")-,1")) ||/>n||p 
holds for every pn^n„(F), n= 1,2, ... and 1 <=•=. In the case A = l , in-
equality (3) is called Nikol'skii-inequality. 
The following statement is true, its proof is similar to that of TIMAN [9]. Let 
F be a (AT, A}-system and let f£L" If for some 1 
(4) £ := 2 n^q,p~1)~1E2(F,f)p < » n=l 
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then f£Lq and | | / | | , Sc{ | | / | | J +e} l r t . Consequently, for a {N, A}-system, the 
is sufficient for imbedding (2) with B=Lq. We can ask if this is also necessary. 
On the other hand, many results of the approximation theory show that for a 
given system F there exist new moduli of continuity for which the analogues of 
Jackson and Bernstein theorems are true. Therefore the following problem seems 
to be natural: What can we say about imbedding (1) in the case if co is also a modulus 
of continuity? 
In this paper we give an answer to the first question in the case of the generalized 
Hermite functions and we consider the second problem for the modulus of con-
tinuity to be defined later on. Some results will be proved for (p(L)ij/(L) as well. 
Let 
w ( x ) = (1 + (_oo <*<<*>), „ ^ 2 , t ^ O 
and let {hn} be the system of the orthonormal polynomials with respect to the weight 
iv2. Then the system Fu v={fnw} is orthonormal on ») . If u=2, v=0 
then Fu v is the system of the orthonormal Hermite functions. The weight w was 
introduced by F R E U D [ 2 ] for all real v and u S 2 . In this paper, when no additional 
condition is required, we always assume that v^O, w^2. 
We define the modulus of continuity of a function / € 2 7 ( — a s follows 
condition 
(5) 2 „AC«/p-l)-la, ^ CO 
1. The main results 
(6) TO*(f, à)p = ®lf l ( /> S)p = 0)*A,B(M, V, f , <5)p = 
B 
= sup { / \f (x+h)-fp(x)\"W"(x)dxY'p+ 
where 
The modulus of this type was introduced in [3]. 
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For a given sequence of real numbers (<pn) and 1 s/?, let 
M 
(7) *(*) = .:= 2 
*=1 
In the case A = 1 this function was introduced by LEINDLER [6]. 
Further on we simply write q>(L)\j/(L) for (p(L)ip(L)(_*,t0a). 
The following theorems are true: 
Theo rem 1. Let 1 and let a=(an\0), (<pn) be given nonnegative 
monotonic sequences satisfying 
(8) na„ ^ cmam for 1 ^ n < m 
and (pki^c<pk, and if q>p then let (<pn) be decreasing. Let be the func-
tion defined in (J) with A= 1 — 1/w. Then a necessary condition for 
(9) E(FU,„, a, p) c Lq+<-1~ll")<-1~q/p)0(L) 
is 
(10) Z n » - 1 " ' " " - 1 » - 1 ? , a q < oo. 
11=1 < 
Theo rem 2. Lei 1 and let a=(a„|0) fee a sequence having the 
properties required in Theorem 1. Let vo=0. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
(11) E(Fu,Bo,«,p)czL<> 
is 
( 1 2 ) J < o o . 
n = l 
Theorem 3. Let Q be a modulus of continuity, and let (cp„) 
be a sequence having the properties required in Theorem 1. Let 4>—$pqtX with 
k= 1 — 1/m. A necessary condition for 
(13) Jfj},** Lq + il-l/U)(l-«/*)$(£) 
is 
(14) Z n (1-1/u)(«/"-1)->„ i2«(«-(1-1/»)) < co. 
n=i 
Theorem 4. Lei and let a)Q=coA B(u,v0,fd)p with v0=0. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for 
(15) <z Lq 
is 
( 1 6 ) Z « ( 1 - 1 " ) ( " p - 1 , - 1 f i « ( « - ( 1 - 1 ' » ) ) < o o . 
11=1 
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2. Lemmas 
Lemma 1 ([6], Lemma 5). Let />>0 and let (ót„|0) be a sequence satisfying 
(8). Let (cp„) be a nonnegative monotonie sequence having the property that for a cer-
tain a. 
(17) Í t S r ® ' ^ ' 




Then títere exists a sequence {Bk} such that 
m (19) Bk\0, Bk^ak, 2kkp-1Bl ^c(X,p)mXpapm for any A > 0 k=1 
and 
(20) Z<Pkk~*Bg=~. k = 1 
This lemma differs from Lemma 5 of [6] in the rate of X , since the last inequality 
in (19) is true for any A>0 (in [6] this inequality was proved for X = l ) . Indeed, 
the sequence {Bk} defined in [6] has property (19). The proof of this fact is similar 
to that of the last inequality in (2.4) of [6].. 
We have similar remark concerning the inequality (25) in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2 ([6], Lemma 6). Let p^l, a < 1 and let (a„j0) be a sequence sat-
isfying (8). If for the positive increasing sequence (<p„), 





hold, then there exist a sequence {Bk} and a sequence of integers {nt} such that 
(23) B„10, Bn =g a„ 
(24) nk+l>2nk and B„k + 1 s jB„k (fc s 1) 
(25) 2 nXq~1Bq c(q, X)mkqaqm for any q,X>0 
(26) 2<Pnn~aBp=~> and 2<pnknl-*B„k = ~ /1=1 • it=i 




Lemma 3. Let 1 Л г 1/2 гг/и/ /г/ (a„), (<р„) be. sequences having 
the properties requirèd in Theorem 1. If 
(28) 2 « i ( , / p _ 1 ) " V - « 2 = ~ 
n = l 
then there exists a function /0£LP[0, 1] having the following properties: 
(29) /„(*) = 0, *€[2-A, 1] 
(30) / |/ f (*) | 'd* s са'к (0 < h 2-«*+», к = 1, 2,. . .) 
о 
(31) ©C/ô, S ca&, к = 1,2, ... 
and 
(32) 
where Ф = Фр 9 ; is defined by (1). 
Proof . First we remark that in the case л = 1 this lemma was proved in 
[6], [7]. Here we use a similar method for the construction o f / 0 . 
If q=p then the conditions of Lemma 1 with a = l are satisfied, so there 
exists a sequence {5J satisfying (19) and (20) with oc = 1. 
If q>p then the conditions of Lemma2 are satisfied with a = l — — l j 
and the exponent p appearing in Lemma 2 is chosen to be q. Therefore there exist 
{5J and {«J satisfying (23)—(27). 
Now we can define 
(33) /„(*) = 
Qn if * = Зя2-я(п+2> 
0 if *(E[2-\ 1], л; = 2~Лп 
linear on [2-A(n+1), з л 2 - л ( л + 2 ) ] , 
[Зд2-Д(п+2), 2"Яп], n = 1,2,. . . , 
where 
(34) q„:= 2 ( и + 1 ^ ( 5 2 р п - ^ + . ) 1 / Р ( r t = l , 2 , . . . ) 
with 
_ (Bn if p = q 
B * - \ ê n if p ^ q . 
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Let 
f l (35) - <x:= 
and let 
(36) . h£(o2~x(k+3\ o2~m+2)], k^2. 
Then it is easy to see that 
0 < ( 4 A - l ) / i < 1 -h. 
We have 
l-h (4a-1VI 1-h 
f \fo(t + h)-fQ(t)\"dt= f + f =:A + /2. 
0 0 (4^-l)fi 
By (19) and (23) we get 
4 A /, 2*^ o - An 
/ I / O W I p ^ S / \Mx)\'dx= Z J \.fo(x)\pdx = 
0 0 «=ia..4fi+l) 
= (1 -2-A) 2 2-X(tt+1)epn = (1-2-0 2(4? s 
To estimate /2 we notice that by (35) and (36) we have for every t^2~>M, 1 
SA;+1 
/+A hS 2-J1(n-1>. 
Therefore for those values of t 
\Mt+h)-f0(t)\ == (gn+en-i) s ch2*"+»(e„+en-i)-
Now, using (19), (23) and (25) we have 
h = f \M' + h)-f0(t)\pdtS f \f0(t + h)-fM"dt = 
( 4 * - l ) »
 2
--Ufc + 2> 
fc + 1 2-An t + 1 
= 2 f \Mt + h ) - f M p d t ^ c 2 2-*"[h2^\Qn + Qn_l)]>>^ n=l 2-A(n+l) M = 1 
fc + 1 k+1 
s cA' 2 2 i ( p -1 ) n(en+e„_1) ' ' £ ch" 2 = 
n=l n=0 
(i + l fc + 1 
- ch' 2 s ch" 2 2*,pnB%n =s 
n=0 n=0 
2k + l 
^ chp 2 iA p _ 15f s cAp(2*+1)*papk+i S caffc. 
i=l 
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So / 1 +/ 2 ^caf j t , from which (31) follows. (29) follows from the definition of f0. 
We obtain (30) by the estimate of 7X. 
Now let us prove (32). If q=p then the function <PPjq,x and the sequence 
{/?„} do not depend on A, therefore we can use the estimates on p. 61 of [6]. Ac-
cording to this, for N— 1, 2, . . . , there exists ¡j. depending on N such that 
(37) jg <Pkk~1B£ c 5 1 f ( 2 n ) № - J s ^ + . ) + c s *=i >i=i 
c 2 4>(2n)e52-*n+1)+c. 
k=l 
Since by our assumption and (20) the first sum in inequality (37) tends to infinity 
as N— therefore 
(38) 2 * 0 . n ) Q p n i - ' n - ~ > - 0 1 - - ) . -
n=i 
On the other hand, by the assumption <pk^cq>k we have 4>(u2)^c<P(u). Con-
sequently, since As 1/2 we get 
<P(2n) =s c<Z>(2;"). 
Hence by (38) we have 
(39) j?<P(2*")itf2-A B=~. 
n=i 
However, 
/ l/o(*)lp<*> f v ) dx= 2 f 1/oWI" <*> M d x = f \x/ „=o ¡¡.Mn+i) vX> 
„ 2 - •»•" „ 
S 2 / l/o(*)lpd* s c 2Xn)Qp2-*n. 
n=0 + " = 0 
So by (39) . 
(40) f\Mx)\'*(j;)dx=«>. 
This together with the property <P(u2)^c<P(u) implies by Lemma 13 of [10] that 
/oCLp«P(L)[0 j,, which proves (32) for q=p. 
Let now q>p. Using the assumption (pk2^ccpk we have 
M w 
k=1 k=[x/2] 
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Therefore 




0 if x<E[0, 1] 
<pn if x = n 
linear on [«, n+1], n = 1,2, ... 
Using Lemma 2 with a = 1 —X(q¡p — \) we have 
(42) ¿9>2n2"A(i/"-1>(JB2n-52n+i)« =oo. 
n=l 
On the other hand 
/ !/o(*)l> dx = 2 f 1)X\fo(x)\"<p ( i ) dx S 
0 n =1 2-nA \A/ 
g c(A) i ^ c(A) ¿ <p2nQn2-"* =é 
Fl = 1 D = 1 
S c(A) 2 <pzn2"W-»(BZr, -Bin•,)«/' e c(A) 2 (p^"»«»-»^-Bzn+0«. n=l n-1 
Hence by (42) we get 
0 VJC ' 
Therefore again using Lemma 13 of [10] we have 
0 
so, by (41) 
f0$Lq+Ml~qlP) <P(L). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
L e m m a 4 ([7], Theorem 3.1). Let w0=0, ws2 , n=1,2,.... 77ie/2 /or awj> 
p¿n„(FUtV) and we have 
(43) . 
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Lemma 5 ([1], Lemma 3.6 and [2] Lemma 4.7). Let Suppose that 
a function g is absolutely continuous on every finite interval and f.=wg, wg'£Lp, then 
(44) En(Fu,v,f)pS-^ \\Wg'l (n= 1,2,. . .). 
Lemma 6. Let For any f£Lp and — °° we have 
(45) E„(FUiV, f ) p c(A, B)co%B(f, (n = 1,2, ...) 
where co* is defined in (5). 
P roof ; The existence of m* indeed follows from the following inequalities 
fw(x) S c(B, S)w(x+h) 
(46) \ , { , , ' , ' , A , ( ¿ > 0 , 0 < f c s i ) . 
Let now 
4 := «-(1-1/u), fP := w-'fi 
By Minkowskii-inequality we have 
B 




Hence, it follows that there exists an A ^ x „ ^ B such that 
\d„| ^ C(A, B)COA,B(/> K)P 
with 




2An_1 / / P ( * + 0 ^ if 
¿„/2 
2A-1 / if 
^/2 
Then it is easy to see that 
ll(/P-<PnHIP ^ c(A, B)co*A;B(f, A„)p 
and 
||<p>||p Is c(A, £)coXB(f, Xn)p- )~\ 
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Since (pn is absolutely continuous on every finite interval, by the last two inequalities, 
using Lemma 6 we get 
E„(Fu,dJ)p \\(fP-<pn)w\\„ + EN(FU,D, <p„w) S 
s c(A, B)a>%B(f, ln)p+c(A, B)Xn ||<p>||p == 
^ c(A, 5)<„(/, A„)p, 
which proves (45). 
4. Proofs of the theorems 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that 
(47) 
n=l 
Then by Lemma 3 there exists a function f0£Lp[0,1] satisfying (29)—(32) with 
We define 
_ (dfoix) w"(x) if x£[0, 1] with d = e">\ 
= 10, if x W , 1], 
and estimate co*.B(f,d). with A=2, B=3. By X:=l—- we have for 1— u 
hih) := f \fp(x+h)-fp(x)\pwp(x) dx s 
— oo 
/\f0(x)\»dx+c f \fQ(x+h)-f0(x)\»dx. 
0 0 
Hence by (30), (31) we get 
h W ^ c a f t if jt = 1, 2 
Therefore by the definition of co* we have 
cot3(f,2-x%^ax* (k = 1,2,...), 
from which it follows by (45) that 
EAFu$v,f)P ^ ca2»c (k = 1,2,...). 
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Since na^cmotn for l s n c m , we obtain 
En(FUtV,f)p ca„ n= 1, 2, ...), 
too. This proves that f£E(Fa>B, a,p). 
On the other hand, since f(x)^f0(x) (x£[0,1]), by (32) we have 
The proof of Theorem 1 is completed. 
Remark-1. In the proof of Theorem 1 the chosen values of constants A and 
B in co* indeed are not essential. For any — by similar method we 
can construct a function/such that f$Lq+xil~9lP) 4>(L) and 
<*</, s cc^ (k= 1,2,. . .) . 
P r o o f of Theo rem 2. If <p„=l (n=0,1, ...) then 
Therefore the necessary part in Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1. The sufficient 
part is a consequence of the statement summarized in the introduction, since by 
(43) FutH is a {i\T, (l - i ) } -system. 
Proof of T h e o r e m 3. Assume that series (14) is divergent. Then by virtue 
of Remark 1, with an:=Q(n~(1~1/u)), we can construct a function /£L P such that 
f$Lq+X(-1-qlp)4>(L) and 
< b ( / > 2_(1_1/u)'t)p == cQ(2~il~1,u)k) (k = 1, 2, ...). 
Hence by the properties of the modulus of continuity it follows that 
co%B(f,8)p^cQ(5) ( ¿ > 0 ) . 
So, we have f£Hap 'a*. 
P r o o f of Theorem 4. The necessary part of Theorem 4 is a consequence 
of Theorem 3. The sufficient part follows from Theorem 2 and Lemma 6. 
Finally the author would like to thank Professor L. Leindler for pointing 
out the problems considered in this paper. I am grateful to Professor J. Szabados 
for his information about the paper of H . N . MHASKAR and E . B . SAFF [7 ] . 
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On Young-type inequalities 
ZSOLT PALES 
1. Introduction 
The present paper is inspired by the following result of LOSONCZI [10]. 
Let f,g: ]0, oo[-*R be arbitrary functions. The Young-type inequality 
(1) x y ^ f ( x ) + g(y), x,y> 0 
is satisfied if and only if there exist nonnegative functions p, q: ]0, <=°[—[0, <»[, a 
constant a£R and a Young function <p such that 
X 
/(*) = f (p(t)dt+p(x)+<x, x>0, 
0 
y 
g(y)= f (pi~1)(s)ds + q{y)-cc, j > 0 , 
o 
where <p(_1) denotes the right inverse of q>. 
Here q>: [0, <»[—[0, <=°[ is called a Young function if it is increasing and right 
continuous and lim (p(x)= The right inverse of <p is defined by 
0, if 0 y < (pi0) 
sup{jcS0|Q>(x)S^}, if q>(0) si y, 
and it turns out that <p(_1) is also a Young function. 
Taking a=0 , p=q=0, the "if" part of the above statement reduces to 
* y 
(2) xy^ f <p(t)dt + f (p^-v^ds, x,y> 0 
0 0 
which is called Young's inequality although YOUNG [15] proved it only when the 
Received January 6, 1988. 
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derivatives of <p and <p(-1) exist everywhere. There are several generalizations of 
this inequality. Here we mention only papers of BIRNBAUM and ORLICZ [ 1 ] , BOAS 
a n d MARCUS [2] , [3] , [4 ] , COOPER [5], CUNNINGHAM a n d GROSSMAN [ 6 ] , DANKERT 
a n d K O N I G [ 7 ] , D I A Z a n d METCALF [8 ] , KLAMBAUER [9] , OPPENHEIM [ 1 2 ] a n d Z A A -
NEN [15] . 
The "only if" part of the above result of Losonczi states that (1) can always be 
obtained by weakening a Young's inequality, in other words, this means that the 
Young inequalities are the only essential inequalities of the form (1). 
In what follows, we deal with the functional inequality 
H(x, y) ^ f ( x ) + g(y), a ^ x ^ A , b ^ y ^ B , 
where H is a given function and / , g are unknown functions. For a large class of 
functions H we prove an analogue of the theorem of Losonczi. The only point 
where our results are not more general than that of LOSONCZI [ 1 0 ] is that we assume 
x and y to be in the closed intervals [a, A] and [b, B], respectively. 
2. Young functions 
Let [a, A] and [b, B] be given fixed intervals throughout this paper. A func-
tion (p: [a,A]-~[b,B] is called a Young function (cf. LOSONCZI [ 1 0 ] , [ 1 1 ] , C U N -
NINGHAM a n d GROSSMAN [6] ) i f 
(i) <p is increasing and right continuous, 
(ii) <p{A)=B. 
The right inverse of (p, is the function <p(-1): [b, i?] —[a, A] defined by 
^ > ( v ) = f ' i f b ~ y < ( p ( a ) v lsup{x S: a\(p(x) ^ y}, if y^(p(a). 
It is easy to see that cp(~v is also a Young function (i.e., it is increasing, right con-
tinuous and (pl~1)(B)=A), furthermore, the right inverse of equals <p. 
A Young function <p: [a, A]—[b, B] is called elementary if there exist a = : x 0 < 
c q ^ . . . < x „ - 1 < x „ : = A and ...<yn^B such that 
<P(x) = y, if Xi^^X^Xi ( i = l , ..., n). 
Then the right inverse of q> is also an elementary Young function and 
We shall need the following 
a, if b ^ y < y l f 
x„ if yi^y-=yi+i (i = 1, ..., n-l), 
A, if y n ^ y ^ B . 
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Lemma. Let cp: [a,A\-*[b,B] be an arbitrary Young function. Then there 




 = (p and lim = <p(_1). 
P roo f . Write a:=A—a and let { t 1 ; t 2 , ...} be the set of all points in [a, A] 
where cp is not continuous. Denote by X„ (H£N) the set 
f , a a ( 2 " - l ) 1 
jti,..., rn,a,a+~,...,a+ — , AJ. 
Assume that the elements of X„ are a=x0< ...<xm=A. Then define <p„: [a, A] — 
-*[b, B] in the following way 
f <p(xi), if xi^x^xi+i, i = 0, ..., m —1, 
if - X = A. 
Since Xn^=Xn+1 (n£N), it is obvious that (/pn) is an increasing sequence of 
elementary Young functions. 
To prove the first equality in (3), let a^x^A be arbitrary. If either x=a 
or x=A then (p„(x)=q>(x) therefore there is nothing to show, so we assume that 
a-<x^A. If <p is not continuous at x then there exists a k such that x=rk, i.e., 
x i A ^ n ^ + i f l . . . . Thus cp„(x) = <p(x) if n^k. Therefore the first equality in (3) 
is obvious again. 
Now suppose that a-=x<A and that <p is continuous at x. Let s > 0 be arbi-
trary. Then there exists a <5>0 such that x'|<<5 implies \cp(x)—(p(x')\^s. 
Therefore, if a/2" <<5, there exist two consecutive elements x' and x" of X„ such 
that Then ipn(x)=q>(x') and \(p(x')—(p(x)\<e. Thus we have 
proved that \q>n(x) — (p(x)\^s if a/2"-=<5, i.e., the first equality in (3) holds true 
in this case, too. 
To prove the second equality, let b ^ y ^ B be fixed. The inequality <p„=<p 
yields Therefore, if <p(~1)(y)=A then <pi~1)(y)=A. Thus we may 
assume that x:—(p<-~1)(y)-cA. Let be fixed. Then there exist two consecutive 
elements x' and x" of X„ such that x'^.x<x". If (p(x") were equal to <p(x), then 
(p(~1](y) would be greater than or equal to x". Thus necessarily (p(x')^cp(x)= 
=y<<p(x"). This yields cpn(x)=q> (x') < (p (x")=q>„ (x"). Now, by definition, 
Since therefore 
(pin-,)(y)^x+*[2n = <p(-1)(y)+oi[2n. 
On the other hand we have ^ r 1 ^ ^ - 1 ' , thus \<p<n~1)(y)-(p(~1)(y)\«xl2n holds 
for all H£N. This relation shows that (p^^iy) converges to if 
<p(~1)(y)^A. 
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3. Generalizations of Young's inequality 
Denote by J? the set of functions H: [a, A] X [b, B] that satisfy the inequality 
(4) H(x, v)+H(u, y) =? H(x, y)+H(u, v) 
for all a^x^u^A, b^ySv^B. We note that if H is a C 2 function, then (4) holds 
if and only if 
(5) l ± H ( x , y ) ^ 0 
is valid for all a S x ^ A , b ^ y ^ B . 
The following theorem gives a Young-type inequality for elementary Young 
functions. 
T h e o r e m 1. Let and assume that H is absolutely continuous on the 
boundary of [a, A]X[b,B\. Then H is absolutely continuous in both variables, fur-
thermore 
(6) H(x, y) s H(a, b)+ fd1H(t, (pit)) dt+ f dzH^-^is), s) ds 
a b 
holds for all elementary Young functions cp: [a, A]-*-[b, B] and for all aSx^A, 
b^y^B. 
(Here diH and dzH denote the partial derivatives of H with respect to the 
first or second variable respectively.) 
P r o o f . Let b^y^B be fixed. We show that x*-*H(x,y), asx^A is an 
absolutely continuous function. Since H satisfies (4), we have 
H(u, b)-H(x, b) S H(u, y)-H(x, y) S H(u, B)—H(x, B) 
for a ^ x ^ u ^ A . Thus we obtain 
(7) \H(u, y)—H(x, y)| 3§ max {\H(u, b)-H(x, b)|, \H(u, B)-H(x, J5)|} 
for all x, u£[a, A]. By assumption, 
x i-» H(x, b) and x >-*• H(x, B) 
are absolutely continuous on [a, A]. Therefore, by the estimate (7), the function 
x>—H(x,y) is also absolutely continuous. Thus the partial derivative H(x,y) 
exists for almost all a^x^A (if y is fixed). (See B. S Z . - N A G Y [14] for the properties 
of absolutely continuous functions.) A similar argument shows that y>-*H(x, y) 
is also an absolutely continuous function on [b, B] for each fixed a^xsA. 
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Let q>: [a, A]-*[b, B] be an arbitrary elementary Young function. Then there 
exist a=x 0 <x 1 <. . . -= :x n =A and such that 
(pit) = y, if x t t < x f . 
Assume that x k _ 1 ^ x ^ x k . Then 
fd.Hit, (pit))dt = 2 }'diH(t, (pQ))dt+ (pit))dt = 
- 2 / h Hit, yt) dt+ f d, Hit, yk) dt = 
I— *(-l xk-1 
' = 2 yd-HiXi_l5 yk)-Hixk_x, i=l 
For the sake of simplicity, we write y0:—b and j „ + 1 : = 5 . Then 
(p(~1)is) = xj if yj^s^yj+1 i j = 0, ...,n). 
Assume that y m ^ y ^ y m + 1 . Then 
y m—1 »¿+1 » 
f d2H((p^\s),s)ds = 2 J d,H(<p<~i>(s),s)ds + f d2H((p<-1)is),s)ds = 
0 J-° yj ym 
m-1 I 
= 2 f dtH(xj,s)ds+ f d2Hixm,s)ds = J=0 yj ym 
m-1 
= 2 (H(xj,yj+1)-Hixj,yj))+Hixm,y)-Hixm,ym). j=0 
To prove (6), we distinguish two cases. 
If fcsm, then 
A := f d1H[t,(pit))dt+ f d2H((P<--1\s),s)ds+H(a,b)-H(x, y) = 
a b 
= (Hixk, y)+H(x, yk)—H(x, y)-Hixk, yk)) + 
m-1 
+ 2 № ¡ + 1 » y)+H(xi, yl+1)-H(xt, y)-H(xi+1, yt+1)). 
i—k 
Now applying (4), one can check that all the terms on the right-hand side of this 
equation are nonnegative. Thus (6) is valid in this case. 
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If m < k , then 
A = (H(x,yk)+H(xk_1,y)-H(xk_1,yk)-H(x,y)) + 
k-2 
+ 2 (KXi+i, yi+i)+H(Xi, y)—H(xi, yi+1)-H(xi+u y)) 
i=m 
and a similar argument shows that A is also satisfied. Thus (6) is proved in 
both cases. 
R e m a r k . One may ask whether (6) is true for all Young functions <p: [a, A] — 
'[b, B] under the regularity assumptions of the theorem. The following example 
shows that it is not so: Let H(x,y)=min(x,y) and <p(x)=x for all x,}>€[0, 1]. 
Then H^J? and H is absolutely continuous on the boundary of [0, 1]X[0, 1]. 
However, the values d1H{t,q>{t>f) and <92//(<p(_1)(j), j ) are not defined for any 
t, i£[0, 1]. Thus the right-hand side of (6) has no meaning. Therefore in order 
to prove (6) for arbitrary Young functions <p, we need stronger regularity prop-
erties of H. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let and assume that the partial derivatives dxH{x,y) and 
d2H(x, y) exist for all a^x^A, b^y=B, furthermore 
y~d1H(x,y), (b^ySB) and x^d2H(x,y), (a is x ^ A) 
are continuous functions for almost all fixed a^x^A and b^y^B, respectively. 
Then (6) is satisfiedfor all Young functions cp: [a, A]-~[b, B] and aSx^A, b^y^B. 
P r o o f . Since H satisfies (4), we have 
H{u, y)-H(x, y) ^ H(u, v)-H(x, v) 
u—x ~ u—x 
for a^x<u^A, bSy^vsB. Taking the limit u—x, we get 
d1H(x,y)^d1H{x,v). 
Therefore the function y>-+diH(x,y), b^y^B is not only continuous, but it is 
increasing for almost all a^x^A. Similarly, x>-*d%H{x,y) is also increasing for 
a^x^A. 
To prove (6), let q> be an arbitrary Young function. Then, by the Lemma, there 
exists an increasing sequence <p„ of elementary Young functions such that (3) holds. 
Thus, by the above properties of H, 
(7) lim d.H^t, cpn(t)) = d1H(t> <p(t)) 
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for almost all a ^ t ^ A and 
lim d 2 ( s ) , s) = B2H{(p^(s), s) 
for almost all b ^ s ^ B . Since 
hHit, b) d.Hit, ?„(')) q>(t)) ^ d.Hit, B), 
furthermore dxH(t, b) and ¿^//(V, B) are integrable functions on [a, A], therefore 
the Lebesgue convergence theorem (see B. SZ . -NAGY [14]) can be applied. Thus, 
by (7), we get 
* X 
(8) - lim f d1H(t,<pn(t))dt = f dlH(t,(p(tj)dt 
" a a 
for all a ^ x ^ A . Similarly, 
(9) lim f d2H(cp(„-11 (s), s)ds = f d2H(<p^1)(s), s) ds. 
b b 
However, Theorem 1 yields 
X X 
H(x, y) S H(a, b)+ f 31H{t, <pn(t)) dt+ f d2H(<p<,-»(s), s)ds 
a b 
for all K£N, aSx^A, b=y=B. Letting n—°° and using (8) and (9) we obtain 
(6), which was to be proved. 
R e m a r k s . 
(i) Assuming only the existence of the partial derivatives dtH(x, y), d2H(x,y) 
of and using the same method one can prove that 
X X 
H(x,y) ^ H(a, b)+ f d.Hit, y(t)-O) dt + f d2H(<p<-»(s)+0, s)ds . .- .. 
a b -
holds for all Young functions <p. 
(ii) The inequality (6) can be interpretated in the following way: The equation 
m([x, u]x[y, »]) = H(x, y) + H(u, v)-H(x, v)-H(u, y), 
aSXSursA, b ^ y S v ^ B 
defines a Lebesgue—Stieltjes measure on [a, A]X[b, B], If q> is a Young function 
then let 
PXiy:=[a,x]X[b,y], 
Qx := {(s, O l f l ^ s S i , b ^ / S <p(s)}, 
{(s, t)\b S t m y, a =S s ^.<p(_1)(0}-
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Now one can see that PXtyQ.Qx\J Ry for all amx^A, bsysB. Therefore 
(10) m(PxJ S m(Qx)+m(Ry). 
Calculating the measures of these sets, one can show that (10) reduces to (6). Using 
the above argument, (6) was proved by the author [13] in the case when H is a C 2 
function, i.e., when the measure m has the density function d id 2 H(x, y). 
4. Young-type functional inequalities 
Theorem 3. Let H satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2; furthermore, let 
f : [a, A]—R and g: [b, j3]—R be arbitrary functions. Then the functional inequality 
(11) H(x,y)^f(x)+g(y), a ^ x ^ A , bmx^B 
is satisfied if and only if there exist two nonnegative functions p: [a, A]—[0, 
q: [b, B] — [0, oo[, a constant oc£R and a Young function q>\ [a,A]-*[b,B] such thai 
X 
(12) f(x)= f diH^, (p(t))dt+p(x)+a, a ^ x ^ A, 
a 
(13) g 0 ) = j d2H(q>^{s), s)ds + q(y)+H(a, b)-a, b S y S B. 
b 
Proo f . The "if" part of the statement is a consequence of Theorem 2. 
To prove the converse, assume that (11) is satisfied. Define f : [a, y4]-*-R by 
(14) f i x ) := sup (H(x, y) - g(y)). 
Then (11) yields f ^ f . Therefore the function p:=f—fi is nonnegative. Using the 
subadditivity of the sup operation and the estimate (7), we get 
Mx) = sup (.H(x, y) —H(u, y)+H(u, y)-g(y)) == sup (H(x, y)-H(u, y))+f{u) ^ 
=5 max {\H(x, b)-H(u, b)\, |H(x, B)-H(u, B)\}+Mu), 
whence we obtain 
(15) l/i(*)-/i(«)l ^ max {\H(x, b)-H(u, b)\, \H(x, B)-H{u, B)} 
for all x, Mi [a, A], Since H is absolutely continuous on the boundary of [a, A]X 
X[fc, B] therefore (15) shows that f is an absolutely continuous function. By (14) 
we have 
J7(x,y)^f1(x)+g(y) a ^ x ^ A , bmxmB. 
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Therefore the function [b, defined by 
(16) g l 0 0 := sup (H(x, y) - / i (x)), 
satisfies gi^g. Thus the function q:=g—gi is nonnegative. A similar argument 
shows that g l is also an absolutely continuous function, and by (16) we have 
(17) H(x,y)^f1(x)+g1(y), arSx^A, b^y^B. 
Thus 
fi(x) = s u p ( # ( x , y ) - g 1 ( y ) ) s sup(fT(x, y ) - g O ) ) =A(x), 
i.e., 
(18) fx(x) = sup(H(x,y)-gl(y)) 
for all a ^ x ^ A . Write 
<&:= {(x,y)\H(x,y) =A(x)+gl(y)}. 
Since x>--H(x,y)—f1(x) and y>-*-H(x,y)—g1(y) are continuous functions, there-
fore the supremum in (16) and (18) is attained, i.e., for all x there exists y such that 
(x, y)£ and for all y there exists x such that (x, 
The following estimate shows that H is a continuous function : 
\H{x,y)~H{u, v)\ =£ \H(x,y)-H(u,y)\ + \H(u,y)-H(u, r)| S 
^ max {|H(x, b)—H(u, f>)|, \H(x, B)-H(u, £)|}+ 
+max { | H ( a , y ) - H { a , r)|, |H(A,y)-H(A, u)|}. 
Thus $ is a closed set. Define q>: [a, A]-»[b, B] by 
cp(x) = sup {y\(x,y)e$}. 
Clearly, (x, <p(x))£ <P, i.e., 
(19) H(x,(p(x))=f1(x) + gl(<p(xj), a^xmA. 
First we show that q> is a Young function. If (p were not increasing, then there 
would exist x, z such that a^x<z^A and (p(x)xp(z). Then 
-H(x, <p(x)) = -fi{x)-g1(q>(x)), 
H(x,cp(z)) =S _/!(*)+gl ((?(*)), 
-H(z, cp(z)) = -Mz)+gl(<p(z)), 
H{z, cp(x)) ^f1(z) + g1((p(x)). 
Adding these inequalities, we get 
H(x, <p{z)) + H(z, q>(x))-H(x, (p(x))-H(z, q>(zj) < 0, 
which contradicts (4). Thus q> is an increasing function. 
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To prove the right continuity of (p, let x0 be arbitrary and let x„ be a decreasing 
sequence with lim xn=x0. Then (p(x) is convergent, write _y0:= lim (p(xn). $ is 
closed and (x„, (p(xn))£<P for all N, therefore O o ^ o X ^ - Thus <p(x0)^y0. 
On the other hand, (p(x0)^q>(xn) for all w£N, whence we get q>(x0)Sy0. So 
(¡o(x0)=j;0= lim (¡o(x„), which was to be proved. 
Finally we show that (a, b), (A, B)£ <P. If (a, b)$ <P, then 
H(a,b)^f1(a) + gl(b). 
However, by the properties of there exist a ^ x ^ A and b ^ y ^ B , such that 
-H(x, b) = -Mx)-gl(b), 
-H(a,y)=--f1(a)-g1(y), 
and we also have (17). Adding these four inequalities, we obtain 
H(a, b)+H(x, y)-H(x, b)—H(a, y) < 0, 
which is a contradiction. Thus (a, b)(i <P. Similarly, one sees that (A, B)£ <P. This 
latter relation means that <p(A)=B. Thus we have proved that <p is a Young 
function. 
Our next aim is to verify 
(20) H((p-1(j),y)=f1((p-1(y)) + g1(y), btky^B. 
Assume the contrary, that for a value y 
(21) _ H(cpi-»(y),y)^f1(<p<-»(y)) + g1(y). 
Write x:=cp~1(y). Then, by (19), we have 
(22) -H{x,<p(xj) = -Mx)-gl(tp(x)).-
Now we distinguish two cases. If x=q>(-~1)(y)—a, then y^<p(a). By the properties 
of 0 , there exists a value u^-x—a such that 
(23) . -H(u,y) = -Mu)-gl(y) 
and we also have 
(24) H(u, <p (a)) S A (u) + gl (<p (a)). 
Adding (21), (22), (23) and (24) we get 
H{a, y) + H(u,<p(a))-H{a, q>(a)) -H(u, y) < 0, 
which is a contradiction. Therefore (20) is valid if q>{~1)(y)=a. 
If x=(p'-~1)(y)>a, then, for t^x, the definition of cp(-1)(y) yields q>(t)^y. 
This inequality must be strict. Indeed, if (p(t0)=y for some a s i 0 < ; c , then q>(t)=y 
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for / 0 S i < x , since (p is increasing. The points (/, (pit)) are in 4> for i 0 s / < ; c 
thus, taking the limit t—t0, we find that (x,y)€$, i.e., H(x,y) = f ( x ) + g 1 ( y ) . 
This contradicts (21), and proves 
(25) (p(t) y for ( i s / < i . 
By the properties of 0 there exists a value a ^ u ^ A such that (u, y)£ <2>, i.e., 
(26) -H(u,y) = -f1{u)-gl(y). 
Then (p(u)^y, thus (25) implies xSw. Applying (17), we have 
(27) H(u, <p(x)) S f(«)+gl(<p (*))• 
- Adding the inequalities (21), (22), (26) and (27), we obtain 
(28) H(x, y)+H(u,<p 0*0) - H(u, y) - H(x, (p (x)) < 0. 
To get a contradiction we have only to show cp(x)^y (since then (28) cannot be 
valid). If (p(x)=B then there is nothing to prove. If <p(x)<5, then x-^A. Now 
x<t^A implies y^cp(t). Taking the limit x + 0 and using the right con-
tinuity of <p, we can see that y^cp(x). Thus the proof of (20) is complete. 
Let a<tcA be an arbitrary point where fx is differentiable. Then, by (19), 
the function 
x ~/i(*)+gi(<?(0)-H(x, <p(tj) 
has a minimum at x=t. Therefore the derivative vanishes there: 
Kit) = f\H(t, (pit)). 
Since fx is absolutely continuous, we have 
(29) Mx)= j flit) dt+fM= fd1Hit,(Pit))dt+a 
a a 
for all a ^ x ^ A , where a—fia ) . Similarly, it follows from (20) that 
(30) giO) = fd2Hi(Pi-1\s),s)ds+g1(b). 
b 
However, as we have proved, (a, b)£ that is 
(31) gl(b) = H(a,b)-Ma) = H(a,b)~ a. 
Since f=fx+P, g=gi+q, therefore (29), (30) and (31) show that (12) and (13) are 
satisfied. 
The proof of the theorem is complete. 
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Remark . In the proof of the "only if" part of Theorem 3 we have not used all 
the regularity properties of H. We used only inequality (4) and that dlH and d2H 
exist everywhere. 
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Best coapproximation and Schauder bases in Banach spaces 
GEETHA S. RAO and M. SWAMINATHAN 
1. Introduction 
V. N . NIKOL'SKII [8], [9] studied the problem of best approximation in Banach 
spaces with basis. The study was carried out further by J . R . RETHERFORD [ 1 3 ] , [ 1 4 ] . He 
characterized (strictly) monotone bases and (strictly) comonotone bases by means of 
best approximation. He also characterized (strict) orthogonality and (strict) co-
orthogonality in Banach spaces having unconditional bases by means of best 
approximation. Some further connections between best approximation and theory 
of bases can be found in the book of I . SINGER [ 1 7 ] . 
Another kind of approximation known as "Best coapproximation" was in-
troduced by C. FRANCHETTI and M. FURI[2]. The work was continued on this 
topic by P . L . PAPINI and I. SINGER [ 1 0 ] , [ 1 1 ] , GEETHA S . RAO[3] and others. In 
this paper, some characterizations of bases in Banach spaces are obtained by means 
of best coapproximation. Certain kind of norms are introduced using best coapprox-
imation in which the given bases are (strictly) monotone and (strictly) comonotone, 
respectively. Equivalent norms are provided in which the given bases possess the 
special properties. The analogous theory is detailed in Banach spaces having un-
conditional bases. 
2. Notation and terminology 
Let E be a Banach space. A sequence { x j in £ is a basis of E if for every x£E 
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A system (x„,/„), {xn}c.E, {fn}<zE* is biorthogonal if fi(xJ)=ôij. If ( x„ , / J is 
a biorthogonal system with {x„} a basis in E, then (x„, /„) is a Schauder basis for 
ZT if for each x££, 
(2) * = ¿y;(x)x, . . 
¡=1 
{/JJCJE* may some times be called an associated sequence of coefficient func-
t iona l (a.s.c.f.—here after). A sequence {x„} in £ is a basic sequence if {x„} is a 
basis of the closed linear subspace [x„] of E where [.] denotes the linear span of 
x„'s. A basis {xn} of E is unconditional if the convergence of (1) or (2) is uncon-
ditional, for each x£E. 
Let E be a Banach space, G be a linear subspace of E and x£E. An element 
g0£G is a best approximation of x from G if 
(3) ll*-goll S | |x-g | | (g€G). 
The set of best approximations of x from G is denoted by PG(x). An element g0£G 
is a best coapproximation of x from G if 
(4) ' llgo-gll S | |x -g | | (gÇG). 
The set of best coapproximations of x from, G is denoted by Ra (x). For a sequence 
{xn}oîE, let 
G„ = [*i> *2> •••> xn) and G" = [x„+1, x„+ 2 , ...]. 
Let i2, ..., where J f dénotes the set of all natural 
numbers. For a sequence {x„} of E, let 
Gd = [Xji i£d] and Gd = [x;: for d£3>. 
A sequence {x„} is basic in E (an unconditional basic in E) if there is a K such that 
for every m S n {dad', d'^Sti) and arbitrary scalars OL1, a2 , ..., a„ ({a,},ed.) 
| | 2 « i * i \ \ M l ( 1 2 « , x , | | * K \ \ 2 i=1 ¡=1 i€d' 
Let (x„,/„) be a Schauder basis for E. Then J„(X) and r„(x) (respectively ^d(x), /-d(x)) 
are defined as 
n 
s „ ( x ) = 2 f i ( x ) X i a n d r„(x) = x-s„(x) 
¡=i 
(Sd(x) = 2 f i ( x ) x > a n d rd(x) = X-Sj(x)). iZi 
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3. Characterization of monotone bases 
D e f i n i t i o n 3.1. Let E be a Banach space with a basis {x„}. Then E is said 
to satisfy Property ( A i f there exists no collection of scalars a„+1, a„+2, a„+m, 
n + m 
for all n,m£jV, such that 2 laiM0 and satisfying 
i = n + l 
n n+m 
|2«.-*. | | = I I 2 ««*«|| = 
i=l /=1 
M | n+m 
2 ^¡Xi+^r 2 «;*; i=l Z i=m+1 
Def in i t i on 3.2. Let E be a Banach space with a basis {x„}. Then E is said 
to satisfy Property (Az) if there exists no collection of scalars n 
for all m^jV, such that M ^ O and satisfying 
ism + l 
|| 2 « i * i | H I . 2 «,*i|| = i=n+1 i=m-j-l 
«*» 1 n 
2 aixi+"y 2 a.-*i 
¡=« + 1 i=m + l 
R e m a r k 3.1. All Banach spaces having basis {x„} and are strictly convex sat-
isfy Property (/1J and Property (/12). But there is no connection between Prop-
erty (/lj) and Property (A2) in general. 
Following [15], the next definition is introduced. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3.3. If {x„} is a basis for a Banach space E, then 
(i) {x„} is monotone if | | 2 ai*i|| —1| 2 a>x>|| for all n and for all. collections 
of scalars ax, a2, ..., a„, an + 1 , ..., an+m6K. n + m 
(ii) {x„} is strictly monotone if strict inequality holds in (i) whenever 2 la;l 9^0. 
/ = n + l 
OO OO CO 
(iii) {x,,} is comonotone if I I2 a;xi | | —1| 2 aixi | | whenever 2 xixi converges 
i—n i — m i — n 
and for all collections of scalars <xm, am + 1 , ..., a„, an + 1 . . . €K. 
(iv) {x„} is strictly comonotone if strict inequality holds in (iii) whenever 
2 M * o. 
i = m 
Theorem 3.1. Let E be a Banach space with a basis {x„}. The following state-
ments are true about {x„}: 
(i) {x„} is monotone if and only if Ra (x)= {i„(x)} n=\, 2, ... . 
(ii) {x„} is strictly monotone if and only if Rc ( X ) = { J „ ( X ) } N = l, 2, ... and E 
satisfies Property (A^). 
(iii) {x„} is comonotone if and only if RG„ (x) = {r„ (x)} «=1,2 , ... . 
(iv) {x„} is strictly comonotone if and only if Ra„(x)= {/"„(x)} n = l, 2, ... and 
E satisfies Property (Az). 
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P r o o f , (i) {*„} is monotone, then || a,x,|| = | | .Z a,x,|| for all scalars a„+1£K. 
Then, if x= 2 cHiXidE, it follows that 
¡=i 
|| 2 aixi~ 2 Pixi\\ = || 2(«i-Pi)Xi\\ ^ ||i(«i-)?i)^+aB+1x„+1|| s ... ¡=x ¡=1 J=I ¡=i 
- s || J («,-/»«)*,+ 2 ««*i|| = ||*- ¿ M l 
¡=i i=n+i ;=i 
for all 2 ^¡xi=P(^SN(x))IGA. Thus s„(x)£RGn(x). On the other hand, E=G„® 
•••]. ^ ( 0 ) =>[x.+i,...] and ^ ( O i n G ^ i O } , where 1 ^ ( 0 ) = 
= {y£E\RA T h e r e f o r e E=G„®RG1(0) a n d RCn(x) is u n i q u e f o r e v e r y 
x£E\GN (from [3]), i.e. J?G n (x)=K(*)} as sn(x)eRGn(x)(xdE). 
n + m 
If Rc (x)={^„(x)}, then for x = 2 aixn it follows that " t = l . 
IIi «^-/>11 == || Y «iXt-p\\ \p£Gn). 
,n+m 
- « - J , I 
Since 0£Gn5 it follows that 
n n+m 
I I 4 M M I . 4 ««^11 i=i »=1 
for all collections of scalars a l , a2, ..., a„, a n + 1 , . . . , an + m£K. Thus {x„} is mo-
notone. 
(ii) If * G n ( x ) = K ( * ) } , then 
,n+m 
'¡=i I l i M N f e 
for all collections of scalars a l 5 a 2 , . . . , a„, a n + 1 , . . . , a„+m€K was proved. 
If equality holds for some collection of scalars (say) o^, a 2 , . . . , a„, 
n+m 
aB+i.-»a»+meK, with 2 l«.!^0» then i=n +1 
I l i M H l T M l -1=1 »=i 
Consider 
n J n + m II 
2 a i x i +— 2 <*ixi • Since ¡=i 2 ¡=1 
(n J n+m •\ n 
i=1 ^ ¡=11 + 1 / i=1 
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it follows that 
IliMN i=i ii J n+m 2 a i * i + t 2 1=1 ^ i = n + l 
(6) 
On the other hand, 
n J n + m 






t 2 atxi ± ¡=i H I 2 ^ 1 1 -¡=i 
From (5) and (6), it follows that 
n J n -f-m 
1=1 z i = n + l 
ll ,1+m II 
= 11.2 M l 1 = 1 
for some collection of scalars a1 ; a 2 , . . . , a„, a„ + 1 , . . . , aB+m£K with 2 lail 
¡ = n + l 
in contradiction to the Property ( / t j satisfied by E. Thus {x„} is strictly monotone. 
Proceeding to the other implication, if 
• " .. N N + M I. 
for all collections of scalars a l 9 a2 , ..., a„, a„+1, ..., an+mGK with 2 tal^O» 
i = n + l 
then it is clear that it implies Ra (*) ={•$•„(*)} and Property (Aj) for E. 
(iii) Consider {xn} is comonotone. Then 
|| II ¿««»«II 
i=n i=m 
oo 
for all collections of scalars am , a m + 1 , a n , for which 2 a i x t convergent. 
i = n 
oo 
Then for x= 2 aixi£E> it follows that, 
K O ) - 2 M H I 2 <*ixi- 2 M N I 2 (dt-Pdxt+B.x.W*-... 
i=n+1 i = n + l i = n + l i = n + l 
- H I 2 (« i -&)* i + 2 « i * . | H I * - 2 M l i = n + l 1=1 i = n + l 
for all 2 P i x i = P { ^ r n ( x ) ) i G \ Thus rn(x)€Ra„(x). But E=G"®[xu x2, ...,*„], 
#¡¿(0)^[x1,x2, ...,x„] and i?en1(0)riG,,={0}. Therefore E=Gn®R£(0) and 
RCn(x) is unique for all x£E\Gn. Thus i?G„(x)={rn(x)}. 
8« 
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On the other hand if /?c„(x)= {/„(x)}, then for x = 2 it; follows that i = m+1 
|| 2 «¡Xi-p\| ^ || 2 /»|| 
"i = n + l ' i = m +1 
for all p£G". Since 0£Gn, it follows that 
|| 2 M M I ^ M l 
i=H+l i=m+l 
oo 
for all collections of scalars am + 1 , ..., an + 1 , ... £K for which 2 a i x i i s c o n " i = ll + l 
vergent. 
(iv)If i?G„(x)=K(x)}, then 
|| 2 M N I I . 2 M l 
i = n + l i = m + l 
for all scalars am + 1 , ..., an + 1 , ... €K for which- 2 i s convergent. If equality i = n + l 
holds for some am + 1 , . . . ,a„+ 1 , ... €K (say) with 2 k l ^0,-then 
i — m + l 
|| 2 M l = || 2 M l -
i = n + l i = m + l 
Consider 2 a i * i + T 2 since 
i = n + l 2 i = m + l 
1 n • Y °° 
' 2 a i * i = 2 
i = n + l i = m + l ' i = n + 1 
it is clear that 
(7) 
On the other hand, 
II 2 M l ^ 
i = n + l 
2 2 
>=l i+ l i = m + l 
(8) 
CO 1 n 
2 otiXi+— 2 
f = n + l A i = m + l 
•JII f M I + j n . ¿ a ^ l h l l . i ^ M I 
^ / = « + 1 ^ i = m + l i = n + l 
From (7) and (8), it follows that 
II 2 M l = i=n+i 
2 2 «¡*i 
i = n + l ^ l = m + l H I 2 M i = m + l 
for some collection of scalars am + 1 , ..., a„+1, ...€K with. 2 la;l contra-
i-m + l • • 
dieting Property (A2) satisfied by E. Hence, (x,,) is strictly comoriotone. 
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Proceeding to the other implication, if II 2 a,xJ|-=|| 2 a;X,|| for all col-
" i = n + l " < = m + l " 
n CO 
lections of scalars am + 1 , ..., a„+1, ... £K with 2 Kl and 2 a i x t is con-
i=m + l i = n + l 
vergent, then it is clear that i?G„(x)= {r„(x)} for x£E and E satisfies Property (A2). 
Def in i t i on 3.4. The norm in a Banach space E with a basis {x„} is called a 
CT-norm (with respect to the basis {x„}) if 
(a) for every x£E and n= 1 ,2 , . . . , there exists a unique polynomial RG (x)= 
= {.y„(x)} of best coapproximation to x. 
(b) E satisfies Property (A^. 
Observe that CT-norms will be denoted by || • ||CT. 
De f in i t i on 3.5. The norm in a Banach space E with a basis {x„} is called a 
CK-norm (with respect to the basis {x„}) if 
(a) for every x£E, and «=1 ,2 , ... there exists a unique polynomial com-
plement Rg„(X)— {/"„(X*)} of best coapproximation to x. 
(b) E satisfies Property (A2). 
Note that CK-norms are denoted by || • ||CK. 
De f in i t i on 3.6. The norm in a Banach space E with a basis {x„} is called a 
CTK-norm (with respect to the basis {x„}) if it is simultaneously a CT-norm and a 
CK-norm with respect to this basis. 
CTK -norms are denoted by fl • ||CTK-
Lemma 3.1. Let E be a Banach space with a basis {x„}. The following state-
ments are true: 
(i) The norm in E is a CT-norm if and only if 
l l z M H I . 2 M l i=i (=i 
for all collections of scalars , a2, ..., a„+1€K with 
(ii) The norm in E is a CK-norm if and only if 
oo eo 
II 2 Ml < ||2 Ml 
. t = n + l i-n 
oo 
for all sequence of scalars. {a„}~ with a„^0 for which the series 2 xixi ' s con~ 
i — n 
vergent. 
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(iii) If the norm in E is CTK-norm, then 
II i м ы | 2 Ч * . ц i=J+l i=i 
for all collections of scalars ah a l + 1 , ..., a„, an+1£K with |a,| + |an+1| ¿¿0. 
Proo f . The proof is clear from the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Example 3.1. A CK-norm which is not a CT-norm: The numbers 
И с к = max j? + sup \y}\) (х = (^)€с0) 
define a norm on c0, equivalent to the initial norm of c0. This norm || • [|CK is a 
CK-norm but not a CT-norm with respect to the unit vector basis {*„} of c0. On 
the other hand, it follows that 
1*I+*21CK = m a x ( l + 1 , j (1 + 1 ) , j (1 + 1 ) , . . . ] = 2 
||*1+*2+Хз1ск = max (l +1, - i ( 1 +1)+1 , i - ( 1 + 1 +1), 1 (1 + 1 +1) , . . . ) == 2. 
Hence by Lemma 3.1, this is not a CT-norm. 
Example 3.2. A CT-norm which is not a CK-norm: For every integer и ^ 2 , 
let 7cl n denote the collection of all permutations of the set 
{2, 3, . . . , n — l ,n + l, Л+2,.. .}. 
Then the numbers 
Ы1ст= sup sup ( M + f J i V i i ) ( x = ( y i ) e C o ) 
define a norm on c0, equivalent to the initial norm of c0. This is a CT-norm but 
not a CK-norm with respect to the unit vector basis {*„} of c0. The violation in 
the characterizing inequality of CK-norm in Lemma 3 . 1 was shown by I . SINGER [17] . 
R e m a r k 3.2. The above examples show that there is no relation between 
CT-norms and CK-norms. That there can exist a basis and a norm which is a 
CT-norm but not a CK-norm and vice versa can be observed by the above examples. 
Theorem 3.2. Let E be a Banach space with a basis {x„} and let {fn}aE* 
be the a.s.c.f Then the following statements, hold. 
(i) A CT-norm on E equivalent to the initial norm on E can be introduced by 
the formula 
(9) W c r = J 4 " 1/iW^ll + sup || J f(x) x,|| 
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(ii) A CK-norm on E equivalent to the initial norm on E can be introduced by 
the formula 
(10) M a c = max i - i J UiWxiW +1| 2 / ¡ ( M l ) 
and also another equivalent CK-norm on E, by the formula 
(11) MCK = 2 4 - 11/iW^II + sup I I 2 /<(*) xt\\ ¡ = 1 i = l 
(iii) A CTK-norm on E equivalent to initial norm on E can be introduced by 
the formula 
(12) Ml ere = 2 4r U(*)*iH + SUP || 2 fiix)*i|| 
i = l ^ lgn,m<oo i=1 
and another equivalent CTK-norm on E by the formula 
(13) M e r e == sup { f l i / i W ^ l l c K + ll 2 /i(*)*«||cr}. 
l^n^oo i = 1 ¡ = n + l 
P r o o f . The fact that all these numbers define a norm and all these norms 
are equivalent to the original norm on E was proved previously and can be found 
in [17]. Now that they actually have the property of CT, CK, CTK-norms is 
proved here. 
n " 1 fc 
(i) | | Z M | c t = ^ ^ r l a i ^ l + m a x j l ^ a ^ i l l < 
< 2 4-IM+, max ||2*i*i|l= || 2 «¡^IIct 
( = 1 i—K̂ .n + 1 i -1 ¡ = 1 
for any scalars o^, a 2 , . . . , a„, an + 1€K with an+1?^0. Hence by Lemma 3.1, it 
follows that it is a CT-norm. oo (ii). (ii)!. Let {a,},™! be a sequence of scalars with a ^ ^ O , such that 2 a i x i 
i—l 
converges. Then it follows that for a suitable number n0 with 
I l i M U ^ Z M + l l 2 M b i—l "0 i=l i=n0+l 
2 I M I + || 2 M l = , max ( 1 i K ^ l l + H 2 M l ) = «0 1=1-1 i=n0+l I-lSii«»VKi= j_i '¡=n+l / 
= II 2 M U " i=l-l 
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Hence from Lemma 3.1, it follows that this norm is a CK-norm. 
(ii)2. || 2 «¡^lIcK = 2 4r + max || j? oef*f|| < i=l i=l 'Sn<co i~n 
» J oo oo 
< 2 max || 2 a i x i | | — || 2 ai*.-||cK-
Hence from Lemma 3.1, it is clear that this norm is a CK-norm. 
4. Characterization of bases 
For a sequence {y„} in a Banach space E, let Pn=[y,'. /=«] and let P= (J Pn. 
n = l 
For p£P, p= 2 aiyi f ° r some n, let 
i=1 
and 
2 Oifji if rn < n 
i = 1 
p if m ^ n 
r"m(p) = psnm(p). 
Def in i t i on 4.1.. The norm || • || of E is a 
n 
(i) weak CT-norm relative to {}>„} if for each polynomial pdP, p— 2 aiJi 
¡=i m . 
and each mg/i, the polynomial 2 ai)'i ¡s the unique best coapproximation to p 
¡=x 
from i^m], 
n (ii) weak CK-norm relative to {y„} if for each polynomial p£P, p — 2 a iJ ; 
¡=i n 
and each m ^ n the complementary polynomial 2 a.J;i is the best coapproxi-
i = m +1 
mation t o p from [y,: m + l ^ / ^ n ] . 
(iii) weak CTK-norm relative to {%} if it is simultaneously a weak CK-norm 
and a weak CT-norm relative to .{j>„}. 
Remark 4.1. It is clear that if {*„} is a basis for E, then a CT-, CK-, CTK-
norm with respect to {*„} is a weak CT-norm, weak CK-norm and weak CTK-
norm relative to {x,,}. Example 3.1 shows that the converse is false. 
Theorem 4.1. Let {y„} be a non-zero sequence in a Banach space E with the 
norm ||-||. Then the following statements hold. 
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(i) The norm is a weak CT-norm relative to {yn} if and only if 
(*i) supsup{||s„(/>): p£P, || ^ 1} = 1. ft 
(ii) The norm is a weak CK-norm relative to {j>„} if and only if 
(*2) sup sup {||r„0)1: pep, bll S 1} = 1. n 
(iii) The norm is a weak CTK-norm relative to {>>„} if and only if 
max [(*!), (*2)] = 1. 
R e m a r k 4.2. Here s„(p) and rn(p) will assume the roles of skn(p) and rkn(p) 
k 
whenever p£P is expressible in the form p= 2xiyi for some kdjV and (*x) 
i = 1 
and (*2) denote the expressions on the left-hand side of the equations. 
n 
Proof of Theo rem 4.1. (1) Suppose that p — ^ ^ i y ^ P an (* ( * i ) = l . Let 
¡=i 
m 
Piy£Pm- If IIP-ylMO, let p'=\\p—y\\ y). Then it follows that 11/11 = 1. 
Therefore, K „ ( / ) | | ^ l by property ( * , ) - l . But -1(/>-y))| | sS 1 
implies 
\K(jp-y)l 
KOO-y|| s ¡p-yl 
i.e. snm(p) is a best coapproximation to p. But since P„=Pm®[xm+1, ...,x„], it fol-
lows that RP (p) is unique. Therefore s"m {p) is the unique best coapproximation 
to p. On the other hand, if ||/?—y||=0, then s"m{p)=p=y and the result is trivial. 
n 
Conversely if snm(p) is the unique best coapproximation to p~ 2 aiyi f ° r 
i = l 
mSn and for \\p\\ s 1, it follows that !l ¿„(p)!! = MI = 1 • Since only finite sums 
are dealt with, a p£P and n can be found such that ||.?„(/>) II is nearly 1. Thus 
(* i )= l -
(ii) and (iii). The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are similar and are omitted. 
Theorem 4.2. Let E be a Banach space with a basis {x„}. A norm on E is a 
weak CK-norm if and only if 
H i « . » I N I I ¿ M l 
i=m i = iii — 1 
for arbitrary scalars am-lt am, ..., a„, am_17i0 and m, n—\,2, .... 
Proof . The proof is similar to that of (ii) of Lemma 3.1. 
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Theorem 4.3. The following statements about {*„} a sequence in a Banach 
space E with i£.Jf\=E are equivalent: 
(i) {x„} is a basis for E. 
(ii) A weak CT-norm can be introduced relative to {*„} on E equivalent to the 
original norm on E. 
(iii) A weak CK-norm can be introduced relative to {*„} on E equivalent to the 
original norm on E. 
(iv) A weak CTK-norm can be introduced relative to {x„} on E equivalent to 
the original norm on E. 
Proof , (i) implies the other three was proved in the stronger form in Section 3 
of this paper. If (ii) and (iii) implies (i), then (iv) also implies (i). So (ii) implies (i) 
is proved here as the other implication is similar. 
Suppose p=q, 2 (¡(¡x^O, then by Theorem 4.1, it follows that 
i = l 
M i M l - 1 ¿ M I N * i=l *=1 
(i.e.) 
^ ( ¿ M N I l i M I ¡=1 ¡=1 
(i.e.) 
I l i M N i i M I -i=x 1=1 
4 
If 2 a ;*i=0, then, since the norm is a weak CT-norm, 
¡ = 1 , 
I l i a . J C . I I H l i M b 0 ¡ = 1 ¡ = 1 
implying 
2 «¡*i = 0 i=l 
for all p^q. Thus Grinblyum's A>condition is satisfied with K= 1. 
5. Characterising orthogonal bases 
De f in i t i on 5.1. Let £ be a Banach space having a sequence {*„}. Follow-
ing [17], 
(i) {x„} is orthogonal provided || 2 a;xi||—II 2 ai*i|l arbitrary d l 7 d2£S>, 
i€<li ¡idt 
with d1czdi and arbitrary collection of scalars {a,}ied . 
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(ii) {x„} is strictly orthogonal if the inequality is strict whenever 2 kil^O-
i£d2\dt 
(iii) {x„} is coorthogonal if II 2 ai*f|| —II 2 a>*ill f° r arbitrary d^d^Si 
• e^rsia' »S^Xdi 
with dx<zd2 and arbitrary collection of scalars {a,} for which 2 a ; x ; is con-
fer 
vergent. 
(iv) {x„} is strictly coorthogonal. if the inequality of (iii) is strict whenever 
2 hMO. i£d2\dL 
Theorem 5.1. Let E be a Banach space having an unconditional basis {x„}. 
Then the following statements are true: 
(i) {x„} is orthogonal if and only if ^Gd(x)={jd(x)} for all 
(ii) {x„} is strictly orthogonal if and only if J?G(j(x)= (jd(x)} for all and 
E has the property that there exist no scalars {ajjed «^ , for all d2, d^S! with 
d2Z}dy and 2 N satisfying iidi\dl 
|| 2 M b II2 Ml 2<*iXi + -7T 2 aiXi ied, £ itd^sAi 
(iii) {x„} is strictly coorthogonal if and only if Rcd(x)= {/"d(x)} for all 
and E has the property that there exist no scalars for all d%,d^3> with 
d2z>d1 and 2 I^I^O satisfying 
II 2 M b II ^ ««*ilb 2 2 <*>xi ¡ e /V , L i€<isV, 
Proof . The proof is similar to Theorem 3.1 and is omitted. 
Remark 5.1. Since the notions of orthogonal and coorthogonal bases are 
equivalent, the characterization of coorthogonal bases is omitted in Theorem 5.1. 
Analogous to Definitions 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, one may call the norms satisfying the 
"if" parts of (ii), (iii) and (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 5.1 as CNT-, CNK-, CNTK-
norms respectively. While every CNK-norm is a CNT-norm, the converse is not 
always true. Example 3.1 illustrates this. 
Theorem 5.2. Let E be a Banach space with an unconditional basis {x„}. Then 
every norm in E in which -RG<i(x)={/'d(x)} and there exist no scalars {«,},-€dj\di> 
for all d2, dye_9> with d2Z)dx and 2 KI^O satisfying 
!| 2 M l = II 2 M b i€jT\dt i€Jr\dl 
2 2 aixi i€jr\d, £ i edjV, 
also has RG^(x)= {jd(x)} and the property that there exist no scalars {«¡};€dl\di, 
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for all dx, d2^Sl with d2z^d1 and y. |a,| satisfying 
iedaNii 
II2 M l = l | 2 M I = i€dj iZdi 2 «¡*;+4- 2
 a.*i igd, ^ ¡6d,v, 
P roof . Every strictly coorthogonal basis is strictly orthogonal. This was proved 
by R E T H E R F O R D [ 1 4 ] . Hence the theorem follows. 
T h e o r e m 5.3. Let E be a Banach space with an unconditional basis {*„} and 
let {f„}czE* be the a.s.c.f Then a norm [| • ||+ on E can be introduced, equivalent to 
the initial norm on E, in which i?Gd(x) = {rd(x)} and there exist no scalars {«,},• 
for all d2, d^S) with d2^dt and j? |off| satisfying 
• edaXii 
2 M M 2 M l = 2 <*.-*«+4" 2 ai*i i€Jf\d, igdjXd! 
by the formula 
MI*= ¿ 4 - i i / i w * i i + sup H i / ; , ( • * ) * , l i=l Z {¡v't ¡J£!l j = l 
P roof . The equivalence of norms follows from I . S INGER [ 1 7 , p. 5 5 4 ] . To 
prove that || has the required properties, it will be sufficient by Theorem 5.1 
to prove that {*„} is strictly coorthogonal in this norm. Let d1, d2<z3> with dx<zd2 
and 2 be such that 2 atxi converges. Then it follows that 
i(d2\d i i€^\d2 
jr\d, = ( ^ v y u ^ . V i ) -
Hence 
II 2 « 1 * 4 = 2 i !«,*,!•+ sup | | 2 « ^ o l h 
1 " 
< 2 -5r'll«i*il+ sup ' || 2 = || 2 M l * -¡e.fV, I (i„i; ¡„lesnAJ, J=i ' ¡eAJ, 
Thus {.Y„} is strictly coorthogonal in || • [|+ and the proof is complete. 
6. Characterization of unconditional bases 
Let {}>„} be a sequence in a Banach space E. Let Pd—[y,]iid where 
d={h,i2, .,.,i„}cjV, i.e., d£3! and P= U Pd. For p£S, let p = 2 a;Ji> then 
{ 2 Ot.¡Xi if d'<z d 16* p if d c z d ' 
rdd<p) = p-4(p)-
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R e m a r k 6.1. is not defined whenever d'Cld^O and neither dad' or 
d'ad hold. . . . 
D e f i n i t i o n 6.1. A norm on E is a 
(i) weak CNTK-norm relative to {>>„} if for each polynomial p£P, p= 2 aiJi 
igd 
and for each d'ad, the polynomial 2! ' s the unique best coapproximation 
¡€<f' 
top from b;];<Ed'-
R e m a r k 6.1. It should be noted here that analogous definitions of weak 
CNT-, weak CNK-norms coincide with that of weak CNTK-norm. 
Theo rem 6.1. Let {y„} be a non-zero sequence in a Banach space E with norm 
|| • ||. The norm is a weak CNTK-norm relative to {yn} if and only if 
sup sup {|lsdC/>)|i: peP,-\\p\\ S 1}= 1. 
a 
Proof . Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
R e m a r k 6.2. sd(p) will assume the role of sd(p) whenever p~ 2 «.¡y^P. iid' 
Theorem 6.2. The following statements about a sequence {y„} in a Banach 
space E with [yi\iijr=E are equivalent: 
(i) {}>„} is an unconditional basis of E. 
(ii) A weak CNTK-norm relative to {y„} can be introduced on E equivalent to 
the original norm on E. 
Proo f . The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.3. 
7. Remarks 
Let E be a Banach space with norm || • ||. A sequence {M,} of non-trivial sub-
spaces of E is called a decomposition of E provided for each x£E, there exists a 
CO 
unique sequence {x,} such that x ;£M ; and 2 x i = x > the convergence being in ¡=i 
the norm topology. It is also possible to define for each /, a projection i?: 2J—M; 
by Pi(x)=xi. If each projection is continuous, then the pair {M;, i?} is called a 
Schauder decomposition. The notions of a Schauder basis and a Schauder decomposi-
tion are almost similar in the view point of approximation theory. Best approxima-
tion and Schauder decompositions were studied by P . K . JAIN and K . AHMAD [ 4 ] , 
[5], [6]. Hence the analogous results of best coapproximation and bases in Banach 
3 5 4 G e e t h a S . R a o a n d M . S w a m i n a t h a n : B e s t c o a p p r o x i m a t i o n i n B a n a c h s p a c e s 
spaces can be carried over to Schauder decompositions. Though the results look 
different, the idea is the same. Therefore the analogous results, even though known 
to the authors, are not elaborated. 
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Schmidtsche Umkehrbedingungen für Potenzreihenverfahren 
H U B E R T T I E T Z 
1. Einleitung 
Es sei {/>„}°10 eine Folge nichtnegativer Zahlen mit />0>0, für welche die 
Reihe 
(1.1) p(x):= 2Pn 
n = 0 
den Konvergenzradius 1 hat und 
(1.2) Pn:= Po+-
gilt. Die Folge i={i ,n}"=0 komplexer Zahlen heißt Jp-limitierbar zum Wert a 
(/p-lim sn=o), wenn die Reihe 
(1.3) ps(x):= 2pasnxT 
n = 0 
für 0 < x < l konvergiert und lim ps(x)/p(x)=<r gilt. Die Folge s heißt Mp-limi-
tierbar zum Wert a (Mp-\im sn=o), wenn 
1 " 
(1-4) tn \= — Z p k s k + <T k=0 
gilt. Bekanntlich sind die Verfahren Jp und Mp (wegen (1.2)) permanent, d. h., sie 
limitieren jedes s£c, dem Raum der konvergenten Folgen, zum Wert lim s„, und 
aus Mp -lim sn=a folgt stets Jp-\\msn—a (ISHIGURO [6]), aber nicht umgekehrt. 
Unter geeigneten zusätzlichen Bedingungen für die Folge s kann man jedoch von 
Mp-lim s„=(T auf lim sn=a, von /p-lim s„=a auf Mp-lims„=a oder sogar von 
Jp-limjn=or auf limj„=<7 zurückschließen. Solche Bedingungen heißen Umkehr-
oder Tauber-Bedingungen. Etwas genauer werden wir eine derartige Bedingung, 
falls einer der eben genannten Fälle vorliegt, eine Tauber-Bedingung (TB) vom 
E i n g e g a n g e n a m 3 D e z e m b e r 1 9 8 7 . 
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Mp--c-Typ, vom Jp—Mp-Typ bzw. vom Jp-*c-Typ nennen. Zum Beispiel ist für 
p„:= 1 (das Potenzreihenverfahren) Jp das Abel-Verfahren A. Hierfür gilt der fol-
gende Satz von S C H M I D T [23; Theorem X und Theorem XI]. 
Satz S. Die Bedingung lim inf(sn —iJ^O (falls die s„ reell sind bzw. 
lim(i„—Jra)=0, falls die s„ komplex sind) für n/m^l mit ist eine TB 
vom A-*c-Typ. 
Aus Satz S erhält man auf einfache Weise die beiden im nachfolgenden Satz 
enthaltenen Resultate von L I T T L E W O O D [ 1 7 ] bzw. H A R D Y and L I T T L E W O O D [ 4 ; Theo-
rem 11]. (Wie stets im folgenden sei J^I^O und a„:=sn—sn-1 für n=0, 1, ... .) 
Satz HL. Die Bedingung na„ = 0L{\) (falls die sn reell sind bzw. na„ = 0( 1), 
falls die an komplex sind) ist eine TB vom A—c-Typ. 
Hauptziel der vorliegenden Arbeit ist die Verallgemeinerung der Sätze S und 
HL für eine große Klasse von Verfahren Jp (Sätze 3.9 und 4.1). Alle dem Verfasser 
bekannten Sätze mit Tauber-Bedingungen dieser Art sind in den Sätzen 3.9 bzw. 4.1 
als Spezialfälle enthalten. 
2. Bezeichnungen und Definitionen 
O, 0L und o sind die bekannten Landau-Symbole (vgl. [3]). Wenn nichts Be-
sonderes gesagt ist, soll der Folgenindex von 0 an laufen, und statt x„-*£ für w— °° 
schreiben wir nur x„Die Funktionen p und ps sowie die Folgen und {/„} 
haben stets die Bedeutung wie in ( 1 . 1 ) bis ( 1 . 4 ) . 
Das zum Abel-Verfahren A gehörende Verfahren Mp ist das Cesäro-Verfahren 
der Ordnung 1. Für a > 0 und ^ j ist Jp das verallgemeinerte Abel-
Vrrfahren Ax (A1 ist das Abel-Verfahren). Für p„:=(n+1)-1 sind Jp und Mp die 
logarithmischen Verfahren L und /. Für a > 0 und />(x):=[—x-1 In (1— x)]" ergeben 
sich die verallgemeinerten logarithmischen Verfahren La und la. In einer anderen 
Richtung werden L und l von P H I L L I P S [20] verallgemeinert. (Bei diesen Verfahren 
gilt pn=0 für 0^n<n0. Wir betrachten die ,MP-Transformierte {/„} dann nur 
für n^n 0 . ) ' 
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3. Schmidtsche Bedingungen für {.?„} 
Es sei r^O eine reelle Konstante. Wir betrachten die Bedingung 
(3.1(r)) lim i n f ( s „ - s j S - r für PJPm - 1 (n > m -><») 
sowie, falls die sn komplex sind, die Bedingung 
(3.2(r)) lim sup | s „ - s j r j f l für PJPm - 1 ,(n > m -
und beweisen zunächst einige Sätze über Mp. 
3.1. Satz. Gilt 
(3-3) P n + J P n - i 
und (3.1(r)) (bzw. (3.2(r))), so folgt aus Mp-\\ms„=o stets lim sup | s„— 
Beweis. Es genügt, den Satz für reelle s„ und <7=0 zu beweisen. Wegen 
(3.1 (r)) gibt es Zahlen ¿ > 0 und M{N so, daß 
(3.4) sn—sm = —v—£ für PJPm ^ l+<5 und n > m > M 
gilt. Darüber hinaus können n und m wegen Pn-*°° und (3.3) so gegen °° streben, 
daß für ein geeignetes M 0 > M 
(3.5) 1+5/2 35 PJPm s 1 +<5 für m > M0 
gilt. Damit folgt für n > m > M 0 nach (3.4) zunächst 
Pjn-Pmtm = 2 PVS, ^ (sn + r + e)(Pn-Pm), 
v—m+1 
also 
' m ' 
woraus sich wegen t„->-0 und (3.5) die Ungleichung lim inf(j , n+/-+e)s0, also, 
da £>0 beliebig gewählt war, lim inf — r ergibt. Entsprechend folgt lim sup s„^r 
aus P„tn-Pmtm^(sm-r-e)(P„-Pm), insgesamt also lim sup | JJ^A*. 
3.2. Koro l la r . Gilt (3.3), so ist (3.1(0)) (bzw. (3.2(0))) eine TB vom M p -
-c-Typ. 
K W E E [15; Lemma 1] formuliert den reellen Teil von Korollar 3.2 ohne die 
Voraussetzung (3.3). Das Beispiel . . 
Pak-= 2*> P2k+1-= 0> s2k:= 0, s2k+1:= 1 (fc = 0, 1, ...) ' 
zeigt jedoch, daß man auf (3.3) nicht verzichten kann: Für die so definierte diver-
gente Folge ist offensichtlich Mp-\ixasn—0. Ferner ist P2]l—P2k+1=2k+L—l 
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für k—0, 1, . . . , also gilt (3.3) nicht, wohl aber (3.1(0)), denn PJPm-<-1 (n>m-~ 
ist genau dann erfüllt, wenn von einer Stelle an n—m+l =2k+\ gilt, und es ist 
í „ - í m = l für n = m + l = 2 f e + l . 
Eine im folgenden ständig wiederkehrende Bedingung ist 
(3.6) 1 - 1 für 1 < — - 1 (m -oo). 
Pm ™ 
Gilt (3.6), so folgt aus (3.1 (r)) offensichtlich 
(3.7(r)) lim inf (s„—sm) S — r für n/m — 1, 
und aus (3.2 (r)) ergibt sich 
(3.8(r)) limsup |s n-sm | s r¡fí für и/m - 1. 
Unter der Voraussetzung (3.6) sind die Bedingungen (3.7 (r)) und (3.8 (r)) also nicht 
stärker als (3.1 (r)) bzw. (3.2 (r)). Aus (3.6) folgt auch (3.3), und der Beweis von 
Satz 3.1 zeigt: 
3.3. Satz. Gilt (3.6) und (3.7(r)) {bzw. (3.8 (r))), so folgt aus Mp-\\msn=o stets 
lim sup |jB—<j\Sr. 
3.4. Koro l l a r . Gilt (3.6), so ist (3.7(0)) (bzw. (3.8(0))) eine TB vom Mp~» 
-c-Typ. 
Spezialfälle der Korollare 3 . 2 und 3 . 4 finden sich bei KWEE [ 1 2 ; Lemma 3 ] 
(für Mp=l) und [ 1 4 ; Theorem 4 ] , PHILLIPS [ 2 0 , Lemma 3 ] und JAKIMOVSKI and TIETZ 
[8; Theorem 6.1]. 
Der Beweis von Satz 3.1 zeigt, daß man in den Sätzen 3.1 und 3.3 immer noch 
j n = 0 ( l ) erhält, wenn man die Voraussetzung Mp-\im s„=a zu t„=0( 1) ab-
schwächt. Zum Beweis des nächsten Satzes benötigen wir eine Variante eines be-
kannten Satzes von Vijayaraghavan. 
3.5. Lemma (vgl. RANGACHARI [21; Lemma 1]). Ist cn(t):=pne~n/'/p(e~1/') 
für n=0,1,... und />0 , gibt es eine positive, streng monoton gegen <=° strebende 
Funktion f : (0 , ° ° ) -R mit / ( / + l ) - / ( f ) - 0 für /-<*>, 
(3.9) J c „ ( i ) - 0 für f(t)-f(M)~~ ( r > M - ~ ) , 
n = 0 
(3.10) ¿ cn(t)[f(n)-f(N)] - 0 für / ( # ) - / ( / ) ( Л Г > í -оо), 
n=N 
und existieren, bei vorgegebener Folge {•$•„}, zur Funktion 
s(t):= s„ für »S/< n+1 (n = 0, 1, ...) 
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Konstanten a>0 , 0 mit 
( 3 . 1 1 ) s(t)-s(u)>-a[f(f)-f(u)]-b für / > U > 0 , 
so folgt aus ps(x)/p(x)=0(l) für x—1— auch j„=0(l). 
3.6. Satz. Gilt (33), 
(3-12) P2(1 = 0(Pn) 
und(3.1 (r)) (bzw. (3.2(r))), so folgt aus ps(x)/p(x)=0(\) für jc—1— auch sn=0(Y). 
Beweis. Es genügt, den Satz für reelle s„ zu beweisen. Sei also {.?„} eine reelle 
Folge mit (3.1 (r)) und ps(x)/p(x)=0(l) für x—1 —. Wir definieren c„(t) und 
s(t) wie in Lemma 3.5. Ferner sei 
(3.13) / ( / ) := InP[(] für 0 < i 
Dann ist / : (0, °°)-»-R eine positive (wir dürfen ohne Einschränkung der Allgemein-
heit />0>1 annehmen), monoton (aber nicht streng monoton) gegen « strebende 
Funktion mit f(t+\)—f(t)—0 für die, wie gleich gezeigt wird, auch (3.9) 
bis (3.11) erfüllt. Zu /g ib t es dann eine Funktion g, die neben den soeben aufgezähl-
ten Eigenschaften von / auch noch streng monoton ist und damit alle Eigenschaften 
besitzt, die in Lemma 3.5 (von / ) verlangt werden. Demnach genügt es zum Beweis 
des Satzes noch zu zeigen, daß / aus (3.13) die Bedingungen (3.9) bis (3.11) erfüllt. 
Zu (3.9): Es gilt 
( 3 - 1 4 ) fit) - f ( M ) - ~ ^ P [ T ] / P M - C„. 
Ferner ist nach B O R W E I N and K R A T Z [ 1 ; Lemma 3(i)] 
Pltj ^ inf {p(x)/x™: x€(0, 1)}, 
also insbesondere Pi,1^p(e~1,,)e für jedes 0, woraus sich, zusammen mit (3.14), 
f ü r / W - / W — ) 
ergibt. Zu (3.10): Aus 
/ ( A 0 - / ( 0 — => W , ] — 
folgt wegen (3.12) 
(3.15) f ( N ) - f ( t ) -co N/t-*oo. 
Ferner ist (vgl. [28; Lemma 2b)]) 
(3.16) P(.e-VN) = 0(PN) für co. 
9* 
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Gilt nun / (# )—/(0-*°° so wählen wir nach (3.15) ein i 0 > 0 so, daß 
N>2t für ¿>/0 gilt. Wir erhalten dann für 
2 cn(t)[f(n)-f(N)] = - ^ J j t - 2 Pne-"1' 
n=N P\ß ) n=N+l "N 
1 2 Pne~"i\Pn-PN) = _ j? pv2pne-"» = PsP(e-^')ttJt+1Fn v " PsPie-1") 1' 
1 — F A , G~V/< 2 P N E - ^ ' G / ^ " - T / N F P V E ~ V / , E V , N = PnP^11') y=N+i n=v ~ PNp(.e~1! 
1/iV) ^ e-v(N-21)l2Nt ^ P(e j? p^e-v/2t el~NI2t ^ 
~ Pp(e-») ß l ~ m = ° ( 1 ) f Ü r 
wenn wir ( 3 . 1 5 ) und ( 3 . 1 6 ) beachten sowie />(x)/p(x2)=0(l) für x — 1 — , 
was aus °° und ( 3 . 1 2 ) folgt (vgl. KRATZ and STADTMÜLLER [ 1 1 ; Lemma 2 , 
proof of (vii)=>(viii)]). Zu ( 3 . 1 1 ) : Wegen ( 3 . 3 ) und ( 3 . l ( r ) ) gibt es nach MIKHALIN 
[18; Lemma 2] positive Konstanten A und 6 mit 
S ( ? ) - S ( K ) S - A l n O P ^ / i ^ - f c für I > W > 0, 
womit alles gezeigt ist. 
Spezialfälle 
von Satz 3 . 6 finden sich bei DAVYDOV [ 2 ; Sätze 6 und 7 ] (für Jp—Ä), 
JEYARAJAN [ 9 ; Theorem 1] (für Jp=Aa. In diesem Fall ist PJPm-~ 1 äquivalent 
zu N / M - 1 ) und Mikhalin [ 1 8 ; Satz2]. 
In Satz 3.6 darf (3.3)A(3.12) durch (3.6) ersetzt werden, denn (3.6) ist äqui-
valent zu (3.12)A 
(3.17) lim l iminf -^ - 2 Pk = 0 
und ist auch äquivalent zu (3.12)A 
(3.18) l i m l i m s u p - i - 2 Pk=.0 
<-»1+ n-o= rn n-zkstn 
(vgl. STADTMÜLLER and TRAUTNER [ 2 5 ] ) . Ferner wird ( 3 . 6 ) durch 
(3.19) nPn = 0{P„) 
impliziert, darf also als Voraussetzung immer durch die stärkere, aber oft bequemere 
Bedingung (3.19) ersetzt werden. 
Da unter der Voraussetzung (3.6) die Bedingung J„=0(1) eine TB vom 7P— 
— A / P - T y p ist (TIETZT und RAUTNER [29; Korollar4. 2]),erhalten Wir aus Satz 3.6 
unmittelbar: 
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3.7. Satz. Gilt (3.6), so ist (3.1(r)) (bzw. (3.2(r))) eine TB vom Jp^Mp-Typ. 
Spezialfälle von Satz 3 . 7 finden sich bei KOKHANOVSKII [ 1 0 ; Satz 5] (für L — / ) 
und TESLENKO [ 2 7 ; Satz 4 ] (für LA—/„). 
Aus den Sätzen 3.1 und 3.7 erhalten wir das folgende Analogon zu Satz 3.1 
für Jp. 
3.8. K o r o l l a r . Gilt (3.6) und (3.1 (r)) (bzw. (3.2(r))), so folgt aus 7p-lim s„=o 
stets limsup \sn—a\^r. 
Spezialfälle von Korollar 3 . 8 finden sich bei DAVYDOV [2; Sätze 6 und 7] (für 
Jp=A. Nach Davydov gilt für JP=A auch im komplexen Fall limsup |jn— 
S / - / /2) , KOKHANOVSKII [10; Satz 6] (für JP=L), TESLENKO [27; Satz 5] (iüvJp=Lx) 
und MIKHALIN [ 1 8 ; Sa t z2] . Für r=0 erhalten wir aus Korollar 3 . 8 schließlich die 
in der Einleitung angekündigte Verallgemeinerung von Satz S: 
3.9. Satz. Gilt (3.6), so ist (3.1(0)) (bzw. (3.2(0))) eine TB vom Jp^c-Typ. 
Neben Satz S (vgl. auch VIJAYARAGHAVAN [30]) enthält Satz 3 . 9 als Spezialfälle 
Resultate von LANDAU [ 1 6 ; § 3 ] (für JP=A), KWEE [ 1 2 ; Theorem A ] (für JP=L), 
[14; Theorem 8] (für JP=LJ und [15; Theorem A]. (Die dortige Voraussetzung 
p(x)/p(x2)-*\ für x—* 1 — impliziert PJP„-l (vgl. [ 2 9 ; Nr. 5]) und damit ( 3 .6 ) ) , 
JEYARAJAN [ 9 ; Theorem4] (für JP=AX), PHILLIPS [20] , SONI [ 2 4 ; Theorem 2 ] und 
JAKIMOVSKI and TJETZ [8; Theorem 6 .3 ] . 
Die durch den Vergleich mit Korollar 3.4 nahegelegte Frage, ob in Satz 3.9 
die Bedingungen ( 3 . 1 ( 0 ) ) und ( 3 . 2 ( 0 ) ) durch ( 3 . 7 ( 0 ) ) bzw. ( 3 . 8 ( 0 ) ) ersetzt werden 
dürfen, muß offen bleiben. 
4. Umkehrbedingungen vom 0L- und O-Typ 
Neben den in der Einleitung genannten generellen Voraussetzungen verlangen 
wir jetzt pn>0 für n=0,1, . . . . Als einfache Folgerung aus Satz 3.9 erhalten wir 
die angekündigte Verallgemeinerung von Satz HL: 
4.1. Satz. Gilt (3.6), so ist P„an=0L(p„) (bzw. Pna„=0(p„)) eine TB vom 
Typ-
Beweis. Es genügt zu zeigen, daß (3.1(0)) aus P„an=0L(pn) folgt. Wählen 
wir K>0 mit a„> —KpJP„ für « = 0 , 1 , . . . , so gilt 
sn-sm>-K 2 für n > m , v=m+1 -fy V̂ m ' 
woraus sich (3.1(0)) ergibt. 
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Neben Satz HL enthält Satz 4 . 1 als Spezialfälle Resultate von ISHIGURO [5] 
(für JP=L und o statt O), RANGACHARI and SITARAMAN [22; Theorems I(A) und 
I(L)] (für Jp=Aa und JP=L), ISHIGURO [6] und [7], STEPÄNEK [26], PHILLIPS [20], 
KOKHANOVSKII [ 1 0 ; Korollar 1 ] (für JP=L), JAKIMOVSKI and TIETZ [ 8 ; Theorems 
5.2 bis 5 . 4 , 5.2* und 5 . 4 * ] , TIETZ und TRAUTNER [29; Satz 4 . 4 ] und KRATZ and 
STADTMÜLLER [11; Theorem 2]. Insbesondere ist damit auch [8 ; Theorem 5.1], dessen 
Beweis einen Fehler enthält, bewiesen und gleichzeitig verallgemeinert. 
Da 7p-lim s„=a stets 7P-lim t„=a impliziert (wobei JP das durch die Folge 
{Pn} definierte Potenzreihenverfahren sein soll), ergibt sich mit 
(4.1) Qn:=P0+...+Pn 
aus Satz 4.1 unmittelbar: 
4.2. Koro l l a r . Gilt 
(4.2) 1 s —• 1 für 1 < — - 1 ( m - c o ) , 
*<> ist ß n ( /n -^ - i )=0 L (P„ ) {bzw. Qn(tn-tn^)=0(Pn)) eine TB vom 7 p -M p -Typ . 
5. Schmidtsche Bedingungen für {/„} 
An zwei Beispielen wollen wir zeigen, wie die Ergebnisse aus Nr. 3 weiter 
ausgebaut werden können. Dazu betrachten wir in Analogie zu (3.1 (r)) und (3.2(r)) 
jetzt die Bedingungen 
(5.1 (r)) lim inf (i„ - tm) s - r für QJQm - 1 (n > m -
und 
(5.2(r)) l i m s u p | i „ - U s r \ f i für QJQm-~ 1 ( n > m - ~ ) 
(mit Q„ aus (4.1)). Diese sind beziehentlich nicht schwächer als die in Analogie zu 
(3.7(r)) und (3.8(r)) gebildeten Bedingungen 
(5.3 (r)) lim inf (t„ — tm) = —r für n/m -» 1 (n > m —») 
und 
(5.4(r)) lim sup \ tn- tm \ S r/j/2 für n/m — 1 (n > m — 
denn wegen 
= f ü r 
m m Pm mP„ Qm mPm Qm 
folgt n / m - 1 aus QJQm-*l. 
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Unter der Voraussetzung (4.2) ist (5.1 (r)) äquivalent zu (5.3(r)) und (5.2(r)) 
ist äquivalent zu (5.4(r)). Beachten wir noch, daß /P- l im tn=o aus 7p-lim sn=a 
folgt, so erhalten wir aus Satz 3.9: 
5.1. Satz . Gilt (4.2), so ist (5.3(0)) (bzw. (5.4(0))) eine TB vom JP^MP-Typ. 
Spezialfälle von Satz 5 . 1 finden sich bei KOKHANOVSKII [ 1 0 ; Satz 1 ] (für L — / ) 
und TESLENKO [ 2 7 ; Satz 1 ] (für L A - / J . 
In Satz 5 . 1 darf ( 4 . 2 ) durch ( 3 . 6 ) ersetzt werden, denn ( 3 . 6 ) impliziert ( 4 . 2 ) : 
Aus ( 3 . 6 ) folgt nach STADTMÜLLER and TRAUTNER [ 2 5 ] zunächst ( 3 . 1 2 ) und daraus 
(5.5) nP„ = 0(Qn) 
(vgl. MIKHALIN [19]). Wählen wir danach ein 0 mit nPJQ„<K für n—0,1,..., 
so gilt K-\n(n/m)<l für hinreichend nahe bei 1 liegende Quotienten n/m. Für 
derartige 0 gilt ferner 
Qm Qm k=m +1 Qk k Qm m 
also QJQm=W-AMn (n/m)]-1, woraus (4.2) folgt. 
5.2. K o r o l l a r . Gilt (3.6), so ist (5.3(0)) (bzw. (5.4(0))) eine TB vom Jp-
-M p -Typ . 
Spezialfälle von Korollar 5.2 finden sich bei KWEE [13; Theorem 6] (für L—l. 
Aus Kwees Bedingung 
(5.6) l i m i n f ( i „ - 0 S O für PJPm - 1 (H>m-oo) 
folgt wegen ( 3 . 6 ) nämlich ( 5 . 3 ( 0 ) ) ) und bei MIKHALIN [ 1 8 ; Satz 1 ] . 
Zum Vergleich von Korollar 5.2 mit Satz 3.7 sei noch bemerkt, daß die Bedin-
gungen (5.3(0)) und (5.4(0)) nicht stärker sind als (3.1 (r)) bzw. (3.2(r)). Nach 
MIKHALIN [ 1 8 ; Lemma 3 ] folgt nämlich aus ( 3 . 3 ) und ( 3 . 1 (r)) schon (5.6) und daraus 
(5.3(0)) wegen (3.6). 
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Sur l'unicité de la décomposition de Kato généralisée 
M O S T A F A M B E K H T A 
1. Introduction et préliminaires 
Pour irn opérateur (linéaire) fermé A dans un espace de Hilbert H on désignera 
par D(A) le domaine, R(A) l'image, N(A) le noyau. Pour un couple (M, N) de 
sous-espaces fermés de H,M+N désignera leur somme vectorielle; la notation 
M@N sera réservée au cas où, en plus, Mfl7V={0}. La restriction de A à M 
sera notée A\M. 
T . KATO [1, Théorème 4 ] a montré que si A est semi-Fredholm, il existe (M, N) 
tel que 
(a) H=M®N, 
(b) A(MC[D(A))<gM et, en posant A0=A\M, R(A0) est fermé et 
N(Al)QR(A0) pour Vnë0, 
(c) A(N)QNQD(A) et A\N est nilpotent de degré d fini. 
Cette décomposition de H est appelée décomposition de Kato associée à A. Kato 
a aussi remarqué que pour A semi-Fredholm telle décomposition de H est unique 
à un isomorphisme près. 
J. P. LABROUSSE [2] a caractérisé tous les opérateurs qui admettent telle dé-
composition; ces opérateurs sont appelés quasi-Fredholm. 
L'auteur a étudié [5] les opérateurs A qui admettent une décomposition du 
type de Kato où la condition (c) est remplacée par : 
(c') A(N) c N Q D(A), et A\N est quasi-nilpotent. 
Dans ce cas la décomposition (M, N) est appelée décomposition de Kato généralisée 
(D.K.G.) associée à A, et les opérateurs qui admettent telles décompositions sont 
appelés pseudo-Fredholm. 
Si l'on peut choisir M=H (7V={0}), A est dit régulier (voir [4], [6]). 
R e ç u le 4 n o v e m b r e , 1 9 8 7 e t , e n f o r m e r e v u e , le 2 j a n v i e r , 1 9 8 9 . 
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Pour des exemples et propriétés des opérateurs pseudo-Fredholm voir [5]. Disons 
toutefois que si l'on note par s<P, q$, p<P les ensembles des opérateurs de Fred-
holm, semi-Fredholm, quasi-Fredholm et pseudo-Fredholm, selon les cas, chacun de 
ces ensembles est strictement contenu dans le suivant. Remarquons aussi que l'en-
semble des opérateurs quasi-nilpotents est inclus strictement dans l'ensemble des 
opérateurs pseudo-Fredholm. 
Dans la suite on notera K(A) le coeur analytique de A défini par : 
K(A) = {u£H-, 3a > 0, V« > 0 3vnÇD(A) tels que 
(1) v0 = u et Avn+1 = vn, (2) flP|1|| ^ a"\\u\ V« ^ 0}. 
On notera aussi H0(A) la partie quasi-nilpotente de A, définie par: 
H0(A) = {ueD°°(A); lim lA-uf!" = 0} où D~(A) = f ) D(An). B-°° nSO 
' R e m a r q u e 1.1 ([3], [4]). 
(a) K(A) et H0(A) sont des sous-espaces de H non nécessairement fermés. 
(b) A{K(A)f]D(A))=K(A) et A(H0(A))QH0(A)QD(A). 
(c) A quasi-nilpotent=>K(A)=K(A*) = {0}. 
(d) A quasi-nilpotentoH0 (A) = H. 
(e) Si A est régulier, alors H0(A)= | J N(A")QK(A). nso 
Théorème 1.2. Si A est un opérateur fermé, les conditions suivantes sont 
équivalentes: 
(i) A régulier et H0(A) fermé, 
(ii) R (A) fermé et = 
(iii) R (A) fermé et N(A) = {0}, 
(iv) À régulier et | J N(A") fermé. 
nso 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . 
(i) =*(ii) voir [4, Théorème 2.11]. 
(ii)=Kiii) évident car N(A)QH0(A). 
(iii)=Kiv) 7V(/0 = {0} implique VwëO iV(/in)={0}, d'où U Ar(^")={0} et nëO 
donc fermé. 
(iv)=y(i) A régulier et (iv) impliquement H0(A)= U N(An)= (J N(An) <gH0(A) nso neo 
donc ff0(A)=H0(A), d'où (i). 
Théorème 1.3 (voir [4, Théorème 1.6]). Si A est un opérateur fermé, alors les 
conditions suivantes sont équivalentes: 
(i) A€<T(A) est isolé dans o(A) (spectre de A ) 
(ii) H=K(A-XI)@H0(A-H) et H0(A-U)<=>{0}. 
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2. Quelques propriétés des opérateurs pseudo-Fredholm 
Lemme 2.1. Soient A£p<£> et (M, N) une D.K.G. associée à A. Soient PM 
et PN respectivement les projections sur M et N suivant la décomposition H=M@N. 
Alors on a: 
(a) APM£q*( 1) (si N*{0} et 0}), 
(b ) K(A)=K(APM) est fermé, 
(c) H0(A)=H0(APM). 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . 
(a) NQN(APM) implique que la restriction de APM à N est nilpotente de degré 1. 
d'autre part la restriction de APM à M est égale à A\M et donc régulière. 
(b) Il suffit de démontrer que K(A)QK(APM). Soient u£K(A) et a>0 , {u„}n>0 
de la définition de K(A), alors u=PMu+PNu=Anvn=(APM)nvn+(APN)nvn V«>0. 
Donc V«>0 PMu=(APM)"v„ et PNu=(APN)nv„. Montrons que PNu est nul. On a 
[|PNw|| ^ IK^Pjy)"! Iln.ll ̂ £nan |H| dès que n est assez grand car APN est quasi-nilpotent 
et par conséquent 11/^11=0 ou encore PNu=0. D'où V«>0 u=PMu=(APM)nv„ 
ce qui implique que «6 H R[{APM)n]. D'après (a) et en utilisant [3, Théorème 1.5.4; nSO 
Corollaire 2.1.6] on en déduit que u£K(APM); par conséquent K(A)=K(APM) 
est fermé. 
(c) N^H0(A)=>H0(A)=H0(À)(~)M+N=H0(A\M)+N. De même, 
N g N(APM) g H0(APM) => H0(APM) = H0(APM)C\M+N = 
= H0(A\M)+N = H0(A). 
R e m a r q u e 2.2. Le Lemme 2.1 implique que V(M, N) D.K.G. associée à A, 
K(A)QM et NQH0(A). 
Lemme 2.3. Soient Adp4> et (M, N) une D.K.G. associée à A. Alors R(A) + 
+N=A(Mf]D(A))+N est fermé dans H. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . NQD(A)^D(A)=Mr\D(A)+N=>R(A)QA(Mf)D(A))+ 
+A(N)^A(MC\D(A))+N donc R(A)+NQA(MC]D(Aj}+N. L'autre inclusion 
étant évidente, on a l'égalité. 
Montrons que A(MC\D(A))+N est fermé. H=M®N=>H est isomorphe à 
MxN et par conséquent A(MC\D(A))+N est isomorphe à A(MC\D(A))xN. Or 
A(MC\D(A)) est fermé, d'où on déduit que A(MC\D(A))xN est fermé et donc 
A(MC\D(A))+N est fermé. 
Théorème 2.4. Soit A un opérateur fermé de domaine dense dans H. Alors on a 
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D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Soient AÇ.p$ et (M, N) une D.K.G. associée à A; on va 
montrer que (N1, Mx) est une D.K.G. associée à A*. Remarquons d'abord que 
H=M®N=>H=NX ®M±. 
(1) Montrons que M±QD(A*). Soient et vÇ_D(A). On a v=PMv+PNv, 
vÇD(A) et PnV£D(A) impliquent que PMv£D(A). Donc (Av, U)=(APMv, w)+ 
+(APnV, U) 01 A(MC\D(A))<gM^-APhiveM. Et comme on a (APMv, u)=0. 
Donc ( A V , U ) = ( A P n V , U ) . N Q D ( A ) = * A P N est borné, donc \(Av, M ) |SMP w | | ||t>|| ||M|| 
d'où u£D(A*). 
( 2 ) A * ( M ± ) Q M 1 e t A * ( N - L R \ D ( A * ) ) Q N ± c a r A ( N ) Q N e t A ( M C \ D ( A ) ) < ^ M . 
(3) Montrons que A*\MX est quasi-nilpotent. Pour cela, montrons d'abord que 
( P M ± T = PN-
Soient uÇ.H et v£H, 
((PM±T u, v) = (u, PM± v) = (PM u+PN u, PMX v) = 
= (Pm u, PMX v) + (PN U, P M ± v) = (PN U, P M ± V) = 
= (PNU, (I-PN±)v) = (PNU, v)-(PNU, PnXV) = (PNU, V) 
Donc V«€i/, Mv^H ((PM±)*u, v)=(PNu, v), c'est-à-dire 
( P M J * = PN e t P M ± = (PN)*. 
D'autre part, (APN)*=(PNAPN)*=PM±A*PMx=A*PM±. Or APN quasi-nil-
potent entraîne que (APN)* est quasi-nilpotent, donc A*PMx est quasi-nilpotent d'où 
A*\MX est quasi-nilpotent. 
(4) Reste à montrer que A*\NX est régulier. Le même raisonnement utilisé 
dans (3) montre que (PnX)*=PM- Par le Lemme 2.1 (a) on a APMÇ.q<P( 1) et d'après 
[2, Proposition 3.3.4] on a (APM)*Ç.q&( 1). Donc A*PNx€q$(l) et comme 
on en déduit que R(A*PN±) est fermé. Donc pour montrer 
(4) il suffit de montrer que 
N ( A * \ N X ) Q R ( A * P N ± ) c a r A*PN±Ç.q$(L). 
ueN(A*\NJ-)=N(A*)CiN-L^u±(R(A)+N). Or d'après le Lemme2.3, R(A)+N= 
=A(MC\D(A))+N est fermé. Donc ui[A(M[\D(Aj)+Ny. Or N{APM)= 
=N(A\M)+NQR(A\M)+N=>[A(MC)D(A))+N]1- QN(APM)X. Donc 
u£N(APM)x = R((APM)*) 
qui est fermé car (APM)*€q<P( 1). Donc uÇR(A*Pilx)=R(A*\N±), d'où finalement 
NiA^N^ÇRÇA^N- 1 ) et donc 
(N-L, Mx) est une D.K.G associée à A*. 
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Propos i t i on 2.5. Soit AÇp$ avec D(A) dense dans H. Alors on a 
H0(Ay = K(A*). 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Elle se déduit du Lemme2.1 et [3, Proposition 2.3.2]. 
3. Sur l'unicité de la décomposition de Kato généralisée 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.1. Soient (M l5 NJ et (M2, deux D.K.G. associées à A, 
alors: \/i—1,2 Vy= 1,2 ( M t , N j ) est une D.K.G. associée à A. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Par hypothèse on a Mt et Nj invariants par A. Notons 
A\Mt et A\Nj respectivement la restriction de A à. Mi et Nj. A\Mt est régulier 
et A\Nj est quasi-nilpotent, donc il reste à montrer que H=Mi@Nj pour / = 1,2 
et 7=1, 2. Si i=j alors le résultat est vrai par hypothèse, si non, d'après la Re-
marque 2.2 on a K(A)QMi et NjQH0(A). Remarquons que V / = l , 2 Mf1 
f l H t i ( A ) = K ( A ) f ] H 0 ( A ) . L'inclusion « 3 » est évidente. Montrons l'autre inclusion: 
Mif}H0(A)^H0(A\Mi)QK(A)=^MinH0(A)QK(A)nH0(A). D'où l'égalité. Mon-
trons maintenant que M ; n ^ = { 0 } . Ona M iC]N jQMir\H0(A)QK(A)QMj. Donc 
Mt fl Nj g Mj H Nj={0} car (MJ ,NJ ) est une D.K.G. 
Il reste à montrer que H^Mi+Nj-, pour cela montrons que V/= 1,2 K(A)+ 
+H0(A)=Nj+K(A). « 2 » est évident car NjQH0(A). Inversement, H0(A)= 
=Mj Ç\H0(A)+Nj g K ( A ) + N j d'où \/j=1,2 H0(A) QK(A)+Nj et finalement 
K(A)+H0(A)QK(A) + Nj. D'où l'égalité cherchée. Donc: 
H = Mi + Ni g Mi+H0(A) = MiJrK(A)-irH0(A) = Mi + K(A) + Nj = Mt + Nj. 
Donc: 
V i = 1, 2 et VJ = 1,2, H = M i ® N J . 
Soit SÇ.B(H). On dira que S commute avec A si S(D(A))=D(A) et Vu£D(A) 
on a ASu—SAu. 
Théorème 3.2. La D.K.G. est unique à un isomorphisme près commutant avec A. 
Démons t r a t i on . 1) Montrons que si (M,N) est une D.K.G. associée à 
A alors VSeB(H) inversible et commutant avec A, (S(M), S(N)) est une D.K.G. 
associée à A. 
En effet, H=S(H)=S(M)+S(N) et d'autre part si u£S(M)r\S(N) alors 
3vÇ,M et 3 w£N tels que u=Sv=Sw. Ce qui implique v—w car S est injectif. 
Donc w=w6MniV={0} d'où «=0. Donc H=S(M)®S(N) et S (M), S(N) 
sont fermés. 
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Pour l'invariance remarquons que 
S ( D ( A ) ) = D ( A ) ^ S ( J V ) Ç J ) ( A ) et S(M)ClJ)(A) = S(MC\D{Aj) 
AS = SA A(S(M)dD(A)) = A(S(MD£>(A))) = S(A(MilD(A))) g S (M) 
et 
A ( S W ) = S ( A ( N ) ) G S ( N ) . 
Montrons que est quasi-nilpotent. Tout d'abord on a NQH0(A) et 
S, borné, commute avec A, impliquent S(N)QH0(A). Comme S(N) est fermé on 
en déduit que est quasi-nilpotent. 
Reste à montrer que A0=A\S{M) est régulier. Pour cela montrons d'abord 
que R(A0)=A(S(M)DD(/4)) est fermé. Soit uneA(S{M)C\D{A)) tel que H„-M 
dans H. 
uneR(A0)=>3vneMC[D(A) tel que u„=ASvn=SAv„. Or S'^BÇH) donc 
5,_1Mn—iS'_1M ce qui implique Av„—S~1u. Et comme A(Mil£>(A)) est fermé on 
en déduit que S~1uÇA(Mri£>(A)). Donc 3v<£MÎÏD(A) tel que S~1u=Av, d'où 
u=SAv=ASvÇR(A0). 
Maintenant montrons que 0 N(An0)QR(A0). Pour u£N(Al) on a u£S(M) 
et Anu—0, donc 3veMf)D(A) tel que u=Sv. Or, AnSv=0=>SA"v=0=>A"v=0donc 
ve N(A") n M = N ( ( A \ M ) n ) QR{A\M) car A\M est régulier. Donc 3wiMC\D(A) 
tel que v=Aw d'où u=Sv=SAw=ASw donc u£R(A0). 
2) Soient (Ml5 NJ) et (M2, N2) deux D.K.G. associées à A, et soient PM , PN{ 
les projections sur Mt, NT (i = 1,2) suivant la décomposition H=M,QNI. 
Posons S=PMiPM +PNtPNi, il est clair que S£B(H). Vérifions que S(D(A))= 
=D(A). Soit u£D(A). On a u=PMu+PNu=>PMueD(A) et de même PMu= 
V+PNPMU et PNiPM1 uÇ_D(A)^PMPMu<iD(A). D'où Su£D(A) et donc 
S(D(A)) g D(A). 
Montrons l'inclusion inverse, On a N2QD(A)=>D(A)=M2C)D(A)+N2. Soit 
u£D(A): alors u—v+w avec v£M2f]D(A) et w£N2. D'après la Proposition 3.1, 
H=M1@N2, donc D(A)=M1f]D(A)+N2 et v=v1+v2 avec v^M^DiA) et 
V2£N2. Donc, V^PM^ et t>ÇM2. D'où v=PMv=PMPM v1+PMtv2. Or, V 2 £ N 2 ^ 
=>P M j V 2 =Q . D o n c : 
(1) v = PM2PMlVj avec v^D(A). 
De même, d'après la Proposition 3.1, H=M2®N1 donc D(A)=M2C\D(A) + 
+N1. Or w^D(A) donc w—w1+w2 avec w^M^D^A) et w2Ç.N1. Donc w= 
=w1+PNivv2. Or, weN2=>w=PNw=PNw1+PN tPNw2=PNPNw2 car wxÇ.M2. Donc 
(2) w = PNîPNlw2 avec w^N^DÇi). 
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Alors (1) et (2) = > M = t ; + v v = P M i v x + P ^ f y w 2 avec P^v^O et PMPMw2=0. 
Donc u=PMtPMi(v1+w2)+PNtPNi(w2+v1)=S(v1+w2) avec t ^ w ^ D ^ ) d'où 
D (A) ^S(D (A)) et par conséquent : 
(3) S(D04)) = Z>04). 
Remarquons que le même raisonnement montre que 'iuÇ.H 3(v1+w2)£H tel 
que u=S(v1+w2) donc S est surjectif. L'invariance de M{ et Ni (pour /=1 ,2 ) , 
et (3) impliquent que S commute avec A. 
Montrons que S est injectif. Soit u£N(S)^>-Su=0=KPM Pm U= —Pn Pn U=> 
P M P M U = 0 et P ^ P N U = 0 . D'où PMU£N2 et PNU£M2. Ce qui entrîane PMUEN2C\M1 
et PNU£M2C\N1. Or d'après la Proposition 3.1 on a N2R\M1=M2Ç\N1={G) d'où 
P M U = 0 et PNu=0 donc u = P M u+PNU=0 ou encore N(S)={0}. 
Finalement montrons que S(M1)=M2 et S(N1)=N2. Par définition de S 
on a S(M1)QM2 et SiNJQ^. Soit maintenant u£M2, p u i s q u e H = M 1 ® N 2 et, 
on a u=v+w avec v£M1 et vv£ N2 donc u-PMu=PMtPMv-\-PMw. Or, w£N2=> 
=>PMw=0; donc u=PM^PMv, et vÇ_Mx=>PNv=0. Par conséquent u=S(v) avec 
v£Mx donc M2<=S(M1). Le même raisonnement montre que N 2 Q S ( N - I ) et donc 
que S(MX)=M2 et S(N1)=N2. Remarquons que les deux dernières égalités im-
pliquent que S est surjectif. En effet S (H) = SÇMJ+S(N1)=M2+N2=H, d'où la 
fin de la démonstration du Théorème. 
Soit (M , N) une D.K.G. associée à A. On dira qu'elle est orthogonale si 
M = N L . 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.3 Si AÇp$, A admet au plus une D.K.G. orthogonale. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . Supposons qu'il existe deux D.K.G. orthogonales (Mx, Nx) 
et (M2, N2); donc MX=N^ et M2=N£. Montrons que Nx—N2. 
Soit U £ N 2 Q H = M 1 ® N 1 , U=UX+U2 avec uX(IMX et u2£NX. Alors u—u2— 
= u X Ç i M 1 C \ H 0 ( A ) Q K { A ) ^ M 2 = N ^ . Donc U2_LUX et u—u2±u (car u£N2). Donc 
ll"ill2=(«i> "i)=(w-"2> "i)=(w> " i ) = 0 d'où u=u2£NX et donc N 2 Q N X . 
Réciproquement, par symétrie des hypothèse on a NXQ N2. Done et NX — N2 et 
NX = N2 et par consèquant MX — M2. 
Soit A un opérateur fermé de domaine dense dans H. On dira que la D.K.G. 
(M, N) associée à A est invariante par A* si N^D(A*), A*(N)QN et 
A*(MCiD(A*))QM. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.4. Si (M, N) est une D.K.G. associée à A, elle est orthogonale 
si et seulement si elle est invariante par A*. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . «Seulement si.» Soit (M, N) une D.K.G. orthogonale as-
sociée à A; d'après la démonstration du Théorème 2.4 on a Mx QD(A*), A*(M±)Q 
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g M1 et A*(N±C\D(A*))£NX. Comme N=M± on déduit que (M, N) est 
invariante par A*. 
«Si.» Soit (M, N) une D.K.G. associée à A et invariante par A*, alors N^D(A*), 
A*(N)QNet A*(Mf)D(A*))QM. D'autre part A\M régulier et A*(MC\D(A*j)QM 
impliquent que A*\M est régulier. De même A\N quasi-nilpotent et y4+(iV)g 
gN=*A*\N est quasi-nilpotent. D'où on déduit que (M, N) est une D.K.G. as-
sociée à A*. Et d'après la démonstration du Théorème 2.4 on conclut que (N-1, Mx) 
est une D.K.G. associée à A**=A (car A est fermé). 
Donc (M, N) et (N1, Mx) sont deux D.K.G. associées à A. Par la Proposi-
tion 3.1, on en déduit que (M, M1) est une D.K.G. associée à A d'où M=NX. 
Déf in i t i on 3.5. Soit ( M , N ) une D.K.G. associée à A. On dit qu'elle est 
non triviale si N¿¿{0}. 
Théorème 3.6. Soit A un opérateur fermé avec D(A) dense dans H. Les con-
ditions suivantes sont équivalentes: 
(i) A admet une D.K.G. non triviale unique, 
(ii) 0€<r(A) est isolé. 
Remarque . Pour démontrer le Théorème 3.6 on a besoin des résultats suivants. 
P ropos i t i on 3.7. Soit A£p$ avec D{A) dense dans H et soit (M, N) une 
D.K.G. non triviale associée à A. Alors les conditions suivantes sont équivalentes: 
(a) N est unique, 
(b) K(A) fl N(A)={0}, 
(c) H0(A)=N, 
(d) H0(A) est fermé. 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n . 
(a)=>(b). Remarquons que 7^?i{0}=»Af-L?i{0}. En effet si Af-L={0} alors 
M=H et donc N={0}. Soient et z^O. Supposons que K(A)f\N(A)^{0} 
et xÇ.K(A)C\N(A) avec x^O. Soient {xn}nS0 et 0 de la définition de x£K(A). 
A€p$=>K(A) est fermé, donc on peut choisir les x„ avec « S i orthogonaux à 
N(A\K(À))=K(A)C\N(A). Les x„ étant ainsi choisis, posons : 
Nz = W = v+ 2 (A"v, z)x„ avec v£N\. v nso ' 
Nz est bien défini. En effet, vÇ.NQHa(A)=>v£D(An) VnëO, d'autre part 
|| 2(Anv, z)xn|| s 2 №"»(1 \\4 IWI — \\4 N 2 a" |\A"v\\ n £ 0 n s 0 BgO 
et la dernière série est convergente car vÇ.N^H0(A). Remarquons aussi que 
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J 
NZQD(A). En effet soit w£Nz alors 3wj=v+ 2 (A"v> z)x„ tel que Wj—W. 
n = 0 
Wj£D(A) car NQD(A) et x„ÇD(A) VnsO. En outre Awj=Av+ 2 z)Axn= 
NSO 
j 
=Av+ 2 (A"v, z)xn-1 car x0=u£N(A) et Ax„=xn-x par définition des xn. Donc 
Awj=Av+ 2 (An+1v, z)x„ et le même raisonnement que plus haut montre que 
n = 0 
la suite {Awj} est convergente et comme A est fermé on en déduit que wÇD(A). 
D'autre part on vient de montrer que si w=v+ 2 (A"v> z)xn alors Aw— 
Av+ 2(4"+1v, z)x„=Av+ 2(^"(^),z)x„. Ceci montre que A(NZ)QNZ. 
n&O nSO 
Montrons maintenant que N2QH0(A). Soit wÇNz on a Akw=Akv+ 
+ 2 (An(Akv), z)x„. Par ailleurs z£MxQH0(A*) (voir la démonstration du Théo-
BSO 
rème2.4), donc Akw=Akv+ 2 (4kv, (A*)"z)x„ ce qui implique 
n s O 
\\Akw\\ s \\Akv\\+2 m'»h iiomu wi ^ m^ii+m^ii h«ii 2^\\{Ayz\\. 
n s o nSO 
z iH Q (A*)^2 c i ' \ \ ( A *y z \ \^ 0 °> d o n c 3 c > 0 tel que \\Akw\\^\\Akv\\(l+c). D'où n s o 
\\Akw\\1lk^\\Akv\\llk(l+c)llk-+0 quand ° car v£NQH0(A). Donc w£H0(A), 
c'est-à-dire NZ^H0(A). 
Montrons que H=M@NZ. Soit uÇ.MC)Nz alors u=v+ 2 (A"v, z)xn avec 
n s o 
v£N ce qui implique que u— 2 (A"v> z)xn=vÇMDN={0} =>v=0 et donc u=0. 
n s o 
D'autre part H=M@N=*VUÇLH, W=M1+W2 avec u^M et u2Ç.N. Donc on 
peut écrire 
u = («!- 2 z)xn)+(uz+ 2 V»2, z)x„) 
n S O n s o 
d'où H=M+NZ et donc H—M@NZ. Par conséquent on a montré que (M, Nz) 
est une D.K.G. associée à A. Comme par hypothèse N est unique on en déduit 
que N—Nz. Donc pour tiÇ.Nz on a u=v+ 2 (A"v, z)x„ ce qui implique u—v= 
NSO 
= 2" (A"v, z)xn£Nf]M= {0}. Alors 2(A"v>z)xn=0 donc ( 2 (A"v, z)xn, x)=-
n s o n s o n s o 
= 0 e t 2 (4" v, z)(xn, x)=0. Puisque les x„ pour n ^ l sont choisis dans 
[J?(ii)n^(i4)]-L et que x£K(A)r)N(A) on en déduit que (t;, z)||x||2=0, ce qui 
implique (v, z )=0 etceci Vv^N donc z£Nx. Or zÇM-1 donc z=0 (car H=M© 
@NX). Mx7ï{0}=>3ZÇ.Ma- avec z^O, donc 3NZ^N tel que 
(M, Nz) soit une D.K.G. associée à A, ce qui contredit l'hypothèse «N est unique». 
Par conséquent x = 0 , d'où /sT(^()niV(^)={0}. 
(b)=>(c). H=M+N=>H0(A)=Mr\H0(A)+N (car N^H0(Aj). Or H0(A)f] 
C\M=H0(A\M) et N(A\M)=N(A)PiM=K(A)fï N(A). Donc l'hypothèse (b)=>-
10» 
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=>N(A\M)=0. D'autre part A\M régulier =>R(A\M) est fermé. En appliquant le 
Théorème 1.2, on en déduit que H0(A\M)={0} et donc que H0(A)=N. 
(c) =>(d) évident car N est fermé. 
(d)=>(a) V (M, N) D.K.G. associée à A, on a H=M®N. Comme plus haut 
H0(A)=M(~)H0(A)+N et H0(A)nM=H0(A\M); H0(A) est fermé par hypothèse 
et comme M est fermé, on en déduit que H0(A\M) est fermé comme intersection 
de deux fermés. D'après le Théorème 1.2 (A\M étant régulier), on en déduit que 
H0(A\M)={0) et donc H0(A)=N. Ceci est vrai V(M, N) D.K.G. associée à A, 
d'où l'unicité de N. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.8. Soit A£p$ avec D(A) dense dans H et soit (M, N) une 
D.K.G. non triviale associée à A. Alors les trois conditions suivantes sont équivalentes: 
(a) M est unique, 
(b) K(A*) D N(A*)={0}, 
(c) H0(A*)=MX, 
(d) H0(A*) est fermé. 
Démons t r a t i on . (M, N) est une D.K.G. associée à A implique que 
(Nx, M1) est une D.K.G. associée à A* (voir Théorème 2.4). D'autre part N^ {0}=> 
0}. Donc (N1-, Mx) est une D.K.G. non triviale associée à A*. Par un 
raisonnement analogue à celui de la Proposition 3.7 on en déduit l'équivalence 
entre (a), (b), (c) et (d). 
D é m o n s t r a t i o n (du Théorème 3.6). 
(i)=*(ii). Soit (M, N) la D.K.G. non triviale associée à A, par hypothèse 
unique. Les Propositions (3.7) et (3.8) impliquent que N=H0(A) et Mx =H0(A*). 
D'après la Proposition 2.5 on a H0(A*)X=K(A) donc M±=K(A)± c'est-à-dire 
M=K(A). D'où finalement H=K(A) ®H0(A) et H0(A)^{0}. En utilisant le 
Théorème 1.3 on en déduit (ii). 
(i'i)=>(i). 0 € O ( A ) est isolé, implique H = K ( A ) ® H 0 ( A ) et que H 0 ( A ) ^ { 0 } 
(voir Théorème 1.3). ( K ( A ) , H 0 ( A ) ) est une D.K.G. non triviale associée à A , 
montrons qu'elle est unique. Supposons qu'il existe une autre D.K.G. associée à A. 
H0(A) fermé =>//0 (A)=N (voir Proposition 3.7). Montrons maintenant que 
M = K ( A ) . L'inclusion « 3 » étant toujours vérifiée, il reste à montrer l'inclusion 
inverse. Soit u£M, alors u—ux+uz avec u^K(A) et u Z £ H 0 ( A ) , d'où u—ux= 
= U 2 £ M C ] H 0 ( A ) = M C ] N = { 0 } donc u—w1=0. Ce qui implique que u = u 1 D K ( A ) 
et que M Q K ( A ) . Donc M = K ( A ) et N = H 0 ( A ) et (i) est démontré. 
Coro l l a i r e 3.9. Soit A un opérateur fermé avec D(A) dense dans H. Les con-
ditions suivantes sont équivalentes: 
(1) A admet une D.K.G. non triviale unique, 
(2) Q£o(A) est isolé, 
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(3) H=K(A)®H0(A) et Ho(A)^{0}, 
(4) A€p4> et et AT04*)nAr(,4*) = {0}, 
(5) et H0(A), H0(A*) sont fermés, 
(6) A* admet une D.K.G. non triviale unique. 
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Some aspects of nonstationarity. I 
T . C O N S T A N T I N E S C U 
I. Introduction 
Recently, several contractive completion problems were considered in papers 
as [5], [6], [10], and in [5] an approach based on a lifting theorem for the representa-
tions of the algebra of upper triangular matrices was proposed. 
The aim of the present paper is to point out another variant — a "nonstation-
ary" one — for the lifting theorem of Sarason—Sz.-Nagy—Foiaj which can be 
also used for the above mentioned completion problems. Parametrizations with 
choice parameters and linear fractional maps are obtained also in this case. 
The content of the paper is the following: in Section 2 we obtain a time-vari-
ant analog for some other basic results in Sz.-Nagy—Foia? theory of contrac-
tions, as model for discrete time, time-variant linear systems. In Section 3 we de-
scribe the nonstationary variant of the lifting theorem and in the last section we 
show how some completion problems fit in our approach. 
In this section we are concerned with time-variant linear systems in the fol-
lowing state-space representation: 
where {jf„}„€Z is a given family of Hilbert spaces, ( J F n + 1 , a r e contrac-
tions, and for a contraction Jii") we use 
the standard notations D T = ( I - T * T ) U 2 and 3 > T = D T J E . Now, we consider the 
positive-definite kernel £f associated by the algorithm in [7], Theorem 2.4, to the 
II. The marking model 
(1.1) 
R e c e i v e d M a y 1 7 , 1 9 8 8 . 
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parameters Giii+1=Tit /£Z, and zero in rest. Using Theorem 3.2 in [7], the Kol-
mogorov decomposition of £f is simply given by the unitary operators 
(1.2) 
where 
JTn+l " " ^n 
hn+l > 4 + li dn + 2 , •••) = 
= (•••d+.n-a. ii*.n-i. ^T*d*.n+Tnhn+i > ~Tn d^„+DTfihn+1,dn+1,dn+2,...) 
Let us pursue by introducing the main elements of the geometrical model of 
(1.1). Define the spaces 
and the isometries 
(1.3) W+: Jf„++1 - JT.+, (V+ = fVJXXi 
and use the Wold decomposition for the family {Wk+}kSn. We denote = Jfn + © 
and according to the form (1.2) of the Kolmogorov decomposition, 
we identify Se+=Wn(... © 0 © ^ © ©OS- . ) . 
Moreover, define f ) Wn...Wn+p-Xn++p+2 and then 
p = 0 
(1.4) ¿T.+ = (^„+© © 
p=i 
Similar considerations take place for the spaces 
and the isometries 
(1.5) W-: - W;- = W*\X-. 
We use the notation £C~ — QWn a n d taking (1.2) into account, 
we identify =W*(...0®O jFn®\&Tn\®0©...). It is also useful to denote the 
space . . .®0f f i^ r*©|0 | f f i0©. . . c J f n + 1 by ^ ^ and . . .Off i l ) ]©0 r n ©O®.. .c jT n 
by . Another application of the Wold decomposition for the family{f^~} t an_1 
will produce a decomposition 
CO 
P = 1 
Now define the spaces 
XT = © Wn*_!... fV„% © © © ... 
( - 1 ) 
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and 
= © W„*_x... W * _ © W„... fVK+9@% 
p=l " 4=0 
A usual condition in Sz.-Nagy—Foia§ theory (and also in system theory) is 
to ask JTn=J^ inpV.?f°ut for every Z. We have by direct computation using 
(1.2) that 
/ „ e № i i P V J „ o u l ) = 
= {h^„\... IIT^r,,^! = WT^hW = ||A|| = IK*A|| = \\Tn*+1T*h\\ =...} 
which corresponds to Theorem I. 3.2 in [16]. 
Finally, we define the family of characteristic operators of the system (1.1) by 
the formula 
(1.6) Qn: Jf„inp - Qn = 
We obtain a first result concerning the geometry of the spaces . 
2.1. Theorem. For a system (1.1) satisfying the condition Jifn= 
for every n£Z, the following relations hold: 
= ^Q{Qnu®(I-Qn)u\ue® Wn... }. P=I 
Proof . The first relation is obvious. For the second one, we remark that 




The converse inclusion is clear, consequently 
= e i ^ r l e wH ©...), 
which completes the proof. 
Then we introduce the marking model. The marking operators appear as the 
main elements involved by the Kolmogorov decomposition of an arbitrary posi-
tive-definite kernel. In our case, define the spaces: 
M+ — © 9 j * and J ( - = © 2>T 
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and the operators 
(1.7) 
•M:-. © £>T* - © @T*, 
FTSN + 1 " * £ N " 
) = (0, + ¿*.n + 2, •••) 
M': © 
{ 
,mn ® ^Tfc -*" tf ^Tfc» (1.8) | kSn+1 kmn 
\ . M - ( d n + 1 , d n + 2 , . . . ) = ( 0 , d n + 1 , d n + 2 , ...). 
Our goal is to obtain identifications for Jf„inp, Jfnout, and the characteristic 
operators in terms of the marking operators (1.7) and (1.8) and the marking spaces 
J/+ and Jt_. For this aim, we introduce the following unitary operators 
{(p-r 
<5-: X„inp - M. : r p- , 
( L 1 0 ) W C - - © ^ - ^ © ^ © « 
where 
arid 
d i ; « = (..., 0, [0], 0, ...)€ JT.+i, 
dW = (..., 0 , 0 , ^ , 0 , d n €0 r „-
The first remark is that for every Z we get 
WQni?;)-1 = 0 
where 0 is the transfer operator of the system (1.1) — see [11] for defini-
tion. 0 is a lower triangular operator such that its matricial elements are 
0ij—DT for /eZ, ; < i and 0 U = - T * , Z. 0 is a contraction 
and we obtain the following identification of ^ in the model given by the marking 
operators: first we define the unitary operator 
(1.11) <PK: St* ~ D e J t _ , (I — Q„) k = £>0 <P~ k , k ^ " " 
then 
(1.12) V n : J f B - J / + ® D e M _ , Wn = <P+®$ai 
and f n is a unitary operator yielding a natural identification of in the marking 
model. Moreover, we have the following result which constitutes the time-variant 
analogue of the Sz.-Nagy—Foia§ functional model of a contraction. 
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Theorem 2.2. For a system (IA) satisfying the condition JiTn=Jf„inpV Jfnont 
for every n£ Z, the following relations hold through the identifications 
#en = (© ®T* ®D0J(-)Q{Qv®De v\v£ © 0rk}, 
kmn kmn 
Tn(u+®vJ) = PjPn(M + u+®M-vJ), 
Proof . From (1.4), (1.12) and (1.11) it follows that 
P=i 
and by (1.9) we have 
®®W+... Wn%p_^n\p) = © . 
p=l kmn 
In a similar way, 
kmn 
and the first relation follows from Theorem 2.1. For the second relation we have 
to use the more remark that 
<t>:K(4>:+iT i © ®t* = M+ 
kmn + 1 
f n I © ®Tk = M ; . fcSn + 1 
R e m a r k 2.3. The inverse problem of realization a given lower triangular con-
traction as a transfer operator of a certain system is treated for instance in [11] 
and [2]. 
III. Nonstationary lifting 
In this section we describe a nonstationary variant for the lifting theorem of 
Sarason—Sz.-Nagy—Foia§. 
This variant is inspired by similar phenomena in the study of nonstationary 
processes (see [12], [13], [7]) and the difference from the "stationary" variant of 
Sarason—Sz.-Nagy—Foia§ is not structural, but only one of complexity. Con-
sequently, we will have only to indicate the necessary changes, the proofs following 
the known ones. Fix two integers — — M ^ N and two 
families {Tn}MSnSN, of contractions (the extremal indices are attained 
only for finite M and N), Tn£&(jrn+1, < ) . Let {An}MSnSN+1 
be a family of contractions, A„£&(Ji?n, and suppose that it intertwines {7 }̂ 
and {T;i i.e. 
TnAn+1 — A„Tn 
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for MSn^N. For {Tn}MSnSN consider its associated kernel by the rule mentioned 
at the beginning of Section 2 and let {Wn}MS„^N, Wn£SC(Xa+1, J Q be its Kol-
mogorov decomposition, always written in the form (1.2). We have similar objects 
associated to t O n snsN • Now, the following result extends the lifting theorem of 
Sarason—Sz.-Nagy—Foiaç. Denote by P„ the orthogonal projection of Jfn+ onto 
and similarly, pt . 
T h e o r e m 3.1. The set 
CID({4,}M S n s N + 1) = 
= {{BnU^nsN+i I Bn are contractions in Jf„'+), ^ + Bn+1 = BnWn+, 
P;Bn = AnPn) 
is nonvoid. 
Proof . Let X\f be the matrix of B„, then writing the intertwining conditions, 
one gets : 
X®=An, X<f = 0, 1 
X\f = o, j > i 
X®Ttt+X&>DTn = DKA„+1 
X i f T n + X i f D T n = Xi".\% fc53 
and 
Define the operators 
(3.1) Sk_Un. ®T* - S>K Sk_Un = Xl?DT*-Xin: 
such that the finite sections of B„ are contractions if and only if the operators 
(3.2) Ckn = 
AnTn...Tm+k.lt AnTnDT*^, AnDT* 
Sin 
•••> Â—1.M+Ä—1 
are also contractions for fcsl. 
If we define C0n=AnT„—T^An+1, then there exist contractions Yn : 3ic 
and Yn: such that AnD^£>c*0X and DrnAn+i=Y„DCon and using 
[4], [9] there exists an operator Sln such that Cln is a contraction. Now, the same 
approximation procedure as in [3] finishes the proof. 
We can continue the analysis of the set CID ({An}M^n^N+1) in order to derive 
results similar to those in [1], [3]. That is, a parametrization with a family of free 
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parameters (generalizing the choice sequences in [3]) and a parametrization with 
lower triangular contractions — a Schur type Formula — are obtained. 
For a sequence of contractions {Gl5 Ga, ...}, G ^ g ^ f , J f ' ) , t , 
L(G1} G2,...) is the row contraction determined by these parameters, 
L(Gi, G2, ...) = (G1, Dc* G 2 , . . . , Dg* ... Dc*_tGk, ...) 
and similar considerations hold for column contractions, denoted by C((?i, G2, ...). 
Theorem 3.2. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between 
CID ( K } M S „ Siv + l) 
and the families of contractions {Gi}} such that Gln££?(@G , 3>G* ), MSn^N 
n n 
and G i j Ç i for i=2, M^j^N. The correspondence is ex-
plicitly taken by the formula: 
Skn = L(Yn, Gln, G2n, •••, Gk_lt„)Qk-lin C(Yn_k+1, Glin_t+15 G2:„_k+2,..., Gt_1>n_1) + 
+Dv*Dr* ...Dr* Gt„Dr ...Dr Dv 
where the operators Qkn can be also described in terms of the parameters . 
Proof . We only skech the beginning, the rest paralleling the proof in [8] of a 
slight modified variant of the main algorithm in [3]. 
First of all, Q0n= for M^n^N. Denote by Fkn the kxk principal 




where Qln and Qln are obvious identifications of the defects of Fln. Using once again 
[4], [9] we get the desired formula for S^ with 
Qln^-QlnF*Q*ln. 
Then we compute 
r Dr* -Cn„f* 1 [Dr* — Cn„ Y* 1 n \ c I — o F* o* c°" — 
0 D?* J [ 0 DT* ¡~ 
- O F * / ) . - O N F * - P0^."*1 _ C o*B + l I"+ 1l F* - - "ln fm Dp*n - - Uln DFln t j j , - I 0 D I t l n . Yn +1 
As in [8] we find 
l o /J l rn*+1a„ yn*+1z>J 
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with a„a*+bnb*=I and we define the operator 
rDv* a„ Dv* bn V = \ y^a- Drs.M 
0n 1 -Yn*+1an -Y*+1bJ-
From now on we can continue as in [8]. 
Remark 3.3. Using Theorem 5.2 in [2] and Theorem 3.2 above, a parametriza-
tion of CID ({^i„}MSnSiV+1) with lower triangular contractions can be derived, 
together with corresponding Schur type formulae as in Corollary 6.1 in [3]. 
IV. Applications 
In this section we show the way some completion problems can be solved using 
Theorem 3.1. 
(A) For fixed operators I y'sO, O ^ r ^ N ) we find con-
ditions for the existence of lower triangular contractive extensions. This problem 
can be viewed as a "nonstationary" Carathéodory—Fejér problem and can be 
solved as in [15]. 
We define for nëO 
N N-L 
T„: © •^n + k-*" © ^n + k 
*=1 k=0 
T = •*• #1 
and 
0 0 . . . 0 
10... 0 
0 0 1 0 
N-1 N-L 




Cn + l,n 
""N + JV-L.N 
'n+l,n+l 
0 . . . 
0 . . . 
0 
0 
^n + JV-l,n+JV-l. 
We have that TnAn+1—AnT„ and if we suppose that A„ are contractions, we 
can use Theorem 3.1 in order to show that there exists à family of contractions 
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{•B„}nS0 such that 
MNBN+1 = BnM„, PNBN = A„PN 
where M„ are marking operators as those given by (1.7) or (1.8). 
Using an adaptation of Lemma V. 3.2 in [16], {i?n}„so gives rise to a contrac-
tive lower triangular extension of the given family of operators. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.1. In order that the family (CJ+rJ \ j^O, O^r^N) has a con-
tractive lower triangular extension it is necessary and sufficient that An are contrac-
tions for nsO. 
Moreover, Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.3 give parametrizations for all the 
solutions. 
(B) Theorem 3.1 can be used to solve completion problems with a finite num-
ber of data, those named as Nehari completions in [5]. We indicate here (for sim-
plicity) only the very particular case of completing 
[Goo Q i l C10 J 
to a contraction. Take 
A0 = (C00;C01), A = T0' = (I, o), T0 = [Q7] 
then TqA^AqTq. Moreover, 
and if A0 and Ay are supposed to be contractions, then Theorem 3.1 asserts the 
existence of a contraction [ 00 011 such that 
LC21 G22J 
r / 01 rc 0 0 l _ rc0„ Co i l r / l 
lo /J LcioJ ~ lc 2 1 C 2 2 J Lo J • 
Consequently, C2 1=C1 0 and a contractive completion of the given 
(Coo » C01, C j o ) is 
This shows that Theorem 3.1 (together with the parametrization in Theorem 3.2) 
for M=N=0 is equivalent with [4] and [9]. 
(C) Another application here is an extension of Theorem 5 in [5] and of a 
similar result in [14]. 
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Propos i t i on 4.2. Let A and B be two lower triangular operators, 
Ae^f((B -K, © 5£JS?( © © Then a necessary and sufficient con-
nG Z N€Z "6Z 1£Z 
dition for the existence of a lower triangular contraction C£.S?(© © J f ^ ) 
N£Z NIZ 
such that A=CB is that A*A^B*B. 
Proof . Take An=A | © 3Vk, B„=B | © ^ and M„, M'n and Ml be marking 
ksn ksn 
operators as (1.7) and (1.8) such that 
M'nAn+1 = AnMn, M:Bn+1 = B„M„. 
Since A and B are lower triangular, then A*An^B*Bn for n£Z and there 
exist uniquely determined contractions Xn: Ran Ran An such that A„=X„Bn. 
From now on we can follow [14]. 
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Uniform boundedness theorems for ^-triangular set functions 
E M M A G U A R I G L I A * ) 
In a recent paper, we have obtained a generalization of the classical bounded-
ness Dieudonné theorem ([9], Prop. 9), in the setting of finitely additive group 
valued-functions ([14], (3.2)). 
The purpose of this paper is to obtain an analogous result ((3.3)), in the setting 
of semigroup valued ¿-triangular functions. For this, firstly we establish that Niko-
dym's boundedness theorem holds for ¿-triangular exhaustive functions on a ring 
with the Subsequential Interpolation Property ((1.6)). This proposition yields some 
recent results of E. Pap as special cases (see [21], [23], [24]). We apply (3.3) to obtain 
again a Dieudonné type theorem for finitely additive group-valued functions (Co-
rollary (3.8), see also [14], (4.2)). 
1. Let X be a commutative semigroup with neutral element 0; let p be a semi-
invariant pseudometric on X, namely a pseudometric satisfying the inequality 
p(x+z,y+z) sp(x, y) Mx, y,z£X, 
or, equivalenty, the inequality 
p(x+x', y+y') p(x, y)+p(x', / ) Vx, x', y,y'dX. 
Let R + =[0 , K+=[0, +00]. To p there corresponds the function 
I |: x£X-+ p(x, 0)£R+ 
for which 
|0| = 0 
([22], [23]). 
* ) T h i s r e s e a r c h w a s p a r t i a l l y s u p p o r t e d b y M i n i s t e r o P u b l i c a I s t r u z i o n e (Italy). 
R e c e i v e d N o v e m b e r 1 3 , 1 9 8 7 . 
11* 
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We will denote by (X , \ |) the uniform semigroup (X, <%fp), where °llp is the 
uniformity of X generated by the pseudometric p ([11], [27]). We say that a subset 
Y of X is bounded if sup | y \ < + <». 
ytr 
Let 01 be a ring of subsets of a set S and <p a function from St to (X , \ |). We 
say that cp is bounded if the set <p{0i) is a bounded subset of X. 
Let k£ R + . We say that cp is k-triangular if <p(0)=O and for any disjoint sets 
A and B from 01, 
\(p(A)\-k\<p(B)\ ^ \<p(A\JB)\ ^ \(p(A)\+k\q>(B)\. 
It is easy to see that cp is /c-triangular if and only if 
<p(0) = 0 
and, for any sets C, D from 0t, we have 
\\<p(C)\-\(p(D)\\ ^ k\<p(C\D)\ + k\(p(D\C)\ 
([16])-
Moreover, a function <p A:'-triangular is A:-triangular for each k^k' and cp /c-tri-
angular for kQO, 1[ implies |<p(X)|=0 for each X£Sl. Hence below we will 
consider fc-triangular functions with k ^ l . 
Let ^ be a lattice contained in 01; we say that a function cp from 01 to (X, | |) 
is H-exhaustive if, for every disjoint sequence (G„)niN in H, we have 
lim <p(Gn) — 0; 
n 
an ^-exhaustive function is called exhaustive. 
We say that a function <p from 0t to (X, \ |) is order continuous if for every 
decreasing sequence (A„)aiN in Si such that Pi A = 0 
n€ JV 
lim <p(A„) = 0. 
n 
We write, for every and At01, 
= H<gA) 
JVC) A {HC\A, 
Let <p be a function from to {X, | |); its semivariation (supremitation or 
supremacy in [15], [16]) is the function 
([11], [12], [19]). 
cp: A£0l - sup |<pCB)|eR+ 
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We have 
0(0) = 0 if k>(0)|=O, 
n 
\<p(A)\ ¿p(A) 1AZ01, 
A Q B => <p(A) S cp(B). 
Moreover q> is ¿-subadditive if the function 
AZS& -*• |<pG4)|eR+ 
is ¿-subadditive <p is exhaustive iff <p is exhaustive ([12], Lemma (2.2)). 
Now, we give the proof of: 
(1.1). Let 0t be a ring of subsets of S and cp a k-triangular and exhaustive func-
tion from &L to (X, | |). Then <p (and therefore cp) is bounded2). 
Suppose the contrary. Then by Lemma (2.1) of [19] we can find such 
that for every AC3? 
\cp(A\A0)\ s i . 
Therefore the set <p(3$AJ is not bounded3) and we can find B^dkAa such that 
|<pCBi)l > k + \<p(A0)\. 
Hence we have also 
|<K^oV?i)l ^j \W(Bd\-\<p(A0) \ \ > 1 
and or (p(3tB^) or <p(@Aa\B) is not bounded. 
Then we write A^—Bx and =A0\B1 if q>((%B) is not bounded; on the 
contrary, we write A1=A0\B1 and C1—B1. 
It is'clear now that we can obtain, as in [19], Theorem (2.2), a sequence (Cn)niN 
of mutually disjoint sets of 0t such that 
|<KC„)|>1 Vn€N, 
a contradiction with the assumption that (p is exhaustive. 
(1.2). Let be a ring of subsets of S and let <p an order continuous function 
from ffl to (X, | |). If the function 
A£M - |<p(A)\ 
is k-subadditive, this function and the semivariation of <p, (p, are also countably k-sub-
additive4). 
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Let (An)n(N be a disjoint sequence of elements of M such that (J A„(-Ж. Then, 
N€N 
for every n£N (лё2) and for every A£dl, 
|q>( U АЯПА)| ^ |<p(U А,ПА)\ == ni N isn , i>-n 
^ср(А1ПА)+к 2 WiA^A^+k^^ A^A)\. 
1 <iSn is-n 
Taking limits in the above inequality, we obtain, for each 
|cp( U АпПА)\ S ЫА^А^+к 2 ШППА)\, 
N€N 1 ВЁ2 
and also 
ф(и An) ^ фШ + к 2 Ф(А„У, л€N nS2 
this completes the proof. 
C o r o l l a r y (1.2). If cp is an order continuous k-subadditive function defined 
on the ring 0t with values in R + , then q> and its semivariation ф are also countably 
k-subadditive. 
(1.3). Let be a quasi a-ring of subsets of S and let (<?>„)„eN be a sequence of 
exhaustive functions from Ш to (X, \ |). Then, for each disjoint sequence 04„)„eN in 
3&, there exist a subsequence (An ),€N of (A„)n€N and a quasi a-ring У contained in 01 
such that АпеУ for each r£ N, such that for every N£N the restriction of cpn to SP 
is order continuous5). 
Let, for each H£N, фп be the semivariation of q>„ and let 
t,: А(Ц% - 2 4 r M ^nU)}€R + ; 
N€N ^ 
it is easy to see that tj is an exhaustive function such that 
tj(A)^t](B) if АЯВ, A,B£&6). 
Let (An)n € N be a disjoint sequence of sets of 0t\ then we can find a subsequence 
(A„)re N (AJN E N and a quasi o-ring У contained in 01 such that A„ ^ S f , for 
each /-£N, and the restriction of r\ to i f is order continuous7). 
Hence, if (Bp) £N is a decreasing sequence of sets of У such that П В =0, 
p€N 
we have, for each n£N, 
lim <pn(Bpf\B) = 0, p 
uniformly with respect to В€Уш, namely, For each «€N, the restriction of (p„ to 
is order continuous. 
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( 1 . 4 ) . Let be a ring of subsets of S and let $ be a set of k-triangular func-
tions from 0t to (X, | I), such that 
a) <P(A) is bounded for every AÇ.01, 
b) for every sequence (<p„)a€N of elements of $ and for every disjoint sequence 
(A„)neN of sets of 3% there exists an infinite subset M of N such that (J {<p„(A„)} 
is bounded. 
Then $(&) is bounded.8) 
Suppose the contrary. Then there are two possibilities. 
Case I: There exists AÇ.3% such that &(&A) is not bounded. 
In this case, firstly we prove : 
c) for every AÇ.01 such that $(&A) is not bounded and for every «ÇN, there 
exists (q>, B)£$X!%a such that 
\q>(B)\ > n and <P(âêB) is not bounded. 
In fact, suppose that there exist n0ÇN and A0£ffl such that @(&Ao) is not 
bounded such that for every (<p, B)Ç$X&Ao, \<p(B)\>n0 implies that <P(&B) is 
bounded. Let (q>, B)€$X!%Ao such that \(p(B)\>2kn0] therefore 
\<p(B)\ > «o and \cp(A0\B)\ > n0. 
Hence, <P(£%B) and $(&Aii\B) being bounded, is bounded, a con-
tradiction. 
Let now such that is not bounded and /-(1) such that 
l i p^ ) ! S r ( l ) 
by c) there exists (<px, Az)Ç<PXâ?Ai such that 
\<Pi(A2)\ > k+r( 1) and is not bounded. 
Continuing by induction, we can find a decreasing sequence (A„)nÇN of sets of 
, a sequence (ç>„)„ ÇN of functions of $ and a sequence (r (n))„ e N of natural numbers 
such that for every «ÇN, 
. \<p„(A„)\ ^ r(n), \q>n{An+1)\ > kn+r(n), $(3tAr) are not bounded. 
Finally, if we write C„=A„\An+1 for each nÇN, (Cn)e^ is a disjoint se-
quence of sets of âë such that 
l<P„(C„)|>« V«€ N, 
a contradiction with b). 
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Case II: For every A^ât the set 4>(3iA) is bounded. 
In this case, if we denote by 0l'A the ring of sets of 0t disjoint from A, we have 
that $(&A) is not bounded, for each AÇâê. Then, we put Ao=0 and we choose 
<p2£<P and AtÇâê such that ^ ( / i ^ l s l . Continuing by induction, we find for 
every nÇN, çn£<P and AnÇâë' a A such that \<pn(A„)\ >«, a contradiction 
with b). This completes the proof. 
(1.5). Let Si be a quasi a-ring of subsets of S and let $ be a set of k-triangular 
and exhaustive functions from 8% to (X,\ |). If for every AÇ.& the set $ (A) is bounded, 
then $((%) is bounded. 
Suppose that 4>(â$) is not bounded. Then, by (1.4), there exist a sequence 
(<p„)„€N of functions of 0 and a disjoint sequence (A„)„eN of sets of M such that 
for every infinite subset M of N the set (J {<pn(An)} is not bounded. 
Let now, by (1.3), (^.Xçn be a subsequence of 04n)„eN and Sf a quasi <7-ring 
contained in á? such that (V*'€N) and the restriction of <pn to is order 
continuous, for each «ÇN. 
Let/?! be a positive real number and let /X€N such that 
1 ^ ( ^ ) 1 > 2px\ 
<pn. being exhaustive, we can find /ii^i'i such that 
l^i/^nm)! < Pll2k* V m > /ij . 
We write, V'€N, a¡=k2 sup \cp(An)\< + and we put />2=max {2/>l5 a.}. 
ç>€4> ' 1 
Then there exist i2>fi1 and h2>i2 such that 
\<Pn¡z(¿n¡)\ > 3^2 
and 
\<paii(AmJ\ * pJPV, №n¡i(A„J\ \fm^h2. 
Similarly, if we write /?s=max { s p ^ , } for each (J>1) we can 
find such that 
I<pn. (A„. )| ^ (s+l)p5 
and, for each rÇ(1, ..., 
I ^ K J h ^ f e 3 Vm ^ hs. 
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Let now (An. ) 6 N be a subsequence of (An ) s 6 N such that A0= (J An 
% 4 6 N 's , 
we obtain (V<?>1) from (1.2) 
|cpn. (A0)\ S |cp„. (A„. ) | - / c 2 2 \<P., U„. )\-k* 2 19„t Um )| S 
' ^ (Sq+l)PsQ- 2 2 Pll^1'1 ^ («,+ 1 )Psg~ 2PSl + l~Pl = 
a contradiction with the boundedness of <P(A0). 
(1.6). Let Si be a ring of subsets of S with the Subsequential Interpolation 
Property9) and let 0 be a set of k-triangular and exhaustive functions from !% to 
(X, | |). If for every A^.91 the set 0(A) is bounded, then $({%) is bounded. 
We have to prove that b) of (1.4) is verified. Let ((p„)„eN be a sequence of func-
tions of 0 and (A„)n€N a disjoint sequence of sets of <P. 
It is easy to prove that Jf = {A$.0t\ cp„(A)=0 V«€N} is an ideal of 
and ^/.TF satisfies the countable chain condition11); therefore by the (7.1.1) 6f [28] 
is a quasi a-ring. 
Now, we denote for each /i£N by (pn the function 
- WM)\ 
and we note that, V"€N, is a ¿-triangular and exhaustive function from M/JV 
to R+ 1 2) . 
Therefore, by (1.5) the set | J {cpn(An)}\= U <pn(®IJf) is bounded. The proof 
is complete. 
R e m a r k 1. We remark that (1.4) contains Theorem 1, p. 30 of [16] and (1.6) 
contains the Nikodym's boundedness Theorem of [20], Theorem N of [18], Corol-
laries 4, 5, 6 p. 29 of [16]. 
We remark also that from (1.6) we obtain Corollary (Nikodym) of [1] and 
Theorem 2 of [21]13). 
2. We shall denote below by si a field of subsets of S and bv and i? two 
lattices contained in si such that for each F^SF. 
Let cp be a function from si to (X, | |); we say that cp is inner regular (with 
respect to 2F) in A, A£si, if for every e > 0 there exists F^^ such that FQA 
and (p(A\F)<e. 
We say that <p is inner regular (with respect to iF) on X^si, if cp is inner 
regular (with respect to !F) in each AdX; cp is said inner regular if it is inner regu-
lar on s i . 
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We note that: 
(2.1). Let q> be a function from si to (X, | |) such that the function 
At® - \cp(A)\ 
is k-subadditive. Then (p is inner regular if and only if it satisfies the condition 
(°) For every Ad si and for every e=>0 there exist FdlF and Gd'S such that 
FQAQG and ¿p(G\F)<eli). 
It follows easily from the properties of (pls). 
R e m a r k 2. This proposition is valid, in particular, for an inner regular ¿-sub-
additive function defined on si with values in R + . 
If S is a Hausdorff locally compact topological space, ¿F and <$ are respectively 
the lattice of the compact sets and the lattice of the open sets of S, si is a field con-
taining a function cp from si to (X, | |), such that the function 
A£j* ~ \<p(A)\ 
is ¿-subadditive, is inner regular (with respect to ¿F) iff the function 
Adsi - \tp(A)\ 
is regular (R), in the sense of [8]. 
(2.2). Let 2F be a semicompact lattice, so a lattice with the property: 
(*) For every sequence (F„)nPN in 3F such that p | Fn=0, there exists n0£N 
NGN 
such that fl F„=0. 
Let (p be an inner regular (with respect to ¿F) function from si to (X, I |); then, 
1) if the function 
A£s/-\<p(A)\ . 
is k-subadditive, <p is order continuous and therefore the function 
Ads/ - \<p(A)\ 
and the semivariation of cp, cp, are also countably k-subadditive; 
2) if (p is a k-triangular function, <p is X-exhaustive, for every lattice XQ.si 
such that for every disjoint sequence (//„)„ 6N in Jf the o-ring generated by {H„, n£ N) 
is contained in si. 
To prove 1), by (1.2), it suffices to prove that <p is order continuous. For this, 
if (A„)n(N is a decreasing sequence of sets of ' such that p) A„=0, for any e > 0 
N6N 
and n£N, let such that 
F„QA„ and cp(An\Fn) < e/2"k. 
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Then by ( * ) there exists m0€N such that 
f | F, = 0 V m ^ m 0 ; i^m 
hence for each m^m 0 9 
\<p(Aj\ S <p(AJ = <p(Am\n fi) = <p(U (A\fi)) ^ i^m î m 
S vCA^FJ + k 2 <P(Ai\Fi) = k 2 = e. 
l < i s m n £ N 
To prove 2), it suffices to remark that, by 1), q> is order continuous and, if 
№)»€N i s a disjoint sequence in J f , for every w£N, 
i s n i a n + 1 
This completes the proof. 
(2.3). Let OF and <3 satisfy the property: 
(* *) For each F^S7 and for each sequence ((?„)„ eN in <& such that FQ |J Gn 
n € N 
there exists «0£N such that F<= | J G„16), and let be closed under the countable ns no 
union of mutually disjoint sets. 
If cp is a function from si to (X, | |) inner regular (with respect to SF) on <8, 
the semivariation of (p, cp, (and therefore <p) is <8-exhaustive. 
Let (G„)„eN be a disjoint sequence in <&. For every £>0, let F£iF such that 
FQ U G„ and <p( U G„\F) < e; 
n € N n £ N 
hence, if n0£N is such that 
U Gn nSlt„ 
for every + 1 
\(p(GJ\ == tp(Gm)^(p( U G\F) < e; 
n € N 
the proof is complete. 
We remark also: 
(2.4). Let q> be a k-triangular function inner regular (with respect to !F) defined 
on si with values in (X, | |). Then (p satisfies the condition 
(°°) For every Adsl and for every e>0, there exist FetF and G^ such 
that FQAQG and for every A'^sl such that FQA'QG we have 
|| (p(A)\-](p(A')\^e. 
Let A^sJ and let e>0. Then, by (2.1), we can find and G^ such that 
F<gA<gG and \(p(B)\ < e/2fc \/B g G\F. 
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If A'dsi and FQA'QG, then obviously 
( A ^ ' ) U ( / i V ) g 6 \ F 
and therefore 
\\cp(A)\-\cp(A')\\ s k\cp(A\A')\ + k\cp(A'\A)\^e. 
In particular, we have: 
C o r o l l a r y (2.4). Let cp be a k-triangular function defined on si with values 
in R + . If <p is inner regular, cp satisfies the condition 
(1°) For every Ad si and for every e>0 , there exist Fd^A and AQG 
such that for every Ad si such that FQA'^G we have 
\(p(A)-<p(A')\^e. 
R e m a r k 3. If S is a Hausdorff locally compact topological space, si is the 
ff-field of the Borel sets of S, $F and ^ are respectively the lattice of the compact 
sets and the lattice of the open sets of S, from (2.4) (resp. from Corollary (2.4)) we 
obtain that, if cp is an inner regular ¿-triangular function from si to (X, | |) (resp. 
to R + ) , the function 
Ads/-»\cp(A)|£R+ 
(resp. cp) is regular on si in the sense of [7], p. 303; see also Remark 2. 
(2.5). Let ( r , | |) be a quasi-normed abelian group and let cp a finitely additive 
function from si to (r, | |). Then cp is inner regular if and only i f , for every Ad si 
and for every e > 0 there exist Fd& and Gd& such that FQAQG and for every 
A'dsi with FQA'QG we have 
\cp(A)-<p(A')\ < £. 
Obviously we can use the same arguments of the proof of Prop. 1, p. 304 of [7]. 
We say that a function cp from si to (X, | |) is regular if 
(a) cp is inner regular, 
(b) for every F d & and for every £>0 there exist E d ^ , H d G d V such 
that FQEQHQG and <KG\F)<e1 7) . 
R e m a r k 4. If we suppose that and have the property: 
(•)for every Fd^ and for every Gd $ such that FQG, there exist Ed^, 
Hd&, such that FQEQH^G, clearly a function cp from si to (X, | |) such 
that the function 
Adsi - \cp(A)\ 
is ¿-subadditive (in particular a ¿-triangular function) is regular iff it is inner regular 
(see (2.1)). 
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In particular, if S is a Hausdorff locally compact (resp. normal) topological 
space, !F is the lattice of the compact (resp. closed) sets of S, & is the lattice of the 
open sets of 5", si is a field containing a fc-triangular function is regular iff it is 
inner regular. 
We remark also that in the case S Hausdorff locally compact topological space, 
si the a--field of the Borel sets of S, 3F the lattice of the compact sets, the lattice 
of the open sets of S, a ^-triangular function <p from si to (X, | |) with regular vari-
ation18) (regular in the sense of [7], p. 303) satisfies the condition ( • ) of the (2.1) 
and therefore it is regular (see also [24], Theorem 1 and Corollary 1). 
3. (3.1) Let 0 be a set of k-triangular inner regular functions from si to (X, | |). 
Then, for every Ad si such that $(sfA) is not bounded and for every there 
exists (cp, such that 
|<p(2?)| > n and ^(sig) is not bounded. 
Assume that there exist A0£si such that $(siA ) is not bounded and K 0 € N 
such that for every (cp, B)e $ X ( ( ^ U 3?) D A0) 
\cp{B)\ > H0 implies that siB) is bounded. 
Let now F g a n d <p£<P such that |<p(F)|>(1 +k)n0; therefore we have 
A0\F£&r)A0, <p(F) > «o, <p(A0\F) > nQ. 
Then, both $(siF) and $(siAo\F) are bounded, a contradiction with the as-
sumption that $ ( s i A J is not bounded. 
Now we can give the proof of: 
(3.2). Let $ be a set of k-triangular and regular functions from si to (X, | |) 
such that 
a) for every <P(G) is bounded, 
¡S) for every sequence (<pn)„eN of functions of $ and for every disjoint sequence 
(G„Ln of sets of (S, there exists an infinite subset M of N such that | J {<?„((?„)} 
B6M 
is bounded. 
Then $(si) is bounded. 
Assume that $(si) is not bounded. 
We will show firstly that <P satisfies the following property: 
y) For every such that $(siA) is not bounded and for every there 
exists (Jp, G, A')£4>X@aX&a such that 
( * * * ) №(G)\ > n, GO A' = 0, <P(siA,) is not bounded. 
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Let A£<& such that 0(siA) is not bounded and let nÇN; let /i€N such that 
\<p(A)\^h, for every q>£0. 
There are two possibilities. 
Case I: There exists (<p+, H)Ç.0X(&C\A) such that 
\(p*(H)\ >2(h+kn) and <P(siH) is not bounded. 
In this case, let G'dlS, F'dP, G"£<& such that 
HQG'r\AQFT)AQG"r\A and <p*(G"C)A\H) < (k+hn)lk, 
so ¡(pJF'HA^^h+kn. Then, if we put 
G = A\F'(1A, A' = G'i)A 
it is easy to see that (tp^, G, A')Ç$X&aX&a verifies ( * * * ) . 
Case II: For every (tp, H)£0X(&rnA), \cp(H)\>2(h+kn) implies that 0(siH) 
is bounded. 
In this case, let and (p.^0 such that \cpJF)\>4(h+kn); let G'e^, 
F'DÊF, G"ÇL<§ such that 
FQG'QF'QG" and <p+(G"\F) < (h + kn)/k, 
so 
\q>^F'r\A)\^2(h+kn) and |ç>*(GTU)| > 2(h+kn). 
Finally, if we put 
G = G'CiA, A' = A\F'C\A, 
obviously (CP^, G, A') verifies the ( * * *). 
It is clear now that, by the same argument as that of (3.2) of [14], we obtain 
a sequence (<pn)„ e N of functions of 0 and a disjoint sequence (G„)n€N in such that 
|ç>n(G„)|>/i, for every «ÇN; a contradiction with /?). 
(3.3) Let IS be a SIP-Iattice1*) and let 0 be a set of k-triangular functions from 
si to (X, | I), &-exhaustive and regular, such that for every 0(G) is bounded; 
then 0(si) is bounded. 
It suffices to prove that 0 satisfies contion /?) of (2.2). 
For this, let (<pn)„eN be a sequence of functions of 0 and let ((?„)„€N be a dis-
joint sequence of sets of eS. We denote respectively by (Gnj) ;6N and by ¡f a sub-
sequence of (G„)n€N and a ring with the Subsequential Interpolation Property con-
tained in 'S, such that G„^ for every z£N. 
Clearly the, restriction of <pn to is exhaustive for each «ÇN, and the set 
U {<¡»„(6)} is bounded for each therefore, by the (1.6) the set U <PN (G„ ) = 
n € N i g N ' ' 
i u <Pn(y) is bounded. 
n € N 
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The proof is complete. 
C o r o l l a r y (3.4). Let <& be a SIP-lattice and suppose that !F and <3 have 
the property: 
(•) for every and every such that FQG, there exist HZ^ 
such that FQEQHQG. 
If $ is a set of k-triangular, '¡S-exhaustive and inner regular functions from si 
to (X, | |) such that for every $(G) is bounded, then ${si) is bounded. 
It follows immediately from (3.3) (see Remark4). In particular we have: 
C o r o l l a r y (3.5). Let S be a normal topological space, <$ the lattice of the 
open sets, 2F the lattice of the closed sets of S, si a field containing If $ is a set 
of k-triangular, exhaustive and inner regular functions from si to (X, \ |) such 
that for every Gd.'S &(G) is bounded, then $(si) is bounded. 
C o r o l l a r y (3.6). Let S be a Hausdoiff locally compact topological space, 3F 
the lattice of the compact sets, 'S the lattice of the open sets, si a field containing <S. 
If $ is a set of k-triangular and inner regular functions from si to (X, | |), such 
that, for every G^tf, 0(G) is bounded, then $(si) is bounded. 
It follows immediately from Corollary (3.4) and (2.2). 
C o r o l l a r y (3.7). Let S be a Hausdoiff topological space, the lattice of the 
open sets, SF the lattice of the compact sets of S, si a field containing If $ is a 
set of k-triangular and regular functions from si to (X, | |) such that for every G^ 
$(G) is bounded, then <P(si) is bounded. 
It follows immediately from (3.3) and (2.2). 
R e m a r k 5. Clearly (see (2.1) and Remark 4), Corollary (3.6) contains Theo-
rem 2 and Theorem 3 of [24] (see also [23], [6] Proposition 9, [2] Remark 2, p. 168). 
We note that, if we put ¡F=<&=si, (3.3) yields a Nikodym's boundedness 
theorem for fc-triangular functions defined in a field which is a SIP-lattice. More-
over, from (3.3) we can obtain a Dieudonne boundedness type theorem for finitely 
additive functions from si with values in a topological commutative group T (see 
[14]). In fact, if r is a topological commutative group with neutral element 0, a 
finitely additive function <p from si to f is ^-exhaustive (resp. inner regular, regu-
lar (in the sense of [14])) iff, for every continuous real-valued quasi-norm Q on 
r , the R+-valued 1-triangular function goq> is ^-exhaustive (resp. inner regular, 
regular)20). 
Therefore: 
C o r o l l a r y (3.8). Let r be a topological commutative group and let ^S be a 
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SIP-lattice. If $ is a set of finitely additive and exhaustive regular functions 
from si to r, such that for every Ge<&, 0(G) is fy-bounded, then <P(sl) is 
^¿-bounded21). 




') A f u n c t i o n y/ f r o m ¡22 t o R + is s a i d k-subadditive ( r e s p . countably k-subadditive) if, f o r a n y 
d i s j o i n t sets A, B f r o m 3%, <f/(AUB)^v/(A)+kii/(B) ( r e s p . f o r a n y d i s j o i n t s e q u e n c e (/(„)„ i n 
9t s u c h t h a t | J An£®, v ( U An)^V(A,)+k £ y{Anj) ( s e e [15], [16]). 
n<EN n£N ">1 
2
) S e e [15], C o r o l l a r y 1 f o r t h e c a s e <p ¿ - t r i a n g u l a r w i t h v a l u e s i n a n a b e l i a n q u a s i - n o r m e d 
g r o u p a n d [19], C o r o l l a r y ( 2 . 3 ) f o r ' t h e c a s e <p finitely a d d i t i v e . 
3
) I n f a c t , f o r e a c h A i S H , 
\q>(A)\^\q>{A^Aa)\ + k\q>{A\Aa)\-, 
t h e r e f o r e b o u n d e d i m p l i e s < p ( M ) b o u n d e d . 
4
) S e e [15], L e m m a 2 , f o r t h e c a s e <p ¿ - t r i a n g u l a r f u n c t i o n w i t h v a l u e s i n a n a b e l i a n q u a s i -
n o r m e d g r o u p . 
6
) F o r t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f q u a s i <x-ring s e e [3], [9], [ 1 3 ] , [ 2 8 ] ; s e e a l s o [ 2 5 ] , L e m m a 1 . 
6





N o f s e t o f f 
limq>(A„r\A) = 0, 
N 
u n i f o r m l y w i t h r e s p e c t t o A ^ S f t ( s e e t h e p r o o f o f ( 1 . 1 ) , C h . I I o f [4]) s e e a l s o n o t e
1 0
) , p . 1 3 4 o f [4]. 
') It f o l l o w s f r o m ( 1 . 1 ) o f [ 1 3 ] ; i n f a c t , it is e a s y t o s e e t h a t it is t r u e a l s o f o r a n e x h a u s t i v e 
f u n c t i o n T) f r o m t o R + s u c h t h a t 
i / g ) S ) / ( y ) if X,Yi9t\ X §j Y. 
*) W e r e f e r t o [16], r e m a r k p . 2 9 , f o r a n e x a m p l e o f a s e t 0 o f ( r e a l ) 1 - t r i a n g u l a r e x h a u s t i v e 
f u n c t i o n s v e r i f y i n g a ) , f o r w h i c h t h e set < P ( 5 2 ) is n o t b o u n d e d . W e w r i t e <P(A)= ( J <p(A) 
V A < i ® a n d <2>0?f)= U V ^ f S ^ . 
Jf 
•) S e e [10], [5] f o r t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f rings w i t h t h e S u b s e q u e n t i a l I n t e r s o l a t i o n P r o p e r t y 
( r i n g s w i t h t h e ( P 2 ) p r o p e r t y i n [ 2 8 ] , s a t i s f y i n g c o n d i t i o n ( £
s
) i n [9]). 
1 0
) W e n o t e t h a t , f o r e a c h « € N , {AiSl : p„(A)=0} is a n i d e a l o f s e e a l s o [ 1 7 ] , [ 2 7 ] . 
u
) I n f a c t , let si be a d i s j o i n t set o f n o n - z e r o e l e m e n t s o f 0tlJT; w e w r i t e , V ( « , fc)€NxN, 
• i ^
0 0 = {{A]^lJr-. 0n(A)>\lk}. T h e n sl= | J sl£n) a n d , <pn b e i n g e x h a u s t i v e V « € N , 
C n , * ) e N x N 
sljp is o r e m p t y o r finite s e t , V ( " , A r ) S N x N . 
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" ) I n f a c t , V « 6 N , w e h a v e \<p„(A)\ = \<PN(B)\ if [A]=[Bl 0 „ ( [ 0 ] ) = O , 
\QnW)-Qnm)\ 3= k<pn(A\B)+k<p„(B\A) = k0n(lAPslB])+k0n(lB]-lA]) VM, [5] 
f o r e v e r y disjoint s e q u e n c e w e p u t A[=Ai a n d , \jp>\,A'p =AP — ( J APC\A, a n d 
icp 
w e h a v e 
l i m 0 „ ( [ ^ ] ) = l i m | ? >
B
( ^ ) | = 0 . p p 
1 S
) W e n o t e t h a t , if M is a o - r i n g , a ¿ - t r i a n g u l a r a n d o r d e r c o n t i n u o u s f u n c t i o n is e x h a u s t i v e . 
M o r e o v e r , if X is a c o m m u t a t i v e s e m i g r o u p w i t h a f a m i l y F o f n o n - n e g a t i v e r e a l v a l u e d f u n c t i o n s 
/ w h i c h h a v e t h e p r o p e r t y 
f(x)-f(y)^f{x+y) Sf(x)+ny), f o r e a c h x,y£X, 
f o r e v e r y t r i a n g l e s e t f u n c t i o n ([21]) o r d e r c o n t i n u o u s /i f r o m 91 t o ( X , | |) t h e f u n c t i o n 
v : A t ® - / Q i G 4 ) ) € [ 0 , + » [ 
is, f o r e v e r y / € F , a 1 - t r i a n g u l a r a n d o r d e r c o n t i n u o u s f u n c t i o n . 
" ) I f S is a H a u s d o r f f l o c a l l y c o m p a c t t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e , SD is t h e cr-field o f t h e B o r e l sets 
o f S, SF a n d a r e r e s p e c t i v e l y t h e lattice o f t h e c o m p a c t sets a n d t h e lattice o f t h e o p e n sets o f S, 
t h e (°) is t h e c o n d i t i o n ( R ) o f [23], [24]. 
» ) F o r e v e r y A^SD a n d f o r e v e r y e > 0 , let F£LFA a n d H e ^ s \ A s u c h t h a t V ( A \ F ) < £ / 2 
a n d $(S\A\H)~=E/2 a n d p u t G = S \ H . 
l e
) F o r i n s t a n c e , if S is a H a u s d o r f f t o p o l o g i c a l s p a c e , j / i s t h e <r-field o f t h e B o r e l sets o f S, 
OF a n d ^ a r e r e s p e c t i v e l y t h e lattice o f t h e c o m p a c t sets a n d t h e lattice o f t h e o p e n sets, 3F a n d IS 
satisfy t h e p r o p e r t y ( * * ) ( a n d t h e r e f o r e J ^ h a s t h e ( * ) ) . 
" ) I f ( X , | |) is a q u a s i - n o r m e d g r o u p a n d <p is a finitely a d d i t i v e f u n c t i o n f r o m s i to ( X , | |), 
this is t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f r e g u l a r finitely a d d i t i v e f u n c t i o n o f [14]. 
l s
) T h e v a r i a t i o n \ <p\ o f (p is d e f i n e d i n t h e u s u a l w a y ; 
M ( 4 ) = sup T \<p(B)\ A£st, 
n een 
w h e r e t h e s u p r e m u m is t a k e n o v e r all p a r t i t i o n s o f A i n t o a finite n u m b e r o f disjoint sets i n s i . 
" ) W e s a y t h a t a lattice 'S is a S I P - l a t t i c e if f o r e a c h disjoint s e q u e n c e ((?„)„
 € N
 o f sets o f 








 a n d a ring £ f w i t h t h e S I P c o n t a i n e d i n <3, s u c h 
t h a t GN.E£F, f o r e a c h / € N ( [ 1 4 ] ) . 
2 0
) S e e [ 1 4 ] f o r t h e d e f i n i t i o n s o f finitely a d d i t i v e i n n e r r e g u l a r a n d r e g u l a r f u n c t i o n s f r o m 
s i t o r . R e c a l l t h a t f o r e v e r y n e i g h b o u r h o o d U o f 0 , t h e r e exist a n £ > 0 a n d a c o n t i n u o u s 
( r e a l - v a l u e d ) q u a s i - n o r m g o n r s u c h t h a t 0 ( * ) < s } £ U. 
2 1
) S e e [ 1 4 ] f o r t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f ^ - b o u n d e d s u b s e t o f F ; recall t h a t a s u b s e t Y o f F is ^ - b o u n d e d 
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t e c h n i q u e s t o b e a p p l i e d t o t h e a n a l y s i s o f f o r m a l m o d e l s d f g r e a t e r c o m p l e x i t y ; m a t h e m a t i c i a n s 
" h a v e f o u n d i n p r o b l e m s f r o m e c o n o m i c s t h e s t i m u l u s t o s t a r t n e w d i r e c t i o n s o f s t u d y a n d t o e x p l o r e 
d i f f e r e n t t r e n d s w i t h i n t h e i r t h e o r i e s . " ' ' ' ' 
T o o f f e r s c h o l a r s f r o m t h e ' t w o fields a n o p p o r t u n i t y o f m e e t i n g a n d w o r k i n g t o g e t h e r , t h e 
C e n t r o I n t e r n a t i o n a l e M a t h e m a t i c o E s t i v o ( C . I . M . E . ) o r g a n i z e d a S e s s i o n ' o n " M a t h e m a t i c a l 
E c o n o m i c s " a t V i l l a L à Q u e r c e t à i n M o n t e c a t i n i T e r m e , I t a l y i n 1 9 8 6 . T h e p r e s e n t l e c t u r e n o t é s 
' c o n t a i n s t h e s u b j e c t - m a t t e r o f t h e f o u r s u r v e y c o u r s e s o f t h e S e s s i o n : I . E k e l a n d , S o m e v a r i a t i o n à l 
" m e t h o d s a r i s i n g f r o m m a t h e m a t i c a l e c o n o m i c s ; A . M a s - C o b e l l , F o u r l e c t u r e s o n t h e d i f f e r e n t i a b l e 
• •• • ' . . - '!' ( . J 
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a p p r o a c h t o g e n e r a l e q u i l i b r i u m t h e o r y ; J . S c h e i n k m a n , D y n a m i c g e n e r a l e q u i l i b r i u m m o d e l s ; 
S . Z a m i r , T o p i c s i n n o n - c o o p e r a t i v e g a m e t h e o r y . 
A f t e r h a v i n g r e a d t h e v o l u m e o n e b e l i e v e s t h a t t h e e d i t o r s ' o p i n i o n is t r u e : t h e m a t h e m a t i c s 
h a s b e c o m e m o r e a n d m o r e i m p o r t a n t f o r e c o n o m i s t s , a n d t h e m a t h e m a t i c i a n s c a n find m o r e a n d 
m o r e s t i m u l a t i n g p r o b l e m s i n e c o n o m i c s . 
L. Hatvani ( S z e g e d ) 
L á s z l ó M á t é , H i l b e r t S p a c e M e t h o d s in S c i e n c e a n d E n g i n e e r i n g , V m + 2 7 3 p a g e s , A k a d é m i a i 
K i a d ó , B u d a p e s t , 1 9 8 9 . 
D o y o u t h i n k t h a t y o u o u g h t t o b e c o m e m o r e f a m i l i a r w i t h m a t h e m a t i c a l m e t h o d s a p p l i e d 
i n y o u r s p e c i a l l i n e ? C e r t a i n l y m a n y s t u d e n t s , e n g i n e e r s a n d s c i e n t i s t s d o s o . O n e , w h o u s e s m e t h o d s 
b a s e d o n " h i g h e r " m a t h e m a t i c s , h a s o f t e n n o t e n o u g h t i m e a n d e n e r g y f o r s t u d y i n g s u c h d i s c i p l i n e s . 
I n c a s e if t h i s d i s c i p l i n e is H i l b e r t s p a c e t h e o r y , t h e p r e s e n t b o o k c a n c e r t a i n l y h e l p t o o v e r -
c o m e t h e difficulties. E v e n a l o o k a t t h e t a b l e o f " C o n t e n t s " s h o w s t h a t it c o n t a i n s p r e t t y l a r g e 
m a t e r i a l , t h e p o t e n t i a l r e a d e r s u r e l y w i l l find s o m e t h i n g o f h i s s p e c i a l i n t e r e s t . 
R e a d i n g t h e n o n l y a f e w p a g e s , o n e c a n e a s i l y r e c o g n i z e : T h i s b o o k differs f r o m a u s u a l " I n -
t r o d u c t i o n t o t h e T h e o r y o f ...". T h i s is a w o r k f o r t h o s e , w h o w a n t t o u n d e r s t a n d t h e b a s i c f a c t s 
a n d n o t i o n s , t o g e t a q u a i n t e d w i t h t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g m e t h o d s , b u t p r e f e r s s o m e i l l u s t r a t i v e e x -
a m p l e s r a t h e r t h a n t h e d e t a i l s o f c o m p l i c a t e d a r g u m e n t s . H o w e v e r , t h e p r o o f s a r e n o t c o m p l e t e l y 
o m i t t e d , a n d t h e b o o k is f a r f r o m a c o l l e c t i o n o f d e f i n i t i o n s , t h e o r e m s a n d s i m p l e d e s c r i p t i o n s o f 
m e t h o d s t o b e a p p l i e d . F r o m t h e P r e f a c e : " T h e b u l k o f t h e a p p l i c a t i o n s r e v o l v e a r o u n d r e p r o d u c i n g 
k e r n e l H i l b e r t s p a c e s a n d c a u s a l o p e r a t o r s . S e v e r a l a p p l i c a t i o n s a r e t r e a t e d h e r e f o r t h e first t i m e 
a t a n i n t r o d u c t o r y l e v e l . " 
T h e p r e r e q u i r e m e n t s c e r t a i n l y w i l l n o t k e e p b a c k t h e r e a d e r f r o m u n d e r s t a n d i n g t h e t e x t . 
H e n e e d s t o b e f a m i l i a r o n l y w i t h t h e e l e m e n t s o f m a t h e m a t i c a l a n a l y s i s a n d b a s i c f a c t s o f l i n e a r 
a l g e b r a . T h e n h o w t o t r e a t / . ' - s p a c e s ? W e l l , t h e a u t h o r c o n s i d e r s o n l y t h e s u b m a n i f o l d c o n s i s t i n g 
o f t h e c o n t i n u o u s f u n c t i o n s w h e n e v e r h e c a n d o s o . H o w e v e r , t h e c o n c e p t o f L e b e s g u e i n t e g r a l 
c l e a r l y c a n n o t b e c o m p l e t e l y a v o i d e d . 
W h o t o r e c o m m e n d t h i s b o o k t o ? I t h i n k , t h e a n s w e r is s u g g e s t e d a l r e a d y b y its title. 
E. Durszt ( S z e g e d ) 
J o h a n n e s C . C . N i t s c h e , L e c t u r e s o n M i n i m a l S u r f a c e s V o l . 1 , X X V + 5 6 3 p a g e s , C a m b r i d g e 
U n i v e r s i t y P r e s s , N e w Y o r k — N e w R o c h e l l e — M e l b o u r n e — S y d n e y , 1 9 8 9 . 
T h i s b o o k is t h e e n l a r g e d a n d u p d a t e d v e r s i o n o f t h e first five c h a p t e r s o f t h e a u t h o r ' s b o o k 
" V o r l e s u n g e n fiber M i n i m a l f l a c h e n " o r i g i n a l l y p u b l i s h e d i n t h e s e r i e s " G r u n d l e h r e n d e r m a t e m a t i -
s c h e n W i s s e n s c h a f t e n " i n 1 9 7 5 . 
S i n c e t h e last d e c a d e h a s b e e n o n e o f e x t r a o r d i n a r y r e s e a r c h a c t i v i t i e s o n all f r o n t s o f m i n i m a l 
s u r f a c e t h e o r y r e c e n t l y t h e r e w a s a c l a i m t o a m o r e o r l e s s s y n t h e t i c b o o k o f t h i s s u b j e c t . I n t h e 
last d e c a d e t h e k e y b o o k o f t h i s t o p i c w a s t h e a u t h o r ' s o n e , m e n t i o n e d a b o v e , w h i c h n o t o n l y s u m -
m a r i z e d t h e r e s u l t s b e f o r e b u t a l s o f o r m u l a t e d r e s e a r c h p r o b l e m s ( m a i n l y i n s e c t i o n I X . 2 ) w h i c h 
h a v e b e c o m e a c t i v e l y s t u d i e d . 
T h e r e f o r e I c o u l d n o t find b e t t e r s o l u t i o n t o satisfy t h e r e a l titles o f t h e s u b j e c t t h a n t h i s d e v e l -
o p m e n t o f t h e G e r m a n b o o k . 
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W e a v o i d t h e d e t a i l e d r e v i e w o f t h e b o o k b e c a u s e its o r i g i n a l is s o w e l l k n o w n . It p r e s e r v e d 
t h e spirit a n d s c o p e o f t h e V o r l e s u n g e n . Its style w i t h m a n y figures is a s c l e a r a s o r s o m e t i m e s c l e a r e r 
t h a n its o r i g i n a l v e r s i o n . W e a r e l o o k i n g f o r w a r d t h e s e c o n d a n d t h i r d p a r t s . 
I n o u r o p i n i o n this b o o k is i n d i s p e n s a b l e t o a n y o n e w o r k i n g i n t h e field. 
A. Kurusa ( S z e g e d ) 
R. S. Palais—C. L . Terng, Critical Point Theory and Submanifold Geometry ( L e c t u r e Notes 
i n M a t h e m a t i c s , 1 3 5 3 ) , X + 2 7 1 p a g e s , S p r i n g e r - V e r l a g , B e r l i n — H e i d e l b e r g — N e w Y o r k , 1 9 8 8 . 
T h i s b o o k g r e w o u t o f t h e l e c t u r e s g i v e n b y t h e a u t h o r s a t N a n k a i I n s t i t u t e o f M a t h e m a t i c s , 
T i a n j i n , C h i n a i n M a y o f 1 9 8 7 . T h e b o o k c o n s i s t s o f t w o , i n t e r - r e l a t e d p a r t s c o r r e s p o n d i n g t o 
t h e t w o series o f t h e s e l e c t u r e s . C h a p t e r s 1 — 4 o f P a r t I g i v e a n i n t r o d u c t i o n t o t h e classical a n d 
m o d e r n s u b m a n i f o l d t h e o r y o f E u c l i d e a n a n d H i l b e r t s p a c e s : L e v i — C i v i t a c o n n e c t i o n s , v e c t o r 
fields a n d differential e q u a t i o n s , l o c a l i n v a r i a n t s o f s u b m a n i f o l d s , f u n d a m e n t a l t h e o r e m o f s u b -
m a n i f o l d s i n s p a c e f o r m s , W e i n g a r t e n s u r f a c e s i n t h r e e d i m e n s i o n a l s p a c e f o r m s , i m m e r s e d flat 
tori i n S
3
, f o c a l s t r u c t u r e o f s u b m a n i f o l d s . C h a p t e r s 5 — 8 c o n t a i n a s y s t e m a t i c t r e a t m e n t o f t h e 
t h e o r y o f i s o p a r a m e t r i c s u b m a n i f o l d s o f H i l b e r t s p a c e s d e v e l o p e d b y t h e a u t h o r s i n t h e last y e a r s . 
( A s u b m a n i f o l d is c a l l e d i s o p a r a m e t r i c if its n o r m a l c u r v a t u r e is z e r o a n d t h e p r i n c i p a l c u r v a t u r e s 
a l o n g a n y p a r a l l e l n o r m a l field a r e c o n s t a n t . ) T h e s e s u b m a n i f o l d s a r i s e n a t u r a l l y i n r e p r e s e n t a t i o n 
t h e o r y f o r , i n p a r t i c u l a r t h e p r i n c i p a l o r b i t s o f t h e i s o t r o p y r e p r e s e n t a t i o n o f a s y m m e t r i c s p a c e 
a r e h o m o g e n e o u s i s o p a r a m e t r i c , b u t t h e r e a r e a l s o m a n y n o n - h o m o g e n e o u s e x a m p l e s . P a r t II 
is a s e l f - c o n t a i n e d a c c o u n t o f critical p o i n t t h e o r y o n H i l b e r t m a n i f o l d s . T h e t w o p a r t s a r e c o n -
n e c t e d t h r o u g h t h e M o r s e I n d e x T h e o r e m , w h i c h is a p p l i e d t o t h e i n v e s t i g a t i o n o f t h e t o p o l o g y o f 
i s o p a r a m e t r i c s u b m a n i f o l d s o f H i l b e r t s p a c e s . 
T h e r e a d e r is a s s u m e d t o b e f a m i l i a r o n l y w i t h t h e e l e m e n t a r y t h e o r y o f d i f f e r e n t i a b l e m a n i -
f o l d s a n d R i e m a n n i a n g e o m e t r y . T h e b o o k is a v e r y g o o d i n t r o d u c t i o n t o t h e r e s e a r c h p r o b l e m s 
i n t h e field, a n d c a n b e w a r m l y r e c o m m e n d e d t o t h e m a t h e m a t i c i a n s w h o a r e i n t e r e s t e d i n a b e a u t i f u l 
i n t e r p l a y b e t w e e n R i e m a n n i a n g e o m e t r y , f u n c t i o n a l a n a l y s i s , t o p o l o g y a n d t r a n s f o r m a t i o n g r o u p 
t h e o r y . 
Peter T. Nagy ( S z e g e d ) 
R. R. Phelps, Convex Functions, Monotone Operators and Differentiability ( L e c t u r e N o t e s 
i n M a t h e m a t i c s , 1 3 6 4 ) , V I I + 1 1 4 p a g e s , S p r i n g e r - V e r l a g , B e r l i n — H e i d e l b e r g — N e w Y o r k — L o n -
d o n — P a r i s — T o k y o , 1 9 8 9 . 
T h i s c l e a r l y w r i t t e n b o o k c o n t a i n s w e a l t h y m a t e r i a l o n t h e differentiability p r o p e r t i e s o f 
c o n v e x f u n c t i o n s o n infinite d i m e n s i o n a l s p a c e s . T h e g e n e s i s o f t h i s w o r k is t h e set o f n o t e s " D i f -
ferentiability o f c o n v e x f u n c t i o n s o n B a n a c h s p a c e s " w h i c h w a s w r i t t e n b y t h e a u t h o r f o r a g r a d u a t e 
c o u r s e a t U n i v e r s i t y C o l l e g e L o n d o n . 
T h e first C h a p t e r d e a l s w i t h t h e d e f i n i t i o n o f c o n v e x f u n c t i o n s ; M a z u r ' s t h e o r e m o n dif-
ferentiability o f c o n v e x f u n c t i o n o n a s e p a r a b l e B a n a c h s p a c e ; a n d t h e s u b d i f f e r e n t i a l o f a c o n v e x 
f u n c t i o n . C h a p t e r 2 is d e v o t e d t o t h e m o n o t o n e o p e r a t o r s ( a s a m a t t e r o f f a c t t h e s u b d i f f e r e n t i a l 
is a s p e c i a l c a s e o f a m o n o t o n e o p e r a t o r ) . T h e r e s u l t s o f t h i s C h a p t e r all i n v o l v e c o n t i n u o u s c o n -
v e x f u n c t i o n s d e f i n e d o n o p e n c o n v e x sets. B u t i n m a n y a p p l i c a t i o n s l o w e r s e m i c o n t i n u o u s c o n v e x 
f u n c t i o n s h o u l d b e c o n s i d e r e d . T h i s t o p i c is t h e m a i n s u b j e c t o f C h a p t e r 3 . B o r w e i n — P r e i s s s m o o t h ' 
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v a r i a t i o n a l p r i n c i p l e ( w h i c h u s e s d i f f e r e n t i a l p e r t u r b a t i o n ) is t h e c e n t r a l q u e s t i o n i n C h a p t e r 4 . 
T h e f o l l o w i n g C h a p t e r 5 d e a l s w i t h s p a c e s w i t h R a d o n — N i k o d y m p r o p e r t y a n d s o m e q u e s t i o n s 
r e l a t e d t o t h e o p t i m i z a t i o n ( p a r t i c u l a r l y t o t h e s o - c a l l e d p e r t u r b e d o p t i m i z a t i o n ) . T h e s h o r t C h a p -
t e r 6 is d e v o t e d t o t h e c l a s s o f B a n a c h s p a c e s i n w h i c h e v e r y c o n t i n u o u s c o n v e x f u n c t i o n is G a t e a u x 
d i f f e r e n t i a b l e i n a d e n s e set o f p o i n t s . C h a p t e r 7 g i v e s a g e n e r a l i z a t i o n o f m o n o t o n e o p e r a t o r s t o 
t h e u p p e r s e m i c o n t i n u o u s c o m p a c t v a l u e d m a p s . 
T h e p r e s e n t b o o k is h i g h l y r e c o m m e n d e d t o a l l w h o i n t e r e s t e d i n m a t h e m a t i c a l a n a l y s i s . 
J. Németh ( S z e g e d ) 
A n d r á s R e c s k i , M a t r o i d T h e o r y a n d its A p p l i c a t i o n s , X I I I + 5 3 1 p a g e s , A k a d é m i a i K i a d ó , 
B u d a p e s t , 1 9 8 9 . 
M a t r o i d t h e o r y is o n e o f t h e m o s t d e e p e s t p a r t s o f c o m b i n a t o r i c s , a s w e l l a s b e i n g o n e o f 
t h e m o s t i m p o r t a n t o n e s f r o m t h e p o i n t o f v i e w o f a p p l i c a t i o n . 
T h e a u t h o r ' s a i m w a s t o s h o w t h e p r e s e n t s t a t e o f t h e t h e o r y w i t h s p e c i a l e m p h a s i s o n its 
a l g o r i t h m i c a s p e c t s a n d o n t h e a p p l i c a t i o n s i n e l e c t r i c a l e n g i n e e r i n g a n d i n statics. 
T h e b o o k i s d i v i d e d i n t o t w o p a r t s . T h e first p a r t c o n t a i n s t h e b a c k g r o u n d a b o u t g r a p h s a n d 
a l g e b r a . 
H e r e -it c a n b e f o u n d t h e f u n d a m e n t a l c o n s t r u c t i o n s a n d a l g o r i t h m s i n g r a p h t h e o r y w h i c h 
s e r v e a s a r o o t o f m a t r o i d s : t r e e s , f o r e s t s , c u t sets, c i r c u i t s , p l a n a r g r a p h s , d u a l i t y , m a t c h i n g f o r 
tripartite g r a p h s a n d , f l o w t h e o r y . 
T h e s e c o n d p a r t i s d e v o t e d t o m a t r o i d s . A f t e r p r e s e n t i n g t h e b a s i c c o n c e p t s s u c h a s d u a l i t y , 
m i n o r s , cjirect s u m , c o n n e c t i v i t y , g r e e d y a l g o r i t h m , t h e f o l l o w i n g t o p i c s a r e d i s c u s s e d i n d e t a i l : 
t h e r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s o f m a t r c n d s , t h e s u m o f m a t r o i d s , - i n d u c e d m a t r o i d s . T h e last " m a t h e m a t i c a l " 
s e c t i o n is d e v o t e d t o s o m e r e c e n t r e s u l t s ¡in m a t r o i d t h e o r y . 
T h e b o o k i s s e l f - c o n t a i n e d , w r i t t e n v e r y c a r e f u l l y . M a t h e m a t i c a l r e s u l t s a r e p r e s e n t e d i n 
t h e o d d n u m b e r e d c h a p t e r s o n l y . E v e n n u m b e r e d c h a p t e r s d e s c r i b e a s s o c i a t e d a p p l i c a t i o n s . I t 
c o n t a i n s q u i t e a l o t Cjf figures w h i c h i l l u s t r a t e t h e a b s t r a c t c o n s t r u c t i o n s a n d p r o o f s . E a c h s e c t i o n 
e n d s w i t h e x e r c i s e s f o r c h e c k i n g t h e r e a d e r ' s u n d e r s t a n d i n g a n d p r o b l e m s w h i c h a r e m o r e difficult. 
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M a t h e m a t i c a l S c i e n c e s , V o l . 1 3 ) , V I I + 2 3 8 p a g e s , S p r i n g e r - V e r l a g , B e r l i n — H e i d e l b e r g — N e w 
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H e i d e l b e r g — N e w Y o r k — T o k y o , 1 9 8 8 . — D M 5 4 , — . 
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a l g e b r a s a n d a n o m a l i e s ( L e c t u r e N o t é s i n P h y s i c s , V o l . 3 0 2 ) , V H I + 1 8 9 p a g e s , S p r i n g e r - V e r l a g , 
B e r l i n — H e i d e l b e r g — N e w Y o r k — T o k y o , 1 9 8 8 . — D M 3 4 , — . 
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h e l d i n E l E s c o r i a l , S p a i n , J u n e 9 — 1 3 , 1 9 8 7 . E d i t e d b y J . G a r s i a - C u e r n a ( L e c t u r e N o t e s i n 
M a t h e m a t i c s , V o l . 1 3 8 4 ) , V I I + 2 1 3 p a g e s , S p r i n g e r - V e r l a g , B e r l i n — H e i d e l b e r g — N e w Y o r k -
T o k y o , 1 9 8 9 . — D M 3 7 , — . 
M . H u m i — W . M i l l e r , S e c o n d c o u r s e i n o r d i n a r y differential e q u a t i o n s f o r scientist a n d e n g i n e e r s 
( U n i v e r s i t è x t ) , X I + 4 4 1 p a g e s , S p r i n g e r - V e r l a g , B e r l i n — H e i d e l b e r g — N e w Y o r k — T o k y o , 
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B o j u J i a n g — C h i a K u e i P e n g — Z i x i n H o u , D i f f e r e n t i a l g e o m e t r y a n d t o p o l o g y . P r o c e e d i n g s , T i a n j i n 
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l i n — H e i d e l b e r g — N e w Y o r k — T o k y o , 1 9 8 9 . — D M 6 1 , — . 
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P . S a m u e l , P r o j e c t i v e g e o m e t r y ( U n d e r g r a d u a t e T e x t s i n M a t h e m a t i c s ) , X + 1 5 6 p a g e s , S p r i n g e r -
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